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Precious ones, Infinity is a very long time--where will you spend yours?

HOPE AND JOY

In all the darkness which may abound, there is enough light in one tiny spark to show the way and
therein is not only the "hope" but the PROMISE. I come not to lecture you on your moral views nor
preach to convince you of some doctrine or another. I am sent to bring the Word of Truth that
"Man" might rearrange his thoughts and focus within wherein Truth lies--for Man will find it not--out
there somewhere from another's mouth shouted in opinion and perceptions of that which has been
equally misinterpreted to him.

All you have to do to understand is LISTEN TO ANOTHER'S DREAM as doctrine of a Church or
"Belief" which confronts your own--say a Tibetan Pagan Monk and a Methodist Preacher--and
hear the rules for getting to "heaven" and celestial Grace by a Mormon or a New Age Rainbowchild. ALL have left out the important message to Man in instructions: TRUTH! It goes beyond
"versions" of some this or that--YOU ARE CHILDREN OF THE LIE--NOT THE LIGHT!

Why do "WE" have no doctrine for a group, church or cult? Because we are the body of God sent
forth to do our job that HIS people will recognize HIS LIFEBOAT for His precious creations of Light
which cannot be snuffed-out.

I have been asked about that ever-longing within the breast of Man that he cannot find total rest or
peace. It is because your innermost longing is to again be one within God and, short of being in
that oneness--there is the incredible shredding of the umbilical cord that gives you LIFE. You get
holes in your lifeline and are distracted so that you fail to mend the rips and snags and your very
conduit of LIFE is rent asunder. Ah, then you try to regain the feelings of peace and joy once or
twice a year--never quite finding it in a new dress or a bunch of lilies or in a cacophony of noise,
crushing trampings of the masses from store to store seeking to find----whatever! You search and
search the streets and doors lighted with colored bulbs and forget TO LOOK BEYOND UNTO THE
HEAVENS WHERE SHINE OUR SHIPS OF LIGHT AND THE VERY SOURCE OF LIFE. You
search the wrappings of trash and glitter while the MAN YOU SEEK is no longer a babe on an "Xmas" card--but is awaiting your attention that he might LAND HIS SHIP and gather you into his
safe harbor.
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This one flies on the wings of Eagles. This one goes within where there ARE NO WORDS, only
the wondrous sounds of glorious tones of KNOWING and beyond the Eagle's flight--into the
Cosmic spaces of Glory. HE has gone, dear friends--no longer a memory of a child on Christmas
Day--but a MAN WITH/IN GOD--who has prepared a place for you and awaits your acceptance of
THAT gift. HE walks with "Grandfather" in the presence of and within GOD--and you deny him in
favor of the condomed rap group on city streets and you seek joy in the flowing wine of the
tinseled cup that blinds you further and into the bindings of entrapment.

Where then do you go on religious seeking? To those clubhouses made by men to glorify
themselves and the "truth" they have fabricated--INSTEAD OF LOOKING BEYOND AND WITHIN-UNTO THE TRUTH BEING SHOWN ALL ABOUT YOU--DENIED. Many go forth to sing in choirs
and ring their bells in harmony UNTO man's audience--NOT UNTO GOD! You even call it
"performance".

UNTIL YOU CAN REACH BEYOND THE TINSEL AND SHROUDS OF THE TRAPPINGS OF
THE LIE--YOU CANNOT SOAR ON WINGS OF EAGLES FOR YOU WILL HAVE BECOME THE
"GROUNDED" FLIGHTLESS AND HELPLESS OF EARTHBOUND CREATURES--HAVING LOST
YOUR ABILITY TO RISE ABOVE THE THRONGS AND INTO THE SAFETY OF THE HEAVENS.

WHY BELIEVE ME?
Well, obviously "most" do not! However, you--again--look in all the wrong places. You look to
Dharma and a keyboard with all its letters worn away--AGAIN--and try to decide. Why do you not
look where my manifestation resides in this time of signs and signals for YOU! Dharma my find me
in her hands at the keyboard--YOU WILL FIND ME IN THE WORD OF TRUTH--THE THOUGHT
PRESENTED. And the "physical" signs? In the twinkling, strobing colored light beams of the
viewable heavens--our army waiting twixt YOU and the very planets and stars you NAME so that
you cannot miss us! To NOT recognize our presence, YOU HAVE TO DENY US!

I am asked in prayer by you who seek protection for Dharma and E.J. and I am petitioned as to
how and why they go on--and on--and on? Why? Because they hold my hand and I go on--and on-and on..!! I WILL NOT FAIL THEM NOR WILL I FAIL YOU--FOR I REFUSE TO FAIL MYSELF-WHICH WOULD BE THE GREATEST SORROW OF MY BEING--I WOULD FAIL MY CREATOR,
GOD!

But, how can they continue to struggle for themselves? THEY DO NOT STRUGGLE FOR
THEMSELVES--"WE" struggle for YOU! They have NO CAUSE to struggle for selves--only for
YOU. There is nothing here of "stuff' for which to fight, for in "stuff" you have no VALUE--only that
which Man places upon a "thing". Therefore, it CAN ONLY be the emotion and energy placed
upon the "thing" in point. Herein we have the focus of energy and attention of the "minds of you
who share" that we might find the way for SOUL through a jungle of perceived illusions of elusive
holdings. IF YOUR HOME IS WITHIN GOD--A HOUSE IS BUT A THING OF CONVENIENCE
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FOR A BODY OF MECHANICAL MANIFESTATION. They too must grow and forget the "thing" in
focus and reach beyond to that which is the point of the journey--the FREEDOM of MAN WITHIN
GOD that Man may experience in manifest form in freedom of choices. You have reached a point
in your world where fewer and fewer physical choices are left to Man and through mental
programming--few choices remain in the consciousness of MAN as to truth of self expression in
either truth or FORM!

I am continually asked about Pleiades and how is it there? What matter?? YOU ARE NOT
THERE! You have only the here and now in whatever expression you manifest and, NOW, you are
on Earth experiencing the dance of perceived "living" and what is elsewhere is of no value to your
experience--only to your perception of direction and "being" within the KNOWING.

No one can do this FOR you, my children--not a babe called Emmanuel nor a man called Jesus-can you see? Jesus' perceptions were HIS--and YOU must have YOURS. You can "follow" "his"
but, until it becomes yours, it is not yours, it remains "his".

Ones want to know about this "Hatonn" as if, somehow, "judging" him will give "truth" or "lie" to the
presentations. So be it. Until you can hold and perceive TRUTH from the most Evil garbage-can of
Satan--you are but a hapless twig in a windstorm. I can show you the "way" and the "truth" and
therefore it matters NOT A WHIT "who" I am--ONLY THAT "I AM", AS ARE YOU!

If "I", say, choose to repeat a "truth" from a prior speaker--does it make the statement more or less
the truth? Neither--it simply means that I may have helped you sort the wheat from chaff--no more
and no less--Truth is Truth is Truth and therefore so too, is the lie. I come as a teacher to help you
sort which is which that you may KNOW and no longer have to "think--maybe". God's laws and
rules are EVER THE SAME--UNCHANGING AS ARE THE LAWS OF THE UNIVERSE--THEY
SIMPLY ARE! You can go against the universal laws and you shall be smashed--so too, when you
banish the laws of God--you smash self. I am but a messenger to "remind" you of the laws--NOT
ENFORCE THEM! YOU WHO COME WITH ME NEED NO ENFORCERS--FOR THOSE WHO
MUST HAVE FORCE FOR CORRECTION HAVE NO PLACE WITH ME--I AM NOT YOUR
"KEEPER", I AM YOUR BROTHER!

PROPHETS
Have you not had enough prophets? Can you not understand--you NEED NO MORE
PROPHETS?? PROPHETS ARE NOTED FOR PROJECTING THE "FUTURE" POSSIBILITIES-BUT YOU MUST EXPERIENCE IN THE "NOW", YOU MUST FIX-IT IN THE "NOW", YOU "ARE"
IN THE "NOW"--WHY NEED YOU PROPHETS OR FORTUNETELLERS? YOU NEED
MESSENGERS WHO TELL YOU HOW IT "IS"--NOT RAVE ABOUT HOW IT MAY OR MAY NOT
BE SOMEWHERE OUT THERE IN AN ILLUSION OF POSSIBILITIES. YOU ARE NOW! WHAT
"IS" IS NOW! WHERE DO YOU DWELL--NOW? "NOW" IS WHERE IT "IS" AND UNTIL YOU
REALIZE IT YOU SHALL REMAIN ENTRAPPED IN THAT WHICH YOU PERCEIVE BUT IS NOT
REALITY!
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Moreover, you can express in the "now" and choose within the laws of the land and move along
very nicely as well. Why do you choose to go against the laws of the land, for instance? Because
you CLAIM to be fighting against that which is put upon you as "wrong". Let me ask you a very
pointed and pertinent question? Did Ray Renick hurt or help his cause of goodness by laying
explosives (illegal) all about his property that perchance an officer would trip the wires? Did he
have a right to endanger the innocent along with the guilty as he perceives and JUDGES "them" to
be? NOW, TELL ME HOW "WE" CAN GO FORTH AND DEFEND, AS TOTALLY INNOCENT-THIS "CRIME"? ARE YOU WHO "KILL IN THE NAME OF GOD" MORE RIGHTEOUS THAN
THOSE WHO "KILL IN THE NAME OF THE ELITE?" WHY, THEN, DO YOU COME
PETITIONING GOD TO MAKE IT RIGHT FOR YOU? DO NOT BOTH TEAMS IN A "GAME"
PRAY FOR A WIN? WHO SHALL GOD CHOOSE TO WIN? DO YOU SEE WHAT YOU DO TO
SELVES?? Each CAN actually only expect God to answer a prayer such as: "Let me do the best I
can, Father." Do you see??

I have no "Christmas" message vs. any other message or day--except for using the example of
pointing out almost all the WRONG expressions crammed into a few frantic days of the LIE. And
yet, your hearts swell in longing for perfection and joy and you who have found "wisdom" will find
that joy in the expression of sharing, loving and just experiencing the gaudy beauty of a Season of
expectation and "hope". Can you not participate in the sharing and glory without being sucked into
the lie? Oh indeed, and the focus on that love and beauty will lighten the world. It need not be
spoken--for God and reverence can only be within--the shouting is usually the need to be heard
that OTHERS be convinced of your singular greatness! Your attachment to GOD is so sacred and
singular as to be diluted in the chanting and presumption of taking or foisting off your opinions on
others. If you live as if the only ones on the globe are you and GOD--you shall be fine. THIS
MEANS, HOWEVER, THAT ALL YOUR ACTIONS IN THE PHYSICAL ARENA--"CAN" BE
"JUDGED" AND MUST BE "JUDGED"! AND ACTIONS AND SPEAKINGS WILL AND MUST BE
JUDGED BY OTHER EXPERIENCING FRAGMENTS IN EXPRESSION--DO YOU MANIFEST
TRUTH OR LIE? SORRY, GOOD BUDDIES--IT IS EITHER ONE OR THE OTHER AND IT MUST
BECOME "ALL THE TIME" AND NOT "JUST AS THE WHIM STRIKES" FOR ANY EXCUSE OR
CLAIMED "REASON". ALL ELSE IS JUST THE "PLAY" UNFOLDING IN ACTION.

PERCEPTION OF "ME", HATONN
I wear the image of Aton, my friends, so what you think of me and speak of me IS OF GREAT
IMPORTANCE. Not in the sense that you may "think", however. Regardless of your level of
realization or recognition--I AM THE MESSENGER OF GOD AND IN THE DENIAL OF THAT
TRUTH WHICH I BRING--IS DENIAL OF GOD. Does this mean that you have to believe in an
E.T. space cadet of some kind? NO, in fact it is truly an insult, except when given in loving
interchange, to label me such, for I AM a messenger sent to bring TRUTH and INSTRUCTION as
to placement in the REALMS OF GOD unto a sick and dying world filled with lost entities in
zombie-land. "I" need no silver craft--YOU DO! "I" need no name or label--YOU DO; FOR BOTH
SELF AND ME. Why do I not denounce all other speakers and "channels"? Because YOU NEED
TO LEARN AWARENESS AND TRUTH FOR SELVES--NOT BY PRONOUNCEMENT OF SOME
SORT OF SNIT-FIT FROM ME, WHOMEVER YOU MAY BELIEVE ME TO BE. If presentations be
"truth", you will know it--for as you study your lessons--the Truth stands away from the conjectures
as a sore thumb bandaged in neon wrappings. Further, if a bunch of "space entities" are telling
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you to gather around on the White House lawn for the "coming" to "prove" something or other-WATCH IT! EVEN GOD'S OWN DO NOT KNOW THE MOMENT OF HIS COMING--AND AT
BEST YOU ARE DEALING WITH LESSER ENERGIES THAN THE HOSTS OF GOD! Most are
simply dealing with "wishful" thinking presented by "would be distractors" from the REAL THING.

Are the impostors "evil"? YES! "Evil" in meaning is defined as "....anything or anybody who would
deliberately or in ignorance pull a being from his path TO GOODNESS (GOD)." Therefore, by
definition, yes indeed, the false speakers and "wishful thinker" psychics and charlatans are "evil".
The question might better be: "....are they DELIBERATELY evil?" Probably not, just tools of more
deceptive evil-bringers. Those, for instance, telling you that a bunch of aliens, good or bad, are
going to whisk you away into wonderland for "nothing" are WRONG! THEY ARE AS WRONG AS
THE ONES WHO LIE TO YOU ABOUT A RAPTURE! IT IS THE SAME INTENT--SECURITY AND
GOODNESS IN EXCHANGE FOR "NOTHING" ON YOUR PART--EXCEPT THE STUPIDITY TO
BELIEVE SUCH A CROCK!

ASHTAR COMMAND

I would caution you to be more discerning about me and my connections to such as the Ashtar
Command. You have, many of you, turned the designation of a "computer control center"
"command" into a lighted being of God fragment. Don't do this. There IS a designated entity who
"commands" the "command" and does make connections with persons manifest. However, he has
a PURPOSE and an "action". I AM NOT IN ASHTAR'S COMMAND--IN ANY WAY, SHAPE OR
FORM. I have served within that command as necessary while structuring evacuation plans, etc.
There are times when I shall step back and allow the logic and precision of a "computer" program
to handle an active "happening" for it will concern me very little indeed. If you have read our early
writings, you will know what I mean and, if not--you will continue in your misperception and
"opinions" at any rate.

How can you "KNOW"? Well, if one, Ashtar, tells you HE is going to land here or there or express
here or there--BEWARE. "He" is in command of one of the most select and responsible fleets in
the cosmic coordinates of YOUR planetary system. For him to pop in or out to give YOU a thrill or
"experience as a physical being for a romp with a twin-flame" is totally ludicrous in any sane
perception. Do you want "God" to leave HIS post at the most critical time in your civilization's
history--to romp around for a few days to make show and tell to a "few" and have a little "sex" with
a "twin-flame"? GROW UP!!

WHY DON'T PEOPLE "LIKE" ME?

Because I am a TRUTHBRINGER--and people DON'T WANT TRUTH! You, also, don't want to
hear the Truth and that is why it takes so long to overcome the doubts. It is not that you don't
believe me--YOU DON'T WANT TO BELIEVE ME. You WANT to cling to the charm and "easyway-out" of the promising hordes of liars--some in intent and others in equal ignorance. I give you
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that which your heart KNOWS but your senses do not WANT. You WANT to believe, or maybe
even deny, a tiny babe in Bethlehem somewhere--out there or magical carpets to the clouds or
something--but NOT ACCEPT RESPONSIBILITY OF KNOWING TRUTH!

I CAN tell you this: TO YOU WHO KNOW ME AND RECOGNIZE TRUTH AND HAVE AWAITED
THE MESSENGER IN PREPARATION FOR THE KING--YOU ARE IN GREAT JOY AND
GLADNESS AND NOTHING CAN TAKE IT FROM THEE! THAT'S ENOUGH FOR ME--FOR YOU
ARE WHY I AM COME--NOT FOR THE MASSES OF DISBELIEVERS. ALL HAVE "EQUAL
RIGHTS" TO TAKE OR REJECT THE GIFTS I BRING AND THE WORD I SHARE. SO BE IT
FOR YOU AS YOU EXPERIENCE HERE AS WHAT YOU CALL CIVILIZATION OF EARTH--ARE
EXPRESSING YOUR FINAL TIME OF DECISION-MAKING FOR THE GREAT CYCLE OF
CHANGE IS UPON YOU--AGAIN. EACH JOURNEY HAS A BEGINNING AND AN ENDING AS
DO THE "ACTS" IN A GREAT NEVER-ENDING "PLAY". WHERE WILL YOU BE WHEN THE
CURTAIN FALLS ON THIS SEGMENT? IT IS NOT MY BUSINESS--IT IS ONLY YOURS!

I feel I must remind you of something since you ones have a tendency to claim certain things unto
yourselves--which are not even "things". You "Christians" want to claim a baby "Christ" as your
"Christmas" present. Balderdash! "Christ" is a "state of being in goodness". Moreover, most
"Christians" along with most "non-Christians" as to religious belief, worship more the ornamental
tree full of loot than the "Christed" Truth of your placement or beingness. THIS MAKES "ME"
VERY UNPOPULAR--JUST AS GOD IN GOODNESS IS VERY UNPOPULAR--YOU EVEN ASK
HIM FOR "THINGS" INSTEAD OF "WHAT MAY I DO FOR YOU, FATHER?". It will be WHEN you
get it all sorted out that you shall have "arrived" at graduation. How many will make it? Better you
decide whether or not YOU will make it.

May the glory and opportunity of the "season" of hope and expectation be open to you for coming
into realization of these truths and glory of KNOWING. I am interested in your "JOY", not your
"JOLLY".

I AM, THAT YOU MIGHT BE. SALU
Christ.
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Phoenix Journals [link to abundanthope.net]
Feb 28, 2012 - PJ #83 " POLITICAL PSYCHOS ", chapter 11 & 12.
" "The individual may think that the most important reality is his own existence, but this is
only his personal point of view. This lacks historical perspective.
"Man does not have the right to develop his own mind. This kind of liberal orientation has
great appeal. We must electrically control the brain. Some day armies and generals will be
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controlled by electric stimulation of the brain." These were the remarks of Dr. Jose Delgado
as they appeared in the February 24, 1974 edition of the Congressional Record, No. 26., Vol. 118.
"
--Christ.
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Phoenix Journals [link to abundanthope.net]
Feb 29, 2012 - PJ #224 " BIRTHING THE PHOENIX VOL. 3", chapter 11 & 12.
" As we go through these Protocols let us have compassion, please, for those most closely and
painfully affected by Talmudic New-Age Order.
I hope that all of you are paying attention to the blatherings of everyone, especially the attorneys
who come forth and speak of Clinton in these days. There is now frequent reference to
"Talmudic"-type of LAW; i.e., "Under Talmudic approaches..." or "The Judge, using Talmudic..."
Remember that there was a direct interchange in the Simpson trial between Marsha Clark and
Judge Ito which indicated BOTH would like to toss the law and move on to Talmudic control of the
courtroom. "
--Christ.
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03/01/2012 03:44 AM
Phoenix Journals [link to abundanthope.net]
Mar 1, 2012 - PJ #82 " RETIREMENT RETREATS or WHICH CONCENTRATION-CAMP DO
YOU PREFER? ", chapter 17, final.
" Always use that information which sets of "truth" AFTER you have confirmed it--especially within-for Evil is required by universal law to bear a sign! IT WILL ALWAYS BE THERE IF YOU ARE
INFORMED ENOUGH TO SEE IT! "YOU CANNOT READ ONE SENTENCE AND JUDGE A
BOOK"! If you do this--YOU ARE A FOOL. If you allow another to thrust same upon you--BOTH
OF YOU ARE FOOLS! "
--Christ.
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Mar 2, 2012 - PJ #82 " RETIREMENT RETREATS or WHICH CONCENTRATION-CAMP DO
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YOU PREFER? ", Pdf copy.
" By holding my hand, learning "HOW" and holding the course IN TRUTH and KNOWING. More
importantly, you shall, if you cling to Truth and your commitment, you shall be able to create a
NEW and better way; for YOU OF GOD can do this--your enemy must work only with that which is
al-ready created. REMEMBER: WHEN YOU THINK YOU HAVE EXHAUSTED EVERY
ALTERNATIVE, YOU HAVEN'T! "
Link to all transcribed PJ's in Pdf format: [link to www.freewebs.com]
--Christ.
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Phoenix Journals [link to abundanthope.net]
Mar 3, 2012 - PJ #83 " POLITICAL PSYCHOS ", chapter 13 & 14.
" In May 1989, it was learned by the CIA that the KGB was subjecting people undergoing
interrogation to electromagnetic fields, which produced a panic reaction, thereby bringing them
closer to breaking down under questioning. The subjects were not told that they were being placed
under the influence of these beams. A few years earlier, Dr. Ross Adey released photographs and
a fact sheet concerning what he called the Russian Lida machine. This consisted of a small
transmitter emitting 10-hertz waves which makes the subject susceptible to hypnotic suggestion.
The device utilized the outmoded vacuum-tube design. American POWs in Korea have indicated
that similar devices had been used for interrogation purposes in POW camps. "
--Christ.
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Phoenix Journals [link to abundanthope.net]
Mar 3, 2012 - PJ #84 " CHANGING PERSPECTIVES ", chapter 1 & 2.
" The world has become a place of corruption, political power and for you, weakness. It is easier to
sleep as anesthetized so that you do not have to face reality of that which is all but finished
against you. It is easier to become addicts of this or that--to hide the blinding pain of KNOWING.
YOU have become enslaved to things which even you do not perceive. If ye could but focus on
these things and less on the discord of personal rifts and fractures of ego or claims to placement
as possibilities change and/or come into perception. THERE ARE NO "BOSSES" OR "HIGHER"
WORKERS--EVEN IN OUR REALMS--REMEMBER? We function according to capability,
experience and knowledge--not rank or serial numbers! I head the Command BECAUSE I
"KNOW"--AND MY TEAM COMES WITH ME AS EXTENSIONS OF MYSELF JUST AS I AM
FULL EXTENSION OF GOD! I SIMPLY "AM" EXPRESSING AND EXPERIENCING WHAT "IS".
For this reason every individual fragment has ability and capability to do that which ye will so if my
"play" is not according to your script--please, allow me and my cast to play ours and you run your
show elsewhere if you have to have a different play. IF YOUR SCRIPT IS TO DISRUPT MY
PLAY--I SHALL NOT BE AN EASY FOE--AS SOME ARE FINDING OUT AS WE WRITE! I shall,
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in addition, WIN--because my play is based on God, Light and Truth and the enemy proves it--as
they always attack within the LIES! "
--Christ.
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Phoenix Journals [link to abundanthope.net]
Mar 5, 2012 - PJ #86 " MISSING THE LIFEBOAT?? ", Intro.
" As you read the pages, especially the "Introduction", you are urged to ponder carefully
the circumstances of your world and your SELF. More garbage is being flung against the
teachers from God and the bringers forth of the words of instruction and guidance. You are
moving rapidly into a time of chaos just as all your prophecies of all time have presented.
The enemy is at your door even as your "lifeboat" awaits. How many of you will choose to
WAIT for decisions until there are no more "saviors"? Each will choose for there will be no
"snatch-up" of evil into glory--no paid-for "trips " to anywhere of God and, as in the places
of physical --YOU WILL DO IT! No one, not MAN nor GOD, will do it for you. "
--Christ.
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Phoenix Journals [link to abundanthope.net]
Mar 6, 2012 - PJ #83 " POLITICAL PSYCHOS ", chapter 15 & 16.
" Aside from having the capability of causing pain and preventing auditory communication, a more
subtle effect was demonstrated at the Walter Reed Army Institute of Research by Dr. Joseph C.
Sharp. Dr. Sharp, himself, was the subject of an experiment in which pulsed microwave
audiograms, or the microwave analog of the sound vibrations of spoken words, were delivered to
his brain in such a way that he was able to understand the words that were spoken. Military and
undercover uses of such a device might include driving a subject crazy with inner voices in order
to discredit him, or conveying undetectable instructions to a programmed assassin. "
--Christ.
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Phoenix Journals [link to abundanthope.net]
Mar 7, 2012 - PJ #224 " BIRTHING THE PHOENIX VOL. 3", chapter 13, final.
" EACH MUST MAKE THEIR FINAL DECISIONS AT THIS TIME. EACH SHALL REAP THE
CONSEQUENCES OF THOSE FINAL CHOICES, AND THE FINAL CHOICES SHALL BE OF
SUCH A MAGNITUDE, ON A SOUL LEVEL, THAT IT BEHOOVES ANY READING THESE
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WORDS TO GIVE VERY CAREFUL CONSIDERATION INDEED TO WHERE THEY STAND.
YE ARE EITHER WITH ME OR YE ARE AGAINST ME. AND THOSE WHO ARE AGAINST ME
ARE MY ENEMIES. AND MY ENEMIES SHALL FALL AND THEY SHALL FALL HARD!!! IT IS
MY PROMISE TO THOSE OF THE LIGHT, FOR I COME WITH A MISSION AND I SHALL
COMPLETE MY MISSION WITHIN THE PERFECTION THAT IS THE CREATION.
MAY YOU EVER LIVE YOUR LIFE IN BALANCE AND HARMONY. LET NONE STEER YOU
FROM YOUR APPOINTED TASK OR COURSE. " -Esu Sananda
--Christ.
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Mar 7, 2012 - PJ #224 " BIRTHING THE PHOENIX VOL. 3", chapter 13, final.
CHAPTER 13
SANANDA: THE HOUR DRAWS NEAR
FOR MASSIVE CHANGE
1/10/98 ESU "JESUS" SANANDA
ESU HERE IN LIGHT!
The final hour of decisions is upon you of the team. THE PLAN IS WELL LAID AND IT IS FOR
NO MAN TO INTERFERE WITH THE FULFILLMENT OF THE PLAN.
I SAID LONG AGO YOU ARE EITHER WITH ME OR YOU ARE AGAINST ME, AND WOE TO
THOSE WHO ARE AGAINST THE LIGHT IN THIS FINAL HOUR OF PLANETARY
TRANSITION, FOR THEIRS SHALL BE THE ENDLESS GNASHING OF TEETH IN THE VOID,
DEVOID OF ALL LIGHT.
THERE IS BALANCE AND HARMONY WITHIN THE CREATION. WE COME AS THE HOSTS
AND WE COME TO FULFILL THE PLAN. ONLY ATON OF LIGHT KNOWS THE WHOLE OF
THE PLAN.
EVEN I DO NOT KNOW THE PRECISE HOUR OF MY RETURN, BUT RETURN I SHALL, AND
IT SHALL BE FROM STRENGTH THAT I RETURN. I SAID TWO THOUSAND YEARS AGO
THAT I GO TO PREPARE A PLACE FOR THEE. IT IS SO AND IT IS COMPLETE!
AH, BUT WHO WILL STEP FORTH TO TAKE THAT PLACE? WHO WILL WORK WITH US IN
THE FULFILLMENT OF THE PLAN?
IT HAS BEEN OFTEN SAID THAT MANY ARE CALLED BUT FEW ARE CHOSEN, AND IT IS
SO. THE BLACK ROAD IS FAR AND WIDE AND EASY TO TRAVEL. THE RED ROAD IS
NARROW AND STRAIGHT. [Editor's note: In the symbology of many Native American cultures,
the Red Road represents the spiritual world and the spiritual path, while the Black Road depicts
the material world and material path.]
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BUT I TELL YOU IN EARNEST THAT THE RED ROAD, ONCE INTENT IS IN ITS PROPER
PLACEMENT, IS NOT WITHOUT DIFFICULTY, YES; BUT IT IS THE CLEAR AND ONLY
CHOICE, AND ONE WHICH, ONCE EMBARKED UPON, WILL REWARD THE TRAVELER
BEYOND ABILITY TO MEASURE.
THE RED ROAD IS THE ROAD THAT IS REQUIRED OF YOU IF YOU ARE TO BE MY HANDS
AND FEET. THERE SHALL BE STRICT OBEYANCE OF ALL LAWS, AND THERE SHALL BE
A WILLINGNESS WITHIN THE SPIRIT TO SERVE IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE FATHER'S
WILL.
THE INDIVIDUAL EGO OF MAN HAS TOO LONG SPOILED AND SOILED THE SURFACE OF
THE BEAUTIOUS BLUE-GREEN ORB KNOWN AS EARTH-SHAN. GAIA [Mother Earth] HAS
SERVED WELL AS THE SCHOOLROOM, BUT THE TIME OF KINDERGARTEN
SCHOOLROOM LESSONS IS LONG PAST. IT IS TIME TO TAKE UP THE MANTLE OF
SERVICE, EVERY MOMENT OF EVERY DAY, IN WILLING PARTICIPATION AS COCREATOR.
THOSE OF THE NEW-AGE MOVEMENT MISPERCEIVE THE REALITY OF IT WITH THEIR ILLCHOSEN USE OF THE TERM CO-CREATOR. BUT IT IS SO--THAT IN ACCORDANCE WITH
THE BEST AND HIGHEST GOOD OF THE CREATION, IN LIGHT, THAT MAN (HIGHER
UNIVERSAL MAN) SHALL ASSUME HIS RIGHTFUL PLACE AS CO-CREATOR.
(THESE ARE VERY CAREFULLY CHOSEN ARTICULATIONS OF MY MEANING, SO DO NOT
CHANGE OR ALTER A WORD THEREIN. I KNOW MY MEANING AND I SAY WHAT I MEAN.
YOUR JOB, SCRIBE, IS TO WRITE WHAT I GIVE YOU, REGARDLESS OF HOW YOU FEEL
ABOUT IT OR THINK ABOUT IT OR JUDGE ABOUT IT. YOU EITHER WILL PERFORM THAT
TASK WITH HONOR AND ACCURATE TRANSCRIPTION, OR YOU WILL STAND ASIDE. I
HAVE A JOB TO DO AND WILL PERFORM MY JOB TO PERFECTION, FOR I AM RETURNED
AS SANANDA [a title of accomplishment which means "one with God "] AND I AND MY
FATHER ARE ONE!!! WOE TO ANY MAN OR WOMAN WHO WOULD COME AGAINST ME,
AND WOE TO THOSE ENEMIES OF MY FAITHFUL CREW--WHEREVER THEY MAY BE.)
There is so much which must yet be taught to man that it would stagger the mind to realize how far
behind you are as PEOPLE OF THE LIE. You have been taught, since birth, the lie.
You have misperceived your history, through the usurpers who have rewritten the way events
have occurred. You have misperceived everything from your basic finances to your religions, to
the point that the very fabric of your being IS A MANIFESTATION OF THE LIE ITSELF!
Ah, most will simply toss aside these words as MORE LIES. But I tell you, in earnest, scribe, that
the day will come (and not too distant in your perceived frame known as time) that the adversary
to LIGHT will wish he could "run away, run away", and yet there shall be NOWHERE TO RUN
AND NO PLACE TO HIDE, FOR WITHIN GOD AND THE CREATION ALL IS KNOWN.
It has been said that you must represent perfection to a greater extent than others around you, for
you, by being in the role of scribe or "truthbringer", have accepted a responsibility which carries
with it AN AWESOME REQUIREMENT FOR DISCIPLINE AND DILIGENCE. I KNOW THAT
YOU SHALL FULFILL YOUR MISSION BECAUSE YOU WERE ACCEPTED FOR THIS
SERVICE AND WE DO NOT MAKE MISTAKES WITH OUR CHOICES OF WHOM WE WORK
WITH.
YES, THERE ARE BACK-UP TEAMS UPON BACK-UP TEAMS IN EVERY AREA OF YOUR
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GLOBE; DO NOT MISUNDERSTAND MY MEANING. BUT WITHIN THE LAWS AND
"CORRECT" INTENT OF SERVICE, FULFILLMENT OF THAT SERVICE SHALL BE
FORTHCOMING.
YOU KNOW ME WELL AND YOU KNOW THAT WHAT I SAY IS TRUTH AND THAT I WOULD
NOT LEAD YOU OR ANY MAN OR WOMAN ASTRAY. MY "JOB" IS TO TELL YOU THE WAY
IT IS, NOT THE WAY YOU WISH IT WERE. THE WAY IT IS SHALL BE HARD INDEED FOR
MOST, AND THERE SHALL BE MANY, MANY BEINGS WHO SHALL SIMPLY TRANSITION,
FOR THEY WILL NOT WANT TO EXPERIENCE IN THE PHYSICAL FLESH THAT WHICH IS
TO COME UPON YOU.
WHETHER WE ARE SUCCESSFUL IN OUR MISSION UPON PLANET EARTH-SHAN SHALL
BE DETERMINED TO SOME MEASURE BY THE CHOICES REMAINING FOR MAN. MAN HAS
ELECTED, IN HIS LAZY ARROGANCE AND IGNORANCE OF THE TRUTH, TO ALLOW THE
FULFILLMENT OF THE NEW WORLD ORDER ENSLAVEMENT PLAN.
WHETHER OR NOT THE REMNANT ARE SUCCESSFUL IN THEIR MANAGEMENT OF WHAT
SHALL BE ENTRUSTED TO THEM LIKEWISE REMAINS TO BE SEEN. KNOW THIS: OUR
BROTHERS IN SERVICE SHALL NOT FAIL, NOR SHALL THEY BEND, AND ALL WHOM WE
WORK WITH HENCEFORTH SHALL BE AS THE ROCK UPON WHICH A FOUNDATION MAY
BE BUILT.
WE NEED NO HUMAN IN SERVICE WHO SHIFTS AS THE SANDS WITH THE WIND, BUT
RATHER, WE NEED INTENT BENT ON SERVICE FOR THE BEST AND HIGHEST GOOD IN
ACCORDANCE WITH GOD'S PLAN.
MAN SEES FROM TWO-DIMENSIONAL REALITY AND IS, FOR THE MOST PART,
IGNORANT IN THE TRUE SENSE OF THE MEANING OF THAT WORD. MANY SHALL BE
THE TASKS LAID AT YOUR TABLE, AND YOU SHALL EITHER PERFORM OR YOU SHALL
NOT, BUT IT IS THE BETTER PART OF WISDOM TO PERFORM IN ACCORDANCE WITH
THE PLAN, FOR THEREIN IS GLORY.
I DO NOT SPEAK OF GLORY IN THE SENSE OF THE MEANING THAT MAN'S EGO SHALL
BE PUFFED UP WITH GREAT SELF-WORTH AND CONDESCENDING ATTITUDE OF
SUPERIOR BEINGNESS. I SPEAK OF GLORY IN THE SENSE OF MEANING THAT, IN TRUE
SERVICE, THERE SHALL BE ENDLESS REWARDS UNDREAMT, UNCONCEIVED, AND AT
THIS MOMENT IN TIME, INCOMPREHENSIBLE.
EVERYTHING HAS ITS SEQUENCE AND ITS SEASON. THE SEASON OF THE LORD IS
UPON YOU. PREPARE YOURSELF--PREPARE YOURSELF--PREPARE YOURSELF.
EACH BEING MUST EXAMINE CAREFULLY THAT WHICH THEY ARE ABOUT. EACH SOUL
IS MARKED, AND WE KNOW THE MARK UPON THE SOUL, FOR IT IS WORN ABOUT THE
COUNTENANCE AS PLAIN AS THE NOSE UPON YOUR FACE.
WE ARE GIVEN TO "SEE". TRUST IN ME FOR I WILL NOT LEAD YOU ASTRAY. TRUST IN
HATONN-ATON FOR I COME IN SERVICE WITH THAT BEING.
I COME AS CAPTAIN OF THE SHIP AND I WILL HAVE NO UNDISCIPLINED BEING UPON MY
TEAM. DISCIPLINE THINESELF AND LET US BE ABOUT OUR BUSINESS, FOR THE HOUR
DRAWS NIGH WHEN THERE SHALL BE GREAT AND WONDEROUS CHANGE TO THAT
WHICH IS KNOWN AND THAT WHICH HAS BEEN EXPERIENCED TO THIS POINT IN THE
SEQUENCE.
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I DO NOT COME TO SOOTHE OR TO GLOSS-OVER ANY ERRORS. I COME TO TELL YOU
HOW IT IS. I COME AS YOUR BROTHER AND I AM RETURNED AS SANANDA.
I ASK THAT YOU WALK, AGAIN, WITH ME ON THE JOURNEY BEFORE US, SO THAT THE
TASK WE HAVE TOGETHER MAY BE COMPLETED IN ITS OWN NATURAL PERFECTION OF
SEQUENCE.
LET US COMMUNE IN THE QUIETNESS OF YOUR HEART. IF ANY BEING LIVES IN
ACCORDANCE WITH THE LAWS AS SET FORTH FOR BALANCED LIVING, THEREIN
SHALL BE THINE RESPITE AND THINE SAFETY.
THE LIGHT IS YOUR SHIELD AND BUCKLER, AND THE LIGHT-SHIELD SHALL HOLD WHEN
INTENT IS "ON TRACK". ALWAYS MEASURE YOUR INTENT AGAINST THE YARDSTICK OF
THE LAWS.
THE LAWS DO NOT CHANGE ACCORDING TO MAN'S WHIM, NOR ACCORDING TO
"MODERN" NON-MORALS. A RETURN TO MORAL LIVING IS THAT WHICH IS REQUIRED.
GIRD-UP YOUR LOINS AND SHORE UP YOUR SHIELD WHEREVER YOU MAY BE, FOR I AM
ABOUT MY FATHER'S BUSINESS AND THERE IS MUCH BUSINESS TO ATTEND.
THE CALL COMPELS THE ANSWER, SO NO MATTER WHO YOU ARE, IF YOU ASK WITH
LIGHTED INTENT AND HEART-FELT DESIRE, YOU WILL RECEIVE YOUR ANSWER, AND
RARELY, IF EVER, WILL THE ANSWER PRESENT ITSELF AS YOU WOULD WISH IT TO.
EACH MUST MAKE THEIR FINAL DECISIONS AT THIS TIME. EACH SHALL REAP THE
CONSEQUENCES OF THOSE FINAL CHOICES, AND THE FINAL CHOICES SHALL BE OF
SUCH A MAGNITUDE, ON A SOUL LEVEL, THAT IT BEHOOVES ANY READING THESE
WORDS TO GIVE VERY CAREFUL CONSIDERATION INDEED TO WHERE THEY STAND.
YE ARE EITHER WITH ME OR YE ARE AGAINST ME. AND THOSE WHO ARE AGAINST ME
ARE MY ENEMIES. AND MY ENEMIES SHALL FALL AND THEY SHALL FALL HARD!!! IT IS
MY PROMISE TO THOSE OF THE LIGHT, FOR I COME WITH A MISSION AND I SHALL
COMPLETE MY MISSION WITHIN THE PERFECTION THAT IS THE CREATION.
MAY YOU EVER LIVE YOUR LIFE IN BALANCE AND HARMONY. LET NONE STEER YOU
FROM YOUR APPOINTED TASK OR COURSE.
THE ROAD WALKED MUST BE TRUE AND STRAIGHT, FOR ANYTHING ELSE WILL TRAP
YOU FURTHER IN THE LIE. HAVEN'T YOU OF EARTH-SHAN LIVED THE LIE LONG
ENOUGH? TRY TRUTH ON FOR SIZE, YOU MIGHT LIKE IT!
YOU SHALL KNOW THE TRUTH AND THE TRUTH SHALL SET YOU FREE. KNOW THAT IT
IS SO.
I AM THE TRUTH, THE LIGHT, THE WAY, AND THE LIFE.
TAKE MY HAND, FOR I KNOW THE WAY AND YOU DO NOT.
I AM SANANDA.
I AM CAPTAIN OF THIS SHIP.
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I COME WITH A SWORD OF LIGHT AND I SHALL SMITE MINE ENEMIES WITH PRECISION.
KNOW IT!
SO BE IT AND SELAH.
OVER AND OUT, FOR NOW---Christ.
User ID: 12164302
Belgium
03/08/2012 03:23 AM
Phoenix Journals [link to abundanthope.net]
Mar 8, 2012 - PJ #84 " CHANGING PERSPECTIVES ", chapter 3 & 4.
" A MIND THAT IS CLOSED TO POSSIBILITIES IS A MIND DESTINED FOR ENSLAVEMENT!
"Me" "
--Christ.
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Belgium
03/09/2012 04:27 AM
Phoenix Journals - PDF [link to abundanthope.net]
Mar 9, 2012 - PJ #224 " BIRTHING THE PHOENIX VOL. 3", Pdf copy.
Continuation of the series with volume 3.
All transcribed PJ's : [link to www.freewebs.com]
--Christ.
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Belgium
03/10/2012 03:39 AM
Phoenix Journals [link to abundanthope.net]
Mar 10, 2012 - PJ #86 " MISSING THE LIFEBOAT?? ", chapter 1 & 2.
" Is it important to us as higher brothers and guides that YOU as a remnant make this journey?
Yes, but not for the reasons you perceive. We know that YOU MUST SERVE AND GROW-MAKING IT POSSIBLE FOR THE REALITY OF GOD TO BECOME MANIFEST WITHIN
HUMANITY. YOU can't, nor should you, be smug enough to assume YOU CAN SAVE
ANYTHING. It is not your prerogative to even assume such status. You can only SAVE SELF.
However, in the opening of the "way" you allow others to also find TRUTH and in that finding,
comes wisdom and KNOWING if the entity be willing to follow the WORD, which is GOD. If GOD
will not snatch up and SAVE all of His own--what right do YOU have to assume such status? Have
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you right to take a child from kindergarten and graduate him from college without any lessons in
between?

Why can you not stop tending God's business and attend your own? You ones have grossly
overstated your perceptions that YOU somehow know more about everyone else's business than
you apparently know about your own. If YOU become perfection--the rest will follow--for the
"perfection" is in accepting that which others do. If you see a "better way" then mention it--but do
not assume yourselves to be perfection enough to pass orders for ALL. If you WERE and ARE
THAT PERFECTION--you would have harmony, love and joy in your physical experience RIGHT
NOW." -Esu
--Christ.
User ID: 12164302
Belgium
03/11/2012 04:44 AM
Phoenix Journals [link to abundanthope.net]
Mar 11, 2012 - PJ #83 " POLITICAL PSYCHOS ", chapter 17 & 18.
" In 1969, Americans landed on the Moon, and two groups of scientist in the control center
shared the credit--the rocket team from Peenemunde, Germany, under the leadership of Werner
von Braun--these men had perfected the V-2s which were built in the Nordhausen caves where
20,000 slave laborers from prison camp Dora had been worked to death. The second group were
the space doctors, lead by 71-year-old Dr. Hubertus Strughold, whose work was pioneered in
Experimental Block No. 5 of the Dachau concentration camp with the torture and death of
hundreds of inmates. The torture chamber that was used to slowly kill the prisoners of the Nazis
were the test beds for the apparatus that protected Neil Armstrong from harm, from lack of
oxygen, and pressure, when he walked on the moon. "
--Christ.
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Belgium
03/12/2012 04:32 AM
Phoenix Journals [link to abundanthope.net]
Mar 12, 2012 - PJ #84 " CHANGING PERSPECTIVES ", chapter 5 & 6.
" Perhaps it is time you STOP allowing preachers and newly-found Born-Again(s) to tell you what
GOD MEANS. GOD WILL TELL YOU WHAT HE MEANS AND IF YOU DON'T STOP
FOLLOWING EVERY TOM, DICK AND GEORGE WHO TELLS YOU SOMETHING ABOUT
WHAT IS WITH YOU AND GOD--YOU ARE GOING TO BE IN DEEP, DEEP YOGURT! Green
doesn't know, Gritz is misleading, Saunders is misleading, etc., etc., etc. Fundamentalist
Evangelists are as dangerous as anyone on the Committee of 300 to your soul well-being! They
very well may fully believe what they are telling you--THEY ARE WRONG! "
--Christ.
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Belgium
03/13/2012 05:02 AM
Phoenix Journals [link to abundanthope.net]
Mar 13, 2012 - PJ #86 " MISSING THE LIFEBOAT?? ", chapter 3 & 4.
[H: Can all of you now see the value of having a "Vow of ALL Vows" oath? (KOL NIDRE)?
THERE IS NOTHING HARD TO UNDERSTAND ABOUT A PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE OF
BINDING OATH--SO, THE TALMUDIST ZIONIST "jewish people" WHO NOW SIT ON ALL
THE BENCHES, IN THE LEGAL CHAMBERS, ON THE "BAR" (CLUB, NOT FEDERAL
AGENCY) AND HAVE TOTAL CONTROL OF THE JUDICIAL SYSTEM HAVE THE KOL NIDRE
TO COVER ANY VOWS REQUIRED. SUCH OATHS OF OFFICE (AND NOW YOU HAVE SELFCLAIMED "jewish people" IN EVERY PART OF YOUR ORGANIZED GOVERNMENT AND
ADMINISTRATION) HAVE TO BE MADE NULL AND VOID SOMEHOW--THE KOL NIDRE
DOES IT ANNUALLY IN LESS THAN THREE MINUTES.]
--Christ.
User ID: 12164302
Belgium
03/14/2012 04:38 AM
Phoenix Journals [link to abundanthope.net]
Mar 14, 2012 - PJ #83 " POLITICAL PSYCHOS ", chapter 19 & 20.
" The same method of mind-control used on you-the-Americans and Europeans is THE
IDENTICAL PROCESS USED BY THOSE RED CHINESE TO CAPTURE THAT NATION OF 400
MILLION PEOPLE. Just as with any other confrontation which must have confrontation if it is to be
reversed--the TRUTH MUST BE LAID FORTH. You must come into truth of how it is done. If you
understand the technique of "brainwashing" you cannot be "brainwashed" unless changes
by surgical or chemical means have altered the actual brain. Even in those cases the truth
can reverse the thought processes. "Knowledge brain-washing gives vaccination against
it." The word of truth is your weapon and books are your tools--or, any other way you can get the
information into self. Psychiatry and psychology, in this instance of tampering with your minds, are
the two weapons we will speak of herein. "
--Christ.
User ID: 12164302
Belgium
03/15/2012 04:54 AM
Phoenix Journals [link to abundanthope.net]
Mar 15, 2012 - PJ #86 " MISSING THE LIFEBOAT?? ", chapter 5 & 6.
" Human is EXPRESSION OF LIFE--and if you cannot express in God's open manifestation
without lying and wearing a falsely pious appearance--forget my brotherhood--for you have
refused the lessons of God. Look carefully at your own "track record" and that of another with
whom you share or would share your very existence--how do you add up in the "wisdom" and
"success" departments?? If you are married, how is your relationship? Is it Godly--or convenient
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for the physical expression? If it be Godly it will be ALL. If you dupe another or be duped by
another--you need a lot of learning and expressing before moving into contractual idiocy. If you
want more from a mate than from a friend--you have the WRONG NEEDS AND INTENT!
THIS KIND OF RELATIONSHIP REQUIRES NO VOWS OF MARRIAGE, NO PHYSICAL
CONNECTIONS, NO PAPERS OR DEMANDS--JUST THE ALLIANCE OF TRUTH IN SPIRITUAL
MUTUALITY. "
--Christ.
User ID: 12164302
Belgium
03/16/2012 04:35 AM
Phoenix Journals [link to abundanthope.net]
Mar 16, 2012 - PJ #83 " POLITICAL PSYCHOS ", chapter 21 & 22.
" If we could effectively kill the national pride and patriotism of just one generation we will have
won that country. Therefore, there must be continual propaganda abroad to undermine the loyalty
of the citizens in general and the teen-ager in particular. (Hatonn: This was effectively perfected by
the Vietnam War and since, the citizens of the United States, for instance, have been unable to
find true purpose in any actions of the U.S. administration. There is not the slightest notion by the
military as to why they are REALLY IN SAUDI ARABIA --BUT IT CERTAINLY IS NOT PATRIOTIC
NEED FOR PROTECTION OF FREEDOM OF THE UNITED STATES.) "
--Christ.
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Belgium
03/17/2012 04:33 AM
Phoenix Journals [link to abundanthope.net]
Mar 17, 2012 - PJ #84 " CHANGING PERSPECTIVES ", chapter 7 & 8.
" WHEN IT IS THE RIGHT TIME AND PLACE! WHEN YOU TAKE RESPONSIBILITY AND
STAND AS ONE IN LIGHT--THEN SHALL YOU BEGIN TO WIN. "People are too lazy, wanting
somebody to help them see the light. Get off your dead ass and look for the light yourself. Find the
switch, turn it on." Little Crow 1/5/92, and: "This responsibility isn't outside of yourself for
somebody else to do. It's within you and it's for you to do in every moment of your life the best you
can. Not perfect. Not perfect, but the best you can. Say you don't get it done the best you can this
time. What happens? You come back and you do it again, the best you can. That's all." Little Crow
7/8/90. And, for Dharma and E.J., a reminder in this path of terror: "Have faith. Have faith. Have
faith. You're on the spiritual path. You're on the road. You are the spiritual sanctuary. You
are that strength and you're not going to be punished for believing that God lives inside
you. That isn't a punishment, that's a joy." Little Crow 8/26/90. "
--Christ.
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03/18/2012 04:59 AM
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Phoenix Journals [link to abundanthope.net]
Mar 18, 2012 - PJ #86 " MISSING THE LIFEBOAT?? ", chapter 7 & 8.
" For man of Earth in a time of crisis, as with your world today, and even unto the things which
happen--it must be that man be given confirmations and that which others have presented so that
he can find something recognized upon which to base "belief". When we come to soul, spiritual
being--we must share, but only share. We can be a light, a guide if accepted, and we can reflect
the Truth--but each will come into recognition according to his own time and journey. We can only
"be" that which is GODLY (not pious and affronting in great authority of perceived expertism) in
example. This will not always (perhaps rarely) match the picture drawn by the ungodly religions
built by man. Man has efforted to draw away from the Truth of God to his best ability to do so.
However, it is through THESE perceptions and opinions that ones must question themselves--not
according to the LAWS and KNOWING within God. Why? Because it will cause you to see that the
rules and foolishness of man rarely match the TRUTH OF GOD. "
--Christ.
User ID: 12164302
Belgium
03/19/2012 04:40 AM
Phoenix Journals [link to abundanthope.net]
Mar 19, 2012 - PJ #83 " POLITICAL PSYCHOS ", chapter 23 & 24.
" Hatonn: Please note that in 1969, it was stated in an issue of "TODAY'S EDUCATION", the
National Education Association predicted complete control of Americans, by educators, by
1980. It should also be noted that the entire educational system is based on the premise of
destruction of any "true" education. This has been the focus for many decades and has
finally been accomplished and was, surely, an accomplished fact--even if not recognized-by 1980. There is actual chaos in your schools and a wash of misinformation or, actually,
false information in every field of study. You might think, "Well, in the grades, etc." No, it
began its influential destruction in the universities--beginning in the U.S. with Yale. This is
because of the fact that THE ORDER had its most potent thrust at Yale with the Skull and
Bones Society, etc. The price of the destruction was made available in funding from the
foundations, such as Ford, Rockefeller, etc. Hard to believe? Of course! I shall, however,
give you a blow by blow-of-how the Order controls education after we finish the
reproducing of this document so that there is a basis of communication regarding the
issue. "
--Christ.
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Belgium
03/20/2012 04:23 AM
Phoenix Journals [link to abundanthope.net]
Mar 20, 2012 - PJ #86 " MISSING THE LIFEBOAT?? ", chapter 9 & 10.
" THE ABORIGINE TREATY
(Australia, 1993)
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The Draft Treaty written after consultation with the Sovereign Aboriginal Coalition at Alice Springs.
These are just a few of the Aboriginal demands:
1. Recognition of Aboriginal ownership of Australia.
2. The establishment of a separate Aboriginal nation of states.
3. The immediate restoration of all inalienable crown lands, state and national parks, Aboriginal
reserves and travelling stock routes of Australia.
4. Negotiation of Aboriginal state boundaries.
5. Recognition of Aboriginal sovereignty of all Aboriginal lands complete with inalienable title in
perpetuity.
6. Agree to the requirements that 40% of the total land mass of each Australian state be
transferred to permanent Aboriginal title.
7. Australians to pay the Aboriginal compensation for the balance of 60% of Australian land not
available to aborigines to compensate for the social, physical, and psychological ravages that
have been made upon the Aboriginal people. Compensation rates to equal not less than 7% of
GDP for the first ten years, 5% for the following ten years and 2.5% of GDP in perpetuity.
8. The establishment of a treaty between Aborigine and non-Aboriginal Australians.
9. Aboriginals to retain sovereignty over all land and islands presently known as Australia.
10. Aborigines to be given freedom to manage their own internal and external affairs as a separate
nation of people.
11. Aborigines to be given freedom to make Treaties regarding land and sea corridors as would
any independent nation.
12. The Aboriginal State to become a self governing state involving separate economic, social and
cultural development combining traditional religions and practice.
13. The aboriginal nation to operate an independent legal system subject only to international law.
14. All State Governments will be required to return appropriated land unencumbered to the
Aboriginal state.
15. Aboriginal states will impose entry restrictions in classified areas or those areas adjacent to
nominated Aboriginal sacred sites.
16. The Aboriginal nation will require the release of all Aboriginal people from prisons and
institutions plus the return to the Aboriginal state of all Aboriginal human remains residing in
museums plus all Aboriginal artifacts.
17. Together with the total compensation package, the Australian Government will be required to
pay a sum direct to the new Aboriginal nation equal to 51,000,000,000 within four weeks of the
establishment of the Treaty.
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18. The Aboriginal nation will require existing State and Federal Governments to provide
permanently all social, political, educational and legal benefits currently enjoyed by other
Australians to the Aboriginal people. These benefits will also include welfare payments, the
provision of pensions and health benefits. These benefits are to be in addition to the total
compensation package.
19. The Aboriginal Bureau of Aboriginal State Affairs will be established to take over the existing
Department of Aboriginal Affairs and Aboriginal Development Corporation structures.
--Nobody in Particular (OP)
Where are your I AM's sleepy ones?
User ID: 12018334
United States
03/20/2012 04:31 PM

Re: Selections from the Phoenix Journals.
To those collecting green thumbs, I have been granted permission to use the Phoenix
Journal material for teaching here by SHR of GLP. DO NOT MAKE copyright infringement
posts on it. It is NOT copyrighted material and is given freely by Jesus and his host to this
world. I am not the receiver of these. I may add additional teaching to posts of this material.
I do not copyright my teaching, but don't post it elsewhere mucked up either.
Please mods, this wall of text needs reading by folks in California at least. If they can't handle a
wall of text, it is the readers problem, not yours!
While looking at what is posted on my site today, of which another posted the aboriginal treaty
above, I found this in the end of that post. [link to abundanthope.net] from PJ #86. Soltec below is
head fleet geophysicist during the earth changes. Today we are reminded of quakes, with the 7.4
to 8.1 quake in Mexico. This mentions that quake back in 1994, the Northridge quake. People,
they rebuilt there, WHY? Made not more sense that rebuilding in New Orleans either, since the
city is below sea level. Just a reminder, and I am posting the whole piece because I know some of
you won't go read the whole piece on my site.
But maybe you well here. LA is a disaster waiting to happen, and less from the SA Fault than from
the massive corruption under LA, its a shelf OVER water, and full of cracks and crannies and
chambers etc. Filled with increasing water pressure. NOTE that Soltec talks in here about also the
pressure of buildings, people and airports and airplanes which are additive. Man is just not brilliant
to have built anything more than for shipping there. The whole area down to the northern baja
could fall enmass 100 feet or more. Why do you live there?
We tried a few years ago with the American "government" to evacuate those areas and
bring you into the interior and also to safety in underground areas more inland and we
offered HELP with that. They refused. Help means we offered to move people easily by
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CRAFT and the underground tunnel systems. Not by having you all pack your cars and
driving into the unknown. Your governments around the world have not allowed our help.
Ponder it.
READ THIS BELOW if you live over any serious earthquake area and ask yourself WHy.

CHAPTER 10

1/23/94 SOLTEC
TIME TO FACE FACTS
SERIOUS EARTHOUAKES AHEAD!

Toniose Soltec present. I come in and with the Light of Holy God of Creation. As the West Coast
of your nation still struggles in the aftermath and recovery of the major earthquake that struck
California on Monday, January 17, 1994, it is still of great importance that ones who have chosen
to remain in the area--and even possibly rebuild upon the same locations-&#8209;consider deeply
and most seriously that which they choose to
do. Is it truly wise to build again in this place? Take time to consider all your options, chelas.
In our attempts to reach out unto you of Earth-Shan, there have been accusations of bringing a
message of fear and gloom and doom unto your world. However, the event of Monday last should
act unto you as a warning--not as the end result, for I TELL YOU ONCE AGAIN THAT THERE IS
MUCH MORE IN STORE FOR THAT SAME PLACE!
The more of which I speak will only result in additional destruction to those who refuse to heed this
warning! You have also been warned by your own scientific community of that which is imminent
for California.
Why is it that you still do not believe? Most of those who were closely affected by the earthquake
on Monday are at present in somewhat of a state of denial of that which has just occurred. At this
point in time, it is impossible for those who are sleeping under the trees in parks or living out of
their vehicles to think rationally or clearly.
There is but one goal at present and that is to normalize their lives as much as is possible. They
are looking at rebuilding in the same place and starting over again there as their only options.
Those who have lost all material possessions and some who have lost loved ones, be they twolegged or four-legged, are in a state of grief--an important emotion to express and not to suppress.
In their grieving, there is little rational thinking and organizing being done, for it is being done in a
moment of crisis. Crisis management, however, can be most hazardous because it is only the
short-term that is taken into consideration, for the need of the present moment will tend to override
any long-term projections or plans.
Yet, this may be the perfect moment in your present physical expression to not hastily make
decisions that ones will be "married to" for a long-term duration. So, it is most important that ones
not be too hasty to make decisions that will affect them for many years to come. Before signing
any document "on the dotted line", take a little time to consider all options that may be open--and
even some that are perceived as not open at present. Take the time to seek your Inner Guidance,
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for in such you shall find The Truth of it.
Tent cities are being set up all over the area affected, and many now are being forced into these
government-controlled shelter units. Those who are going into these places have now lost
everything--including their pride. Yet from these perceived dire circumstances, can come some of
your GREATEST opportunities--for when the ego has been forced to succumb, and when the
opportunity of each moment is seized, there can come the greatest growth.
Allow us, for a moment, to divert our attention from the devastation and look at the greater picture
of that which is taking place: Six hours prior to the earthquake in Southern California on Monday,
January 17, there was a temblor in Alaska, and five hours before, there was one in the area of
Japan. Two hours after the earthquake in the Los Angeles area, there was a 4.0 temblor in
Northern California, just north of San Francisco. Then, on Wednesday, January 19, there was a
6.9 earthquake in Indonesia and a magnitude 4.4 shaker in Klamath Falls, Oregon. On Thursday,
January 20, there was important activity in Taiwan, Peru and, AGAIN, Northern California--near
the town of Eureka [where the major inland San Andreas Fault takes a left turn and angles out into
the Pacific Ocean]. On into Friday, there were two earthquakes in Indonesia, one at 7.3 and
another at 6.2. All during this time the Los Angeles area was continuing to reel through more than
1500 aftershocks from the original earthquake on Monday! So you see, that Pacific Plate has been
VERY busy moving during this past week, for there has been activity all around its perimeter.
When last we wrote, I took the liberty of reminding ones of the small, both known and unknown,
faults that are located all throughout California and their significance to the earthquake of the past
week. I reminded ones of the fact that we had spoken of these faults some time past, so I have
requested that some of the past material be pulled up and incorporated into this writing. This
material was addressed MORE than one year past in your counting.
Quoting from January 8, 1993 [refer back to pages 24-26 of the 1/12/93 issue of CONTACT's
predecessor called THE PHOENIX LIBERATOR]:
"California, you are in an extremely critical situation! You, also, have experienced very odd
weather occurrences of late--and to add to the situation, you have earthquake faults that have
never been heard of before showing new signs of activity. Many are old faults that have laid
dormant for a very long time. Others are new faults which have opened up because of the continually building pressures and shaking that you have experienced.
"You see, not all the earthquakes are felt on the surface. Many occur so deep that the
motion is never felt on the surface, yet they do cause new pressure points and new
fractures to occur, and sooner or later, with all that is going on beneath (and from above),
you will begin to see these new (or old) faults wake up and become active. It is a serious
indication that the place is slowly beginning to break up. How many cracks and fractures
can there be before it begins to crumble away"?
That new little reverse thrust fault that acted up last week was one of those of which I spoke at that
time. The CONTINUAL movements of the plates, the CONTINUAL series of little jolts from time to
time, in addition to the activity taking place upon the surface, have all played a part in the
precipitation of this new flurry of seismic activity you ones are experiencing.
And, as I have also stated in the past, about the only way your scientists have of discovering faults
is when they show signs of activity. Your present technology is not effective when it comes to
finding fault lines unless they have been activated.
At this point, it is more a game of hit and miss--and every once in a while there is a little luck on
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their side.
Now let us quote from December 9, 1992 [see pages 23-24 of the 12/15/92 issue of CONTACT's
predecessor called THE PHOENIX LIBERATOR]:
"This past week, your scientists discovered two NEW faults that run directly under the
downtown region of Los Angeles. The reason they found them is that there was some minor
activity on them, though they did not bother to inform you of this. These are two NEW fractures
that have occurred due to the extreme stresses in this entire region of recent.
"There are indeed other new fractures, but they are not yet active, so they remain undetected by
your seismologists for the time being. The reason these two faults even made the news is
because their very location causes a high level of concern.
"Have you any concept of the amount of stress on this area because of the population?
Give some consideration to the weight concentration on this small, unstable area. Have
you any idea of the impact this has on this area, with the majority right on top of these two
new fault lines? Now, add to that all the vibrations created by the automobiles on all the
freeways, the aircraft as they take off and land, and the excavations in the region, and you
have a disaster looking for a place and time to happen.
"You have basically the same situation in the region of San Francisco. People have
concentrated far more mass than the area can or should be expected to sustain....
"Let us for instance, take a look at Southern California, where there are many different classes of
major earthquake faults within a very small region, from just north of Santa Barbara to just north of
Los Angeles, and from the coast inward to the Mojave Desert.
"The largest of these is, of course, the San Andreas. But in addition to this one, you also have: the
San Gabriel Fault, Malibu Coast Fault, Simi Fault, San Fernando Fault, Red Mountain Fault, San
Cayetano Fault, Oak Ridge Fault, Santa Susana Fault, Santa Ynez Fault, Newport-Inglewood
Fault, Big Pine Fault, plus several others that have not been tagged with names! There is also one
known as a strike-slip fault that cuts directly through the center of Santa Cruz Island.
"ARE YOU ONES IN THIS AREA FEELING A LITTLE UNEASY BY NOW? You should be! For
while your troops are 'saving' millions in Africa, you are ready to lose millions here. Is it any
wonder WHY this place is in a constant state of shaking!? These are just the MAJOR faults. The
list does not include the little ones--which can be as dangerous to you as the big boys. It also does
not include those which cut directly through the Los Angeles basin itself, the population center of
the region".
Nothing has changed since we first put these words to paper and all that I spoke of at that time is
valid even now. The only difference is that MORE time has passed and MORE pressure has been
added to these areas. TIME FOR THIS PLACE IS RUNNING OUT! A year has passed. Will
another pass before it blows the final time!?
Do we blow our own horns or pat ourselves on the back for having an opportunity to chime "I told
you so"? No, that is not our point. If there is a point to be made here, it is merely to remind you
ones of the advantages of our ability to see the greater overall picture of that which is taking place,
and the mission to get the information to you ones unconvoluted and with facts and truth. We are
not in the business of doing damage control, for we have not the need nor the egos to stroke.
For many, many, many years, you ones have been warned of the dangers that lie ahead for the
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West Coast of your United States, and yet you ones have chosen to hide your heads in the sand,
so to speak. Perhaps you are thinking of the story of the little boy who cried "wolf' too many times,
yet one day there truly was a wolf among the lambs. Precious ones, your wolf has shown up, at
long last, and he is in the process of devouring quite a few of the lambs.
You are in a time of accountability for actions, and it shall be up to each and every individual to be
accountable for self.
It is not your Government's responsibility to pick up the pieces for you ones. When the
Government is handing out the meal ticket, then it has the right to call all the shots. You want
freedom and liberty, yet you continue to run to the VERY ONES WHO WOULD HAVE YOU
UNDER CONTROL to bail you out of a bad situation!
Your nation was built by those who were willing to pull themselves together and take a stand. They
were tough enough to get going when times got tough, not stand around and wring hands and cry
out for the Government to help them.
Fear is the only thing that is standing in your way, chelas-- fear that you may have to lower your
lifestyles a little bit in order to gain your freedoms. We do not bring you fear. We bring unto you
THE TRUTH, for only in TRUTH--and ACTION upon that TRUTH--will there be found liberation.
BUT THERE MUST BE ACTION! WISHES AND DREAMS ARE NOT ACTION AND WILL NOT
GET THE JOB ACCOMPLISHED. PICK UP THE PIECES WHICH ARE LEFT OF YOUR LIVES
AND GET ON WITH IT. DO NOT BE TRAPPED BY THE FEAR WHICH YOU HAVE BEEN
TAUGHT! Your strengths are your greatest weapons against the bondage.
Do not let the fear of that which you have lost keep you from taking a step forward. Most of what
was lost was merely material possessions. Most of you ones still have your families and loved
ones intact. Material possessions are replaceable and most are not required for sustaining of your
lives.
There is nothing wrong with having material possessions, provided they are held in proper
perspective and are NOT the controlling factors of your lives. You have your lives, your wits and
your abilities. Make the most of the assets you possess and stop concentrating on what you have
lost. You cannot turn back the hands on the clock, so the best thing you can do is move forward-for forward is the only direction open to you ones.
Your world is in the process of change--MASSIVE CHANGE--and you are seeing it occur right
before your very eyes. It is, for some, a frightening time to be alive--and yet for others it is a most
exciting time, for they know that with these changes shall come better days.
The goal is to get through this time and onto the other side, for it is on the other side when you
shall have the opportunity to look back and realize that all that was required to get there was well
worth the journey. That is what this time is all about
-&#8209;making the transition and growing through the changes your world is experiencing.
The time of Light is drawing ever nearer and, as the gap narrows, you are beginning to see more
glimpses of THE TRUTH. Less and less is able to be swept under the carpet, for in that time there
shall be nothing done in secret or in hiding. Yet, the time of changes is one that shall test every
fiber of your being, for you, too, must be purged and purified--for you are, after all, a part of the
process of the change, as well.
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You have but to look at the historical data of your world to know that there have ALWAYS been
cycles of change with your planet and there shall continue to be cycles of change long after you
have departed this existence. It is a natural process of the entire universe, for only through change
can there come about growth.
Yes, we have become quite philosophical, Kali, so I would ask that we wind this up for now. And
you thought that you were off the hook! No, I am afraid that you are not quite that lucky just yet,
child. So long as there are those in need, we have a job to do and this is the only way in which we
can get that job accomplished at this time.
Hold tight to that which you know to be and toss off that which is but the fluff. Keep the Light of
Holy God about you in these times, for in it you shall find your solace. Peace and blessings unto
you ones.
Toniose to clear. Salu.
MESSAGE TO HUMANITY From I AM, Source, The FATHER
[link to www.youtube.com]
[link to www.abundanthope.net] AH IS the GLOBAL 2nd Coming Organization in partnership with
the one you call "Jesus" Any of my personal writings on GLP may be used freely in good intent.
NIP
Christ.
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Phoenix Journals [link to abundanthope.net]
Mar 21, 2012 - PJ #83 " POLITICAL PSYCHOS ", chapter 25, final.
" Hatonn: Please keep in mind that in this textbook "modern times" is referring to some
fifty years past. Can you picture that which has been accomplished from the compounding
of these projections "as if" and in accepted teachings for another four and a half decades?
You are in it up to your eyes and the head is already underwater--where it counts the most,
i.e., the ability to stay alive. I suspect there should be swimming lessons given along here
somewhere and we have already done so and, therefore, perhaps you can utilize the liferings already given to you in the JOURNALS, etc."
--firmament
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Toniose to clear. Salu.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

for importance! Please People, read!
Love
firmament
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Christ.
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Phoenix Journals [link to abundanthope.net]
Mar 22, 2012 - PJ #84 " CHANGING PERSPECTIVES ", chapter 9 & 10.
" The JOURNALS become valuable and durable historical documentation. They are printed
on paper able to endure "time" while the papers may well be "saved" but are lost to decay and
fading and outdating as well. Please do not confuse the two and further, please, do not treat them
like "novels". I realize that the Truth bears more excitement and incredibility than fiction--it has
ever been thus. These writings, however, are for your capability of absorbing in perceived
"time" and "space". This is WHY we date EVERYTHING we bring in at least two or three ways.
What difference? Well, you can relate to the writings NOW and gather historical data from that
which is passing in value as "time" and "space" and simply represents history, i.e., the Creation
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story of your planet or the Bolshevik Revolution--which has a "period" of time but is remote to you
NOW. These books will find themselves in kept security against a day when the unfolding
will be as finding any documents eons of years distant when the fleeting experience will merit
little more than a paragraph or sentence in a history book. Or--as with the Sumerian texts--a
remote possibility of experience in a time so distant you cannot actually "relate" to it. "
--Last Edited by Christ. on 03/22/2012 04:15 AM
Christ.
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Phoenix Journals - PDF [link to abundanthope.net]
Mar 23, 2012 - PJ #83 " POLITICAL PSYCHOS ", Pdf copy.
" We can talk day and night into infinity and it will not mean nearly as much to you as a clear-cut
example of what we effort to bring to your attention. I can only urge you to REALIZE FULLY that
these things are not happening to "someone else" "somewhere else". It is not "just in Russia" or
"just here or there"--IT IS IN YOUR DOORYARD--HAPPENING TO YOU! THIS is mind control
utilizing the very physical expression of your physical brain. It is all but too late to change the
direction of the world--for with the elder generation moving on there will be nothing to distract you
ones of the younger generations from the programming already being set into your recognition--all
other will be memories lost into oblivion for all history; all Truth is being rewritten into that which
the adversary will have you believe. "
Link to all transcribed PJ's in Pdf format: [link to www.freewebs.com]
--Christ.
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Phoenix Journals [link to abundanthope.net]
Mar 24, 2012 - PJ #86 " MISSING THE LIFEBOAT?? ", chapter 11 & 12.
" Editor's note: Well, talk about "luck": The New World Order has chosen California to be the first
state in the union to operate under "their" agenda. The recent earthquake in Los Angeles provides
a dry run for New World Order crowd control and "roundup" tactics through the machinery of
FEMA (the Federal Emergency Management Agency). The next several pages are yet another
experimental assault on controlling you-the-people. What you are about to read is the wellconcealed, innocent-looking specific plan put forth, for the California ballot, to actually implement
the New World Order within California's boundaries. And it's engineered to be carried out at
taxpayers' expense, to boot! If you don't think this is a wily, serious maneuver, you're not paying
attention to the Elite's game plan! Now that we have given you this information, who out there in
our reading audience will do something about it? "
---
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Christ.
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Phoenix Journals [link to abundanthope.net]
Mar 25, 2012 - PJ #85 " SHOCK THERAPY FOR A BRAIN DEAD WORLD ", Intro.
" What we offer is indeed "shock therapy for awakening citizens". The assaults come so quickly
now that we have not been writing regular columns but I note that you have abundance to digest. I
must take this "introduction" as opportunity to update you readers on a few ongoing things so bear
with us if the subject seems to have no connecting linkage. We work as we can when we can and
appreciate your editorial allowances.
This will be one of the more "shocking" but awakening volumes which we have offered so
please stay tuned for until we can get all this information to you we are unable to do an intelligent
job of sorting and counter-acting. "
--Christ.
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Belgium
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Phoenix Journals [link to abundanthope.net]
Mar 26, 2012 - PJ #86 " MISSING THE LIFEBOAT?? ", chapter 13, final.
" Editor's note: Missing gold in Fort Knox? THE NATIONAL TATTLER from 1974? What is this and
why are we republishing it in 1994? Dr. Peter Beter was THE substantial source of valid
information during that period of time, in direct communication with Commander Hatonn. Dr. Beter
is no longer with us, but this information about Ft. Knox's missing gold, which Commander Hatonn
has discussed in earlier JOURNALS, is all mixed up with other drain-the-U.S.-economy
shenanigans of the International Elite's banking cartels. You would never see this story in the likes
of a well-controlled NEW YORK TIMES. Since the economic jigsaw puzzle is far more complex
than just that gold missing from Ft. Knox, you may want to read the following PHOENIX
JOURNALS: SPIRAL TO ECONOMIC DISASTER (#4 ), YOU CAN SLAY THE DRAGON (#16)
[presently out of stock], and THE NAKED PHOENIX (#17). Any way you look at it, the burden of
responsibility still rests on the shoulders of we-the-people to wake up and reclaim what the
International Elite banksters have stolen from our once great nation--and gold is the least of it! "
--Last Edited by Christ. on 03/26/2012 03:15 AM
Christ.
User ID: 12164302
Belgium
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Phoenix Journals - PDF [link to abundanthope.net]
Mar 27, 2012 - PJ #86 " MISSING THE LIFEBOAT?? ", Pdf copy.
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"As the "front" heats up in confusion and time for "takeover" of the New World Order I wish to offer
thanks and appreciation to those who work diligently and unendingly to PROVE MY PRESENCE. I
specifically wish to take note and offer appreciation to ones, Col. James "Bo" Gritz, George Green,
Gary Anderson (known under so many names as to be unable to list appropriate or current label),
and all those participating in their nest of co-workers. "
Link to all transcribed PJ's in Pdf format: [link to www.freewebs.com]
--Christ.
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Phoenix Journals [link to abundanthope.net]
Mar 28, 2012 - PJ #85 " SHOCK THERAPY FOR A BRAIN DEAD WORL ", chapter 1 & 2.
" By the way, when you speak of Sananda, readers--you are not recognizing the oneness of this
entity WITH GOD. Sananda is simply a label MEANING "one with God". It is an ancient Egyptian
word, translated now, just as was "Aton". Sananda is representative of a state of being and
specifically is now recognized as that which indicates perfection in a "state of Christness" which is
applied to that being you expect back on your place as "God" of Lighted presence. That means
you can call that one Babajee, Maharishjee, Jesus Emmanuel, Immanuel, Jmmanuel or Easter
Bunny or Corn Husker as long as you understand WHAT YOU ARE DOING IN INTENT. However,
to say that "Sananda is not around" or is "not writing today because HE IS ELSEWHERE" is a
WRONG PERCEPTION. HE might not be writing through you or for you or, or, or--BUT HE AIN'T
AWAY!! EVEN IF HE WERE "AWAY" IT WOULD NOT INTERFERE WITH ANYTHING HE
WOULD HAVE GOING WITH "YOU"! I suggest you place no more limitations on this energy form
than you do on GOD because you cannot tell the difference in any way whatsoever--for there is
not any difference! "
---1
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Why is anyone tnkailg about pathetic failure of religous beliefs? You might as well wallow in the
dirt like some ignorant savages. The time for being controlled slaves is 100 years ago. So not fall
victim to magic and bullshit.No-religion is the one defining thing that the red communists got
correct!
Christ.
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Phoenix Journals [link to abundanthope.net]
Mar 29, 2012 - PJ #87 " IN GOD'S NAME AWAKEN ! ", Intro.
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"TO HIM WHO HAS EYES TO SEE--LET HIM SEE. AND TO HIM WHO HAS EARS TO HEAR-LET HIM HEAR. FOR THE DAY OF DECISION IS UPON YOU! THUS SAYETH THE
MOTHER/FATHER CREATOR/CREATION--YOU ARE BUT A TINY SPECK, OH MAN, UPON
THE UNIVERSAL CREATION OF PULSING, BREATHING, THINKING "MOTHER" AND WHEN
YE ALL HAVE BECOME VERMIN AND PARASITE--YOU SHALL BE SHAKEN OFF AS A DOG
WOULD SHAKE FORTH THE FLEAS FROM HIS COAT. IN THE NAME OF GOD--WAKE UP! "
--Christ.
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Phoenix Journals [link to abundanthope.net]
Mar 30, 2012 - PJ #84 " CHANGING PERSPECTIVES ", chapter 11 & 12.
" The North American Free Trade Agreement is but a small part of long range planning that
was to bring about the New World Order and a shared global economy. In order to even out
the vast difference between Mexico's impoverished third world economy and the wealth of
the US, efforts began in the mid 1980s to financially balance the two nations. It was my
experience as a government "presidential model" mind control slave to have witnessed the
US taking control of the world's drug, arms and pornography industries, and using the
proceeds to further covert activities that were to eventually put the "masterminds" behind
the New World Order in control. "
--Christ.
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Phoenix Journals [link to abundanthope.net]
Mar 31, 2012 - PJ #85 " SHOCK THERAPY FOR A BRAIN DEAD WORL ", chapter 3 & 4.
" The bloodshed that resulted from the creations of an artificial "Saudi Arabia"; the foreign policy
making role of the petroleum industry; the rape of Mexico by British and American oil barons; the
revolutions they ignited which cost thousands upon thousands of lives; British conquest of India,
the pernicious Indian "apartheid" caste system. These are some of the subjects dealt with in this
historic expose of how our governments deceive us under the color of diplomacy. "
--Christ.
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Phoenix Journals [link to abundanthope.net]
Mar 31, 2012 - PJ #85 " SHOCK THERAPY FOR A BRAIN DEAD WORL ", chapter 3 & 4.
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FRIENDSHIP
Why would I now turn to the subject of "friendship"? Because until and unless you can BE A
FRIEND, you cannot expect friendship or leadership or any other place where loyalty and
forbearance must be the shield of unbending position.
An author once wrote a small volume called The Art of Living (Wilferd A. Peterson), Simon And
Schuster, New York, 1961. I would ask Dharma to reprint a small portion on this subject:
QUOTING:
The first step in the art of friendship is to be a friend; then making friends takes care of itself. To be
a friend a man should start by being a friend to himself, by being true to his highest and best and
by aligning himself with the enduring values of human life that make for growth and progress.
To be a friend a man should strive to be "like the shadow of a great rock in a weary land", to be a
source of refuge and strength to those who walk in darkness.
To be a friend a man should believe in the inherent goodness of men and in their potential
greatness; he should treat men in a big spirit, expectant of a noble response.
To be a friend a man should strive to lift people up, not cast them down; to encourage, not
discourage; to set an example that will be an inspiration to others.
To be a friend a man should be sensitively responsive to the dreams and aims of others and
should show sincere appreciation for the contributions others make to the enrichment of his life.
To be a friend a man should practice the companionship of silence and the magic of words that his
speech may build and not destroy, help and not hinder.
To be a friend a man should close his eyes to the faults of others and open them to his own.
To be a friend a man should not attempt to reform or reprimand, but should strive only to make
others happy if he can.
To be a friend a man should be himself, he should be done with hypocrisy, artificiality and
pretense, he should meet and mingle with people in quiet simplicity and humility.
To be a friend a man should be tolerant, he should have an understanding heart and a forgiving
nature, knowing that all men stumble now and then, and that he who never made a mistake never
accomplished anything.
To be a friend a man should join hands with ALL people who are working for great principles, great
purposes and great causes; he should put his shoulder to the wheel to help achieve common
goals.
To be a friend a man should go more than halfway with his fellow men; he should greet others first
and not wait to be greeted; he should radiate a spirit of overflowing good will.
To be a friend a man should remember that we are human magnets; that like attracts like, and that
what we give we get.
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To be a friend a man should recognize that no man knows all the answers, and that he should add
each day to his knowledge of how to live the friendly way....

THE ART OF "BEING"

The art of being is the assumption that you may possess, this very minute, those qualities of spirit
and attitudes of mind that make for radiant living.
It is a philosophy of being today, instead of "'becoming" in a tomorrow that never comes.
It is recognizing that courage, joy, serenity, faith, hope and love are immediately available now,
and proceeding to open yourself so these qualities can be expressed through you in everyday
living.
It is following the maxim of Shakespeare: "Assume a virtue though you have it not"....knowing that
the dynamic power of habit can build it into your character.
It is being great now, being forgiving now, being tolerant now, being happy now, being successful
now, instead of postponing positive and constructive living to some vague and in¬definite future.
It is knowing that when we move into the future it becomes the NOW, and that now is the
appointed time!
It is facing the fact that your biggest task is not to get ahead of others, but to surpass yourself.
It is wasting no time dreaming about the rich life you may live next year, or ten years from now; it
is beginning to live at your best right now, today.
It is heeding the wisdom of the ancient Chinese seer who ob¬served: "A journey of a thousand
miles begins with a single step," and it is taking that step today.
It is beginning today to be the man (person) you want to be.
It is developing an awareness of the infinite possibilities in each magic moment.
It is enlarging the now by pouring into it intense creative en¬ergy.
It is immortalizing the present moment that your life may have eternal significance.
It is coming into a full realization that the Master voiced the secret of victorious being, when He
declared that the Kingdom of God is not afar off, but that it is within you now!.....
So be it. I also hear most often: "....but I only intended to...." The road to Hell is paved with good
intentions!
--Christ.
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Phoenix Journals [link to abundanthope.net]
Apr 1, 2012 - PJ #87 " IN GOD'S NAME AWAKEN ! ", chapter 1 & 2.
" Doris will make her own statement within a few days as she can emotionally handle the neardeath experience on Sunday and the probability of a SWAT TEAM, ATF raid in effort to destroy
the rest of their existence. I, therefore, am making these statements so that THERE IS NO
MISUNDERSTANDING--LET MY PEOPLE GO! This is a greedy game of little boys and girls out
of control--and directly according to the LAWS OF THE UNIVERSE AND GOD--THAT WHICH
YOU SEND OUT, GOOD BUDDIES, WILL COME BACK IN YOUR FACE TO REVEAL THE EVIL
AND SUFFER THE CONSEQUENCES! FURTHER, THAT WHICH IS GIVEN IN TRUTH UNTO
GOD IN SHARING--SHALL COME BACK IN REWARD IN MORE ABUNDANCE! THIS IS THE
PROMISE OF GOD. THE CHOICES ARE YOURS AS TO WHERE YOU FIT INTO THIS PLAY. "
--Christ.
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Phoenix Journals [link to abundanthope.net]
Apr 2, 2012 - PJ #85 " SHOCK THERAPY FOR A BRAIN DEAD WORLD ", chapter 5 & 6.
" To the average Christian the word "Talmud" is just another word associated by them with the
form of religious worship practiced in their synagogues by so-called or self-styled "jewish people".
Many Christians have never heard of the Talmud. Very few Christians [or other doctrines] are
informed on the contents of the Talmud. Some may believe the Talmud to be an integral part of
the religious worship known to them as "Judaism". It suggests a sort of bible or religious text book.
It is classed as a spiritual manual. But otherwise few if any Christians have an understanding of
the contents of the Talmud and what it means in the daily lives of so-called or self-styled "jewish
people". "
--Christ.
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Phoenix Journals [link to abundanthope.net]
Apr 3, 2012 - PJ #87 " IN GOD'S NAME AWAKEN ! ", chapter 3 & 4.
" Glorified, love-filled thoughts of praising gratitude awaken and bring forth the gifts and powers of
life eternal. Behind every glorious, love-filled thought is contained the breath of everlasting life.
You can read a response to given thoughts of "Truth" or "lie" from a simple lie-detector testing.
There is a physical response to the "thought" which is Truth and that which is lie. "
--Christ.
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Phoenix Journals [link to abundanthope.net]
Apr 4, 2012 - PJ #85 " SHOCK THERAPY FOR A BRAIN DEAD WORLD ", chapter 7 & 8, final.
" Gary is like many brave authors who have sacrificed greatly. He has been hounded until he has
nothing left, and they keep coming. He wrote a book a number of years ago, and it was HOT! It's
titled, There's A Fish In The Courthouse. It just so happens, though, that the power brokers
succeeded in even breaking the publisher, Michael Thomas. The publisher, who also happens to
be a California State licensed process server, had the unfortunate experience of serving legal
papers on a particularly nasty judge only to find himself in a situation not unlike to Rodney King. In
an entirely different matter, and upon serving a lawsuit on another Judge, one William P. Clark, at
the privacy of his own home at Shandon, in San Luis Obispo, California, Michael Thomas noticed
that Nancy Reagan was in the kitchen. Several Secret Service agents were in the living room as
Clark strolled into the room. Upon serving William P. with the lawsuit for racketeering, the Judge
completely "lost it" with unbefitting expletives . Thomas said it wasn't the shot-gun that William P.
grabbed that made him nervous, it was those Secret Service guys with the MAC-10s (machineguns). William P. was true to his word, however, by sicking the dogs on Thomas, and Wean, both
of whom have been financially broken through a chain of legal harassment which seems to be the
chosen course of action when wanting to getcha. Well, please read along as you enter the dark
and dirty world of the judicial crooks in high places. "
--Christ.
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Phoenix Journals [link to abundanthope.net]
Apr 5, 2012 - PJ #87 " IN GOD'S NAME AWAKEN ! ", chapter 5 & 6.
" I am also asked "When will CarbraGaia be available and what is it"? Well, whenever the people
handling it find it suitable to make it fully available. However, in all fairness to "them"--I said I would
write a lengthy dissertation on the subject for it replaces and surpasses by great advantage "shark
cartilage". THIS ALSO SAVES THE LIVES OF YOUR OCEAN CREATURES AND PRODUCES
SUCH A BETTER PRODUCT THAT THOSE WHO UTILIZE THE CARTILAGE WILL BE
ASTOUNDED. To understand the reason for utilization of such a product you need to know what it
is and how it becomes such a support. I insist that all cartilage grown here be grown in a full
hydroponic bath of Gaiandriana and a full spectrum of nutrients. "
--firmament
Carpe Diem
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So be it. I also hear most often: "....but I only intended to...." The road to Hell is paved with good
intentions!
--Quoting: Christ.

I AM THAT I AM and so are YOU
LOVE does conquer all!
Christ is not a Name, it is a state of being!
Christ.
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Apr 6, 2012 - PJ #85 " SHOCK THERAPY FOR A BRAIN DEAD WORLD ", Pdf copy.
" As you go through this JOURNAL you will note that you are not even nearly out of peril but
incredible information is flowing and through the courts ones are at least making an effort to fight
back. This is hopeless at present but when we can draw some unity into the "attacks" through the
Law Center and get some funding flowing with which to be able to attain legal help of the proper
variety we will make great strides. "

Link to all transcribed PJ's in Pdf format: [link to www.freewebs.com]
--Christ.
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Apr 7, 2012 - PJ #87 " IN GOD'S NAME AWAKEN ! ", chapter 7 & 8.
" Dr. Russell, for instance, sent all his early scientific work to some 600 parties for open discussion
and comment. The great mass of scientific material was left to Princeton University. We do not
have interest in such for we are not in the laboratory development of anything in the physical
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plane. The ONLY use for any such material in point is simply to allow YOU to understand and
comprehend the fact that GOD IS LIGHT, LIGHT IS EVERYTHING and YOU ARE A
PROJECTION OF THOUGHT OF GOD IN LIGHT. "
--Christ.
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Apr 8, 2012 - PJ #88 " ADVANCED DEMOLITION LEGION (THE ADL IN ACTION) ", Intro.
" In the absurd reversal of all that was once good into that which is becoming daily more critically
chaotic and reflective of the coarser side of expression--look to the Truth. The "diagnosis" might
well be interesting, if not downright disturbing. You are under attack as a civilization--and as an
individual. The course is up to YOU. You have allowed less than 3% of all population--to
CONTROL THE WHOLE OF YOUR GLOBE.
GOOD LUCK, HUMAN! "
--Christ.
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Apr 9, 2012 - PJ #87 " IN GOD'S NAME AWAKEN ! ", chapter 9 & 10.
" The adversary definitely lies, cheats, and intimidates, but does he force his way into existence
here? The adversary can kill the body physical to further its means. So where does the adversary
get its power? The answer chelas, is from YOU! You have "allowed" the adversary to intimidate
you, and when you became "afraid", you gave the adversary your GOD-POWER. He controls you
through your perceived "separation" from GOD. And the only reason you are still upon this 3rd dimensional plane is because you have BELIEVED THE LIES AND DECEPTIONS OF THE
ADVERSARY WHILE YOUR GOD-GIFTED SOUL HAS PINED AWAY FOR THE REUNIFICATION WITH THE ONE, GOD/ATON.
The question now is to self. "Are you ready to release the adversary"? If so, then ALL of your
TRUST and FAITH must be directed toward GOD who exists within YOU! Therein will your
freedom from the bondage of limited-physical adversarial perception be EARNED. Did you read
that clearly? YOU WILL EARN YOUR SPIRITUAL UNITY BY ACCESSING THE KNOWLEDGE
OF GOD WITHIN YOU. And your "proof" will be forthcoming through FAITH and the return of your
Free-will to GOD. For your "proof" of God's existence and "coming" will be revealed WITHIN YOU!
FOR THERE IS WHERE EXISTS THE KINGDOM OF GOD...WITHIN YOU!! "
--Christ.
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Apr 10, 2012 - PJ #84 " CHANGING PERSPECTIVES ", chapter 13 & 14, final.
PROJECT MONARCH
PROGRAMMING DEFINITIONS
1. ALPHA: This is considered "regular programming". This is actually what would be considered a
"base personality" control. The original purpose of Alpha was to program (train/condition the mind
through torture) of the espionage agent to perform certain difficult tasks. This program also locks
in photographic memory, improves physical strength up to 5 times, and visual acuity is radically
improved to 40 times normal limits, along with a host of other super-human traits. Alpha
programming personality, which in essence causes a left brain/right brain division allowing for a
programmed union of L and R through neuron pathway stimulation, and you've got a person who
can now utilize both sides of his/her brain for any simple task.
2. BETA: This is a combination of Alpha "logic" programming and Beta primordial (primitive mind)
sex programming. This programming eliminates all learned moral convictions and stimulates the
primitive sexual instincts devoid of inhibitions. This training program (usually for women) is for
developing the "ultimate prostitute"...a sex machine. This is the most used (by the abusers
knowledgeable of the Project Monarch) program. Children of knowledgeable persons are being
preconditioned through incest and "sold" into the conspiracy for additional Beta
conditioning to eventually satisfy the bizarre perversions of politicians, bankers, drug
lords, or anyone deemed valuable to the conspiracy.
3. .......
--Christ.
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Apr 11, 2012 - PJ #87 " IN GOD'S NAME AWAKEN ! ", chapter 11 & 12.
"In human beings, there are millions of possible antibodies, known as immunoglobulins (and the
immune system is normally dormant), which become active only in response to antigens. Sharks,
however, have a peculiar immunoglobulin, a large amount of which is always CIRCULATING AND
READY TO ATTACK. Thus, if you are able to do the same for a "body" with proper immune
system "fighters" on duty at all times --whoopee! "
--Christ.
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Phoenix Journals - PDF [link to abundanthope.net]
Apr 12, 2012 - PJ #84 " CHANGING PERSPECTIVES ", Pdf copy.
" In all the darkness which may abound, there is enough light in one tiny spark to show the way
and therein is not only the "hope" but the PROMISE. I come not to lecture you on your moral views
nor preach to convince you of some doctrine or an-other. I am sent to bring the Word of Truth that
"Man" might rearrange his thoughts and focus within wherein Truth lies--for Man will find it not--out
there somewhere from another's mouth shouted in opinion and perceptions of that which has been
equally misinterpreted to him.
All you have to do to understand is LISTEN TO ANOTHER' S DREAM as doctrine of a Church or
"Belief" which confronts your own--say a Tibetan Pagan Monk and a Methodist Preacher--and
hear the rules for getting to "heaven" and celestial Grace by a Mormon or a New Age Rainbowchild. ALL have left out the important message to Man in instructions: TRUTH! It goes beyond
"versions" of some this or that--YOU ARE CHILDREN OF THE LIE--NOT THE LIGHT!
Why do "WE" have no doctrine for a group, church or cult? Because we are the body of God sent
forth to do our job that HIS people will recognize HIS LIFEBOAT for His precious creations of Light
which cannot be snuffed-out. "
--Christ.
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Apr 13, 2012 - PJ #88 " ADVANCED DEMOLITION LEGION (THE ADL IN ACTION) ", chapter 1 &
2.
" Nazi dictator Adolf Hitler had refused in World War II to use chemical weapons against his
opponents, even though the very fate of his nation and his own life were at stake. Yet, a hell-bent
Janet Reno gave the green light to her hundreds of military forces camped outside the Branch
Davidian complex to torment the men, women, and children with this chemical agent originally
invented in the very pit of hell. "
--Christ.
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Apr 14, 2012 - PJ #87 " IN GOD'S NAME AWAKEN ! ", chapter 13 & 14.
" "Cops are well screened before they sign on", says Harley Stock. "Most have a mentality more
like a social worker than a soldier. Over time and in increments they don't recognize their
personality gets chipped away and changes". "
---
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Christ.
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Apr 15, 2012 - PJ #88 " ADVANCED DEMOLITION LEGION (THE ADL IN ACTION) ", chapter 3 &
4.
" Janet Reno, Pearce wrote, did not just sit idly by doing her knitting. She: "...passed the word
sternly: Gas 'em...Get this over with. And President Clinton, after being informed of the lethal plans
and nodding his approval, wallowed in sorrow, poor fellow, as the flames consumed the cultists
(formerly humans). But that's what happens to fanatics, he warned (fanatics being people who
believe deeply in things the majority does not believe.)" "
--Christ.
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Apr 16, 2012 - PJ #89 " FOCUS OF DEMONS ", Intro
" You can witness as you go through these journals that the weakness, and the strength, of any
society is dependent upon the level and quality of its spiritual life. You can have great
industrial wealth and much abundance but you have NOTHING without that which is moral and
Spiritually sound. Your WORLD, not just a nation here and there, has become buried in the LIE
and Spiritual TRUTH is buried around the corners of the graveyard of a dying moral civilization. All
the signs of a perishing civilization are at hand--visible and rolling upon you as a tidal wave
washing all that WAS in goodness into the ocean of forgetfulness. It is the awakening which now
brings the growing pangs, the heart wrenching pains of hopelessness--but readers, GOD is
infinite--only the perception of TIME holds you bound to that which is projected in prophecy or
revelation. This too is tampered so that you EXPECT destruction without capable recourse. Within
GOD all things ARE--and all is POSSIBLE. Change your minds and you can change the entirety of
the world. You who choose to follow Satan's Drummers--are destined to end up in Satan's chaos.
Follow GOD and TRUTH and you shall cease to march in the band of human deception or in the
army of the incarcerators. "
--Anonymous Coward
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Apr 16, 2012 - PJ #89 " FOCUS OF DEMONS ", Intro
" You can witness as you go through these journals that the weakness, and the strength, of any
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society is dependent upon the level and quality of its spiritual life. You can have great
industrial wealth and much abundance but you have NOTHING without that which is moral and
Spiritually sound. Your WORLD, not just a nation here and there, has become buried in the LIE
and Spiritual TRUTH is buried around the corners of the graveyard of a dying moral civilization. All
the signs of a perishing civilization are at hand--visible and rolling upon you as a tidal wave
washing all that WAS in goodness into the ocean of forgetfulness. It is the awakening which now
brings the growing pangs, the heart wrenching pains of hopelessness--but readers, GOD is
infinite--only the perception of TIME holds you bound to that which is projected in prophecy or
revelation. This too is tampered so that you EXPECT destruction without capable recourse. Within
GOD all things ARE--and all is POSSIBLE. Change your minds and you can change the entirety of
the world. You who choose to follow Satan's Drummers--are destined to end up in Satan's chaos.
Follow GOD and TRUTH and you shall cease to march in the band of human deception or in the
army of the incarcerators. "
--Quoting: Christ.
TRANSCRIBED PHOENIX JOURNALS [link to www.freewebs.com]
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Christ.
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Apr 17, 2012 - PJ #87 " IN GOD'S NAME AWAKEN ! ", chapter 15, final.
" "We didn't have this issue of how to care for old people 100 years ago because they were rare,
they weren't many, and they were special", said Stone, the Doylestown consultant on aging. "I
certainly want to live a long time, too, but in a social-engineering perspective, it's going to cause a
lot of problems". More and more care-givers will be pushed to the limits of their impulse control, he
said. "One of the sad realities of caring for old people is it can seem like it's going to go on
forever", Stone said. "With children, you know they're going to grow up, but with an old person
some begin to feel the only way to deal with this daily is to look forward to their death". "
--Christ.
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Phoenix Journals [link to abundanthope.net]
Apr 18, 2012 - PJ #88 " ADVANCED DEMOLITION LEGION (THE ADL IN ACTION) ", chapter 5 &
6.
" Now, the part of this that I find interesting is the fact that this so-called "doctor" Binder of the
US&P, holding us in contempt for offering Dr. Russell's explanation of LIGHT, acted so incensed
over the entire incident. IF HE WERE INFORMED SCIENTIFICALLY ACCORDING TO THE
INFORMATION IN THOSE BOOKS HE DECLARES TO BE ALL BUT UNKNOWN FOR OVER 50
YEARS AND NOW CHARGES, IN COURT, PLAGIARISM--HE WOULD KNOW YOU ARE IN THE
INVISIBLE EDGE OF THE FULL-PHOTON BELT WHICH WILL TAKE YOU OUT IF NOTHING
ELSE DOES. "THIS" IS THE VERY INFORMATION WHICH IS EFFORTED AT ALL COSTS ("ON
PRINCIPLE", HE SAYS) TO DESTROY THOSE AWFUL, TERRIBLE CRIMINAL EKKERS WHO
DARED TO SPEAK FOR SOME INVISIBLE ENTITY. "
--Christ.
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Apr 19, 2012 - PJ #87 " IN GOD'S NAME AWAKEN ! ", Pdf copy.
" One group is the ENEMY of GOD OF LIGHT--the other are MEN out to strip, deceive and "gain
wealth" off of you-the-people. YOU must be aware of those ones and do that which is "justice"--I
do not intervene nor put down any MAN unless he impacts my mission and work. These have
done so but I can still "negotiate" for I am NOT a "patriot" of some kind blundering around with
minuteman rifles or "Bullets in '96 if not by ballot in '92". I SHALL PROTECT MY PEOPLE, BRING
ALL INFORMATION AS IT FALLS, AND GET OUR MISSION DONE--THE WORD, THE
AWAKENING TO THE BEST OF OUR ABILITY TO THOSE WHO DESIRE SAME--AND GET A
REMNANT INTO UNDERSTANDING, SURVIVAL--AND "THROUGH"! "
---Christ.
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Apr 21, 2012 - PJ #89 " FOCUS OF DEMONS ", chapter 1 & 2.
" This next is a personal message to me from a beloved friend in South Africa. I need not comment
as it is pretty obvious that the perceptions about ongoing circumstances in Africa are very much
"on target" and whatever deviation from critical interpretation is totally unimportant in the overall
realization of that which is taking place. Things of very similar nature are taking place around your
globe as the Adversary World Order takes possession of the globe--we simply have to "share" that
which is offered to us for sharing by eye-witness accounts, when ones are daring enough to get
the information "out" and to us. I will always demand protection and cover for the individuals
involved. "
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--Christ.
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Apr 22, 2012 - PJ #90 " TAKING OFF THE BLINDFOLD ", Intro.
" In this journal we will have listings of key players in this Conspiracy of One World Everything. We
will also phase out of that subject and directly into the work of Rodney Stich as regards the saga of
one Gunther Russbacher. This is for the purpose of responding to all the inquiries about just "who
is this man?" It is not "who" he is or was but rather a personal knowledge of what went on within
the CIA and administration behind your backs--YOU-THE-PEOPLE. We are nearly through with
the latter subject and as to the former--you will have to prepare yourselves for there is an even
higher cabalistic Committee above the Committee of 300. We are not yet ready to deal with THAT
one so we will leave it lay for the moment while we catch you up on some other fascinating
material which will begin in the upcoming (next) journal. "
--Christ.
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Apr 23, 2012 - PJ #88 " ADVANCED DEMOLITION LEGION (THE ADL IN ACTION) ", chapter 9 &
10.
" I would also ask that you be cognizant of Lyndon LaRouche now FINALLY released, through
pressure, from prison. Already "heads are beginning to roll", especially in East Germany, for the
escapades of the ADL in the LaRouche horror. Some people pay a very dear price for speaking
out and efforting at change from this incredible trap. Is it not time that YOU put your own shoulder
to the plow and get the ground cleared that you might again grow in freedom? "
--Christ.
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Apr 24, 2012 - PJ #90 " TAKING OFF THE BLINDFOLD ", chapter 1 & 2.
[H: With this start well in mind, I will respond to some inquiries about the Spielberg movie
of "Schindler's List". Number one, readers and "watchers"
--IF the movie were a factual representation of that which actually happened--
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IT WOULD HAVE BEEN CALLED, BY RULE OF CLASSIFICATION, A DOCUMENTARY!! What
do I think about the movie? I think it is superbly presented, is emotionally astounding--but
the plot is NOT WHAT HAPPENED IN THE WAY IT HAPPENED! There are a couple of things
you need to KNOW. One: The footage of Eisenhower watching bodies being bulldozed into
pits is NOT of the German camps--those scenes were at "Eisenhower's" own camps and
you will have to go back to pick up that information and also I refer you to [the book]
OTHER LOSSES. Some of the "still" shots were actually of civil war (American) prisoners.
There were massive Typhus epidemics in the camps as well as running through those
forced-labor camps, which were exactly what Shindler ran, and thousands upon thousands
died. Can you imagine something like Smallpox or AIDS on the loose in such deplorable
living conditions with jeopardized persons?
I AM ACCUSED OF BEING BOTH ANTI-SEMITIC AND ALSO AS STATING THERE WAS NO
HOLOCAUST. That is not correct. I said that there was no "holocaust" AS STATED
BECAUSE THERE WERE NOT THE LARGE NUMBERS OF jewish people IN THE AREA--PERIOD. There was most certainly a massive death toll and horror upon horror but not
necessarily singled out against the jewish people or in the quantity now stated. I believe it
lessens the honor of the ones who sacrificed when false numbers are issued to obtain
MONEY! The loss of ONE life is too many--the loss of over 6 million persons, when there
were not that many persons ever present, is absurd and all the LAWS against speaking of it
will not change the truth of it.
The film itself is a propaganda show--note the plea that it be shown in EVERY SCHOOL,
etc. Why? To reset the image that the movie is truth so that the lie is set into cement while
the truth is LEGALLY buried, hopefully for the ADL, forever! As to the quality of the
presentation--superb, excellent, outstanding and certainly the parties involved deserved
the awards in every category applicable. You DO, HOWEVER, have to remember that the
Hollywood MEDIA of motion pictures is wholly owned and controlled by the jewish people
and that means that "jewish people" make all the decisions about academy awards and
WHAT GOES ON THE SCREEN FOR YOU-THE-PEOPLE TO SEE. This is the subject in point
as we write here on media control....]
****************
OTHER LOSSES, Pdf book.
Click on link to download. 9.24 Mb
[link to abundanthope.net]
--Christ.
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Apr 25, 2012 - PJ #88 " ADVANCED DEMOLITION LEGION (THE ADL IN ACTION) ", chapter 11
& 12.
" "The secular application of the Ten Commandments is clearly seen in its adoption as the
fundamental legal code of Western civilization and the common law of the United States."
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In November 1980, the ADL agreed with the Supreme court's decision that this was
unconstitutional. [H: Now isn't this the darnedest thing? I understood that those TEN
COMMANDMENTS came forth THROUGH those old Judeans from the Torah and Old
Testament. Is it not strange that the "new" book of rules, the Talmud, is both written BY
MEN (ELDERS WHO DECIDE WHAT WILL BE DOCTRINE) AND CARRY ALL THE
HUMANISTIC TRAITS OF IMMORALITY AS "THE NORM AND EXPECTED"--BUT ALONG
WITH THAT, READERS, A FULL INSTRUCTION TO GET RID OF THE racist shit (ANY ONE
WHO IS NOT A ZIONIST jewish).] "
--Last Edited by Christ. on 04/25/2012 03:39 AM
Christ.
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Apr 26, 2012 - PJ #90 " TAKING OFF THE BLINDFOLD ", chapter 3 & 4.
THE COMITTEE OF 300
" There is not one single aspect of life in America that is not watched over, steered in the "right"
direction, manipulated, and controlled by the invisible government of the Committee of 300. There
is not one elected official or political leader that is not subject to its rule. No one thus far has got
away with defying our secret rulers, who do not hesitate to make "a horrible example" of anyone,
including the President of the United States of America."
List of PAST AND PRESENT INSTITUTIONS/ORGANIZATIONS, BANKS AND THOSE
DIRECTLY UNDER INFLUENCE OF THE COMMITTEE OF 300, PAST AND PRESENT
MEMBERS.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM
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Apr 26, 2012 - PJ #90 " TAKING OFF THE BLINDFOLD ", chapter 3 & 4.
THE COMITTEE OF 300
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" There is not one single aspect of life in America that is not watched over, steered in the "right"
direction, manipulated, and controlled by the invisible government of the Committee of 300. There
is not one elected official or political leader that is not subject to its rule. No one thus far has got
away with defying our secret rulers, who do not hesitate to make "a horrible example" of anyone,
including the President of the United States of America."
List of PAST AND PRESENT INSTITUTIONS/ORGANIZATIONS, BANKS AND THOSE
DIRECTLY UNDER INFLUENCE OF THE COMMITTEE OF 300, PAST AND PRESENT
MEMBERS.
Quoting: Christ.

And I will add here, the committee of 300 is GLOBAL, chaired by the Queen of England. Its
members are from almost every nation, as the leaders of those nations plus a few others. I have
proof of that. I know of what I speak. They control the GLOBAL FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM. IT
IS their instrument of power.
The FEd is not just the "private central bank" of the United States, It is the CENTRAL control of the
Central banks of the WORLD.
I have placed some information in the thread so few of you took interest in here.
Thread: GLPVC Discussion on Global Overcontrol of Money and Politics with NIP Tonight at 11:15
EST
--------------------------------The ONLY thing that matters in a nutshell is that you develop IDEALS set ahead of you and strive
to develop your soul/mind and Heart. Always then will soul progress be made. Just believing on
Jesus does not cut the mustard.

A List of PROFOUND MESSAGES thru AH Telepaths.
I AM the Way, the Truth and the Life. Christ Michael Thru Hazel Melchizedek [link to
abundanthope.net]
Message to Humanity PaPa Source thru KiboDabi [link to abundanthope.net]
This is the Time of the Resurrection AA Michael thru Hazel Melchizedek [link to
www.pathtofreedomistruth.com]
For Ye Lighted Ones in Knowing from Source (I) thru KiboDabi [link to abundanthope.net]
The New Religion, Father Source thru Hazel Melchizedek [link to abundanthope.net]
No Other Planet Has Walked Personally with Christ Michael as YOU shall DO
[link to www.abundanthope.net] AH IS the GLOBAL 2nd Coming Organization in partnership with
the one you call "Jesus" Any of my personal writings on GLP may be used freely in good intent.
NIP
-------------------------------
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Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM
User ID: 15094665
United States
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I just tried to post a large list of organizations associated with the committee of 300. Some
organization in that list is not allowed on this forum so the post did not show, twice.
So you can find it here. PLEASE GO and LOOK.
[link to abundanthope.net]
Christ.
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Apr 27, 2012 - PJ #89 " FOCUS OF DEMONS ", chapter 3 & 4.
" Just as the GREATER beingness underwent the TRIAL OF TRANSFIGURATION, you too shall
come to confront this lesson and "trial". My task, among others, is to allow you to understand the
actual meaning of ASCENSION so that you are not distracted by the great "conclave" givers who
would somehow teach you to physically "ascend"--how totally absurd. You will find, in addition,
that the great "conclave" presenters--fail to mention GOD in the equation of ascension OR THE
PURPOSE OF SUCH TRANSFIGURATION. It saddens me greatly that ones of such human
limitation will, in addition, call these ridiculous conclaves and seminars, FOR A GREAT PRICE,
OF COURSE, in the wondrous name of such as Germain, Lord Michael, etc. Do you not realize,
beloved readers, that it is Lord Michael that enforced the departure of Lucifer from the heavenly
realms of Light AND CAST HIM INTO THE SEA OF PHYSICAL EXPERIENCE WHEREIN HIS
ACTIONS ARE LIMITED TO THAT OF THE PHYSICAL?? Be very, very careful upon which you
bite and chew. "
--firmament
Carpe Diem
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I just tried to post a large list of organizations associated with the committee of 300. Some
organization in that list is not allowed on this forum so the post did not show, twice.
So you can find it here. PLEASE GO and LOOK.
[link to abundanthope.net]
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

Christ.
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Apr 28, 2012 - PJ #88 " ADVANCED DEMOLITION LEGION (THE ADL IN ACTION) ", chapter 13,
final.
" It should be clear by now that the ADL is one of the most pernicious agencies working to destroy
the United States, through the subversion of law and moral values, through the peddling of illegal
drugs, through the blackmailing and extortion against Congress, through the looting and trashing
of our industrial and manufacturing base, and through its collusion with hostile foreign agencies.
Volumes could be written cataloguing the century of treachery by the ADL and it "mother lodge",
the Order of B'nai B'rith. "
--Christ.
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Apr 29, 2012 - PJ #90 " TAKING OFF THE BLINDFOLD ", chapter 5 & 6.
" Russbacher described to me how the CIA used the Savings and Loan institutions to fund their
covert operations in the United States and abroad and add to the massive amount of funds
secreted in foreign financial institutions.. Parallel operations were run by different CIA divisions
and directorates, using code names to identify the various operations.. Included in the operations
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affecting financial institutions were Operation Gold Bug, Operation Cyclops, Operation Interlink,
Operation Woodsman, Operation Fountain Pen, Operation Thunder, Operation Blue Thunder, and
Operation Moth. "
--Christ.
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Apr 30, 2012 - PJ #88 " ADVANCED DEMOLITION LEGION (THE ADL IN ACTION) ", Pdf copy.
" If it appears that I single out "jewish people"--better look again!! I place "jewish people" (of
Judean decent) at the TOP OF THE LIST TO PAY ATTENTION! THE ADL OF B'NAI B'RITH
DOES NOT SERVE THE JEWISH POPULATION--IT IS A CREATED DIVISION OF BRITISH
INTELLIGENCE SET TO SERVE THE VERY OPPOSITE OF GOODNESS. "
Link to all transcribed PJ's in Pdf format: [link to www.freewebs.com]
--Christ.
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May 1, 2012 - PJ #90 " TAKING OFF THE BLINDFOLD ", chapter 7 & 8.
" Losses of approximately half a trillion dollars have been the estimated direct cost. But where did
the money go? It has never been sought, or located. The theft of $2 billion by Lincoln, or $2 billion
by Silverado, is a long way from $200 to $500 billion. Neither Congress nor the Justice
Department has made any attempt to determine where this huge amount of money went. Finding it
would relieve the American public of staggering debt load that is affecting the American economy.
There is no way that such a huge sum simply evaporated without any trace. "
--Christ.
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May 2, 2012 - PJ #91 " FOOTSTEPS INTO TRUTH ", Intro.
" It is by taking one tiny step following another that you can make a journey to destination. It is also
through the revealing of one truth upon another that you find the whole of truth in any given
circumstance. It is not easy to comprehend and it sickens both mind and soul of man to come into
realization of that which IS. Man has been trained to believe that which he is told--whether it be
truth or lie, to the point that MAN IS NOW SIMPLY VICTIM OF THE LIES. MAY LIGHT COME

-- AH- Candace GLP #14-10 -- page. 48

FORTH THAT YOU MAY RECOVER YOUR PATHWAY INTO TRUTH. "
--Christ.
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May 3, 2012 - PJ #90 " TAKING OFF THE BLINDFOLD ", chapter 9 & 10.
" I am bluntly asked if I have anything to do with "Area 51"? Yes indeed I do. I am not, however,
one of your lizards or reptiles. I also have a personal interaction with a lot of your political and
military forces. I am not "proud" of that fact--just acknowledge it. No, I do NOT come from, through
or around Orion OR Sirius. There has been a valiant effort to CLONE and DNA reproduce our
species--IT CAN'T BE DONE. However, you have about every other cross-hybrid that can be
tinkered into realization, realized. There are a whole BUNCH of "Area 51s" so don't get hung-up
on anything. I acknowledge this strictly for the confirmation of a "few" who have met me or some of
my crew or fleet. "
--Christ.
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May 4, 2012 - PJ #91 " FOOTSTEPS INTO TRUTH ", chapter 1 & 2.
" Describing the huge outflow of funds generated by CIA proprietary's through various financial
scams and drug money laundering, Russbacher stated: "It is a systematic removal of funds from
US bank accounts. And these accounts that held large amounts of funds were then channeled to
off-shore bank accounts and off-shore investment companies." [H: You have to remember
something, like "the Panama War". Noriega was about to take over the banks holding the
massive assets from laundering and drugs--not to mention that he was going, to take over
a whole resort BELONGING TO THE BUSH FAMILY! Still think it was to get this awful little
man, Noriega? By the way, George Bush doesn't like either Blacks or Jews--he USES
THEM! So, who do you think is on HIS side now? Well, some pretty powerful people!] "
--Christ.
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May 7, 2012 - PJ #89 " FOCUS OF DEMONS ", chapter 5 & 6.
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" The drug trade has a connection with the murder of President John F. Kennedy, which foul deed
stains the national character and will continue to do so until the perpetrators are found and brought
to justice. [H: I stress this statement because we now have PROOF that one of the shots that
killed your President--WAS INDEED (IRRESPECTIVE OF WHAT COL. BO GRITZ TELLS
YOU) FIRED FROM INSIDE THE CAR, FROM THE DRIVER'S SEAT, ETC. WE WILL BE
OFFERING THIS INFORMATION VERY SOON NOW FOR YOUR OWN CONFIRMATION.]
There is proof that the Mafia was involved in this through the CIA, which brings to mind that it all
started with the old Meyer Lansky network which evolved into the Irgun terrorist organization, and
Lansky proved to be one of the best vehicles for peddling cultural warfare against the West. "
--Christ.
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May 10, 2012 - PJ #90 " TAKING OFF THE BLINDFOLD ", chapter 11 & 12.
SHUT YOUR EYES AND NO ONE
CAN SEE YOU?
" Is this not the lesson you are taught? Even the child shuts his eyes in the assumption that if he
cannot see--then he is invisible to another. Take it further and only watch and accept everything
TOLD to you and surely truth will be somehow your own. Then another step--just learn to "ascend"
somehow and you will in the final turmoil simply escape into a paradise of further human
experience--to some clouds within which you shall be infinite in glory. Or, find some Godly being of
Christed perfection, lay all your own errors and sins upon him, spill his blood--and THEN, you are
absolved of all sin and error? Believe that which you will, children-of-the-lie--but remember, if the
powers that control your Earth will lie to you about that which is upon Earth to fool you--tell me
WHY they would not lie to you in your most basic spiritual passage? That which IS--IS! And all the
lying, rules, regulations and force--will not make the lies become truth! The truth will only be more
deeply buried within the shrouds of the lies --like the poisonous viper in his pit--when you fall for
his trappings--you will BE WITHIN HIS PIT WHERE HE CAN CLAIM YOU FOR HIS OWN
DINNER. He will not come into the LIGHT to "getcha"--he knows that you will come within HIS
TERRITORY FOR HE BAITS HIS TRAPS WITH THOSE THINGS WHICH BOGGLE THE
SENSES IN PHYSICAL MISPERCEPTIONS. Worse, this head of the evil empire has plenty of
tools to bring you within the trap! Ponder it. "
--Christ.
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May 11, 2012 - PJ #91 " FOOTSTEPS INTO TRUTH ", chapter 3 & 4.
THE DEATH OF CAMELOT

-- AH- Candace GLP #14-10 -- page. 50

IN MEMORIAM: JOHN FITZGERALD KENNEDY.
1917-1963
by Ronn Jackson, SSA
" [H: Great, but why would we not just ask you to get the book(s)? Because the books are
not published even though they were supposed to have been. AND, THE MAN WHO WAS
PUBLISHING THEM--IS AS OF WEEK BEFORE LAST--SUICIDED QUITE DEAD!! Therefore,
according to our efforts to protect writers of truth--we effort to spread the word and works
as quickly and as widely as possible. Ronn Jackson deliberately put himself into prison-JUST TO SURVIVE! Maybe that little explanation will help you understand the seriousness
of the subject and also see why we don't have time to "clean it up" for your viewing.] "
--Christ.
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May 12, 2012 - PJ #90 " TAKING OFF THE BLINDFOLD ", chapter 13 & 14.
REVEALING MAJOR CRIMES
AGAINST AMERICA
" "My name is Gunther Russbacher, I am a captain in the United States Navy; my service number
is 448401117. My current location is Federal Correctional Institution, Terminal Island; I am a
federal prisoner, awaiting appeal on a charge of misuse and misappropriation of government
properties, misuse of government jets, and misuse of government purchase orders, for purchase
of fuel. That is my current situation. The date today is May 1, 1991. The time of this interview is
0824. Now that we have the formalities under way, Rodney Stich, we can talk". "
--Christ.
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May 13, 2012 - PJ #91 " FOOTSTEPS INTO TRUTH ", chapter 5 & 6.
NO DEATH
" The TEACHER came to tell you, honor you of soul progression, and show you that there is no
such thing as "death" of soul. He did not COME to die for you but instead, to show you how to
LIVE. He did not by his blood-letting offer physical absolution of your responsibilities if you but
believed he existed. YOU WILL STAND RESPONSIBLE IN JUDGEMENT FOR ALL ACTIONS
AND INTENTS OF SELF! The Master can plead in your behalf if there be "ignorance" present--but
he can do nothing FOR you. "
---
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Christ.
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May 14, 2012 - PJ #89 " FOCUS OF DEMONS ", chapter 7 & 8.
" The Committee of 300 consists of certain individual specialists in their own fields, including cultus
diabolicus, mind altering drugs, and specialists in murder by poison, intelligence, banking, and
every facet of commercial activity. It will be necessary to mention former members since
deceased, because of their former roles and because their places were given to family members
or new members considered worthy of the honor.
Included in the membership are the old families of the European Black Nobility, the American
Eastern Liberal Establishment (in Freemason hierarchy and the Order of Skull and Bones), the
Illuminati, or as it is known by the Committee, "MORIAH CONQUERING WIND", the Mumma
Group, the National and World Council of Churches, the Circle of Initiates, the Nine Unknown
Men, Lucis Trust, Jesuit Liberation Theologists, The Order of the Elders of Zion, the Nasi princes,
International Monetary Fund (IMF), the Bank of International Settlements (BIS), the United Nations
(UN), the Central, British Quator Coronati, Italian P2 Masonry--especially those in the Vatican
hierarchy--the Central Intelligence Agency, Merry Christmas Institute selected personnel, various
members of leading foundations and insurance companies named in the lists that follow, the Hong
Kong and Shanghai Bank, the Milner Group-Round Table, Cini foundation, German Marshall
Fund, Ditchley Foundation, NATO, Club of Rome, Environmentalists, The Order of St. John of
Jerusalem, One World Government Church, Socialist International, Black Order, Thule Society,
Anenherbe-Rosicrucianists, The Great Superior Ones and literally HUNDREDS of other
organizations. "
--Christ.
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May 15, 2012 - PJ #90 " TAKING OFF THE BLINDFOLD ", chapter 15, final.
CONSTITUTION PROHIBITS FEDERAL
INTERFERENCE
by Peter D. Lepiscopo
" A reprint of an article that appeared in the San Diego Mirror Tribune 2/2/94 entitled:
Is its purpose for hunting? For collecting? For sport? Or for self-defense against criminals? No,
although these have been offered as justification for its existence. Its sole purpose is to secure an
individual's right for self-defense against government. "It" is the Second Amendment."
---
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Anonymous Coward
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May 16, 2012 - PJ #91 " FOOTSTEPS INTO TRUTH ", chapter 7 & 8.
" It is standard practice for Justice Department prosecutors to silence or discredit whistleblowers
and informants, especially intelligence agency personnel, by charging them with federal offenses
for carrying out what they were ordered to do by their handlers. Their subsequent imprisonment
silences them and the felony conviction is used to discredit them. Of course, when it suits the
Justice Department prosecutors, they use felons and reward them to testify against someone that
the Justice Department wants silenced. "
--Christ.
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May 17, 2012 - PJ #89 " FOCUS OF DEMONS ", chapter 9 & 10.
" On every occasion that a researcher happens upon this astounding central control group, he is
either successfully bought off, or else he undergoes some "specialty training" at the Merry
Christmas Institute after which he becomes a contributor to more fiction, of the James Bond type,
i.e., he is derailed and well rewarded. If such a person as John F. Kennedy should stumble onto
the truth about who directs world events, and cannot be bought, he is assassinated.
In the case of John F. Kennedy, the assassination was carried out with great attendant publicity
and with the utmost brutality to serve as a warning to world leaders not to get out of line. Pope
John Paul I was quietly murdered because he was getting close to the Committee of 300 through
Freemasons in the Vatican hierarchy. His successor, Pope John Paul II, was publicly humiliated
as a warning to cease and desist--which he has done. As we shall see, certain Vatican leaders are
today seated on the Committee of 300.
It is easy to put serious researchers off the track of the Committee of 300 because Britain's MI-6
(SAS) promotes a wide variety of kookery such as the New Age, Yogaism, Zen Buddhism,
Witchcraft, Delphic Priesthood of Apollo (Aristotle was a member) and hundreds of small "cults" of
all kinds. A group of "retired" British intelligence agents who stayed on the track labeled the
conspirators' hierarchy "Force X", and declared that it possesses a super-intelligence service that
has corrupted the KGB, the Vatican Intelligence, the CIA, the OM, DGSE, U.S. military
intelligence, the State Department intelligence service and even the most secret of all U.S.
intelligence agencies, the Office of National Reconnaissance. "
--Christ.
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May 18, 2012 - PJ #90 " TAKING OFF THE BLINDFOLD ", Pdf copy.
" I understand the difficulty facing all you readers, that of being boggled by the unfolding. No
matter how slowly or how many times we effort to prepare you, the TRUTH is always bigger and
more confounding than that which is brought before. All you can do, readers, is gain as much
insight and knowledge as you can so that you can be a step or so ahead of the major impacts-AND BE PREPARED TO THE BEST OF YOUR ABILITY. We can't do anything FOR you but offer
this information and remind you that "these things will happen." Also remember: AN INFORMED
PUBLIC IS THAT WHICH IS MOST FEARED BY THE ELITE CONTROLLERS. "
Link to all transcribed PJ's in Pdf format: [link to www.freewebs.com]
--Christ.
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May 19, 2012 - PJ #91 " FOOTSTEPS INTO TRUTH ", chapter 9 & 10.
" H: Yes, we DO ALL KNOW that this is but a brief summary of Hell. We are not here to detail
incidents of this sort--for the facts are now "out there" for all of you to see. Stich is using this and
other instances for your consideration regarding the subject in point--the federal government as a
criminal enterprise. We could talk about the stand-in at Red Beckman's TODAY and the fact that
"that" was to be a cover for harassment of the Clare Prophet Germain group nearby. Its called
diversion tactics and/or distracters. But THAT IS WHY we are bringing as much more publicity to
any given incident as possible--THEY HAVE TO RECONSIDER THEIR ACTIONS IN THE FACE
OF PUBLIC KNOWLEDGE. EVIL HAS TO PULL ITS DIRTY WORK IN SECRET AND THEN PAY
OFF WITNESSES TO LIE OR THEY CANNOT CONTINUE THIS NIGHTMARE OF DARK
OPERTIONS. We aren't offering all this because Dharma likes to type. She has been in the middle
of the ATF through the RTC come to call with their big guns--secreted around the hillsides behind
and around her home. It is amazing that in that instance Gritz said he would be here to stand with
her and E.J. But, as it turns out Green told him that the house instance was a lie and they had
actually stolen the property from the Savings and Loan. WORSE-- GRITZ NOW TELLS THE
SAME LIE ON HIS RADIO SHOW AND TELL. "
--Christ.
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May 21, 2012 - PJ #89 " FOCUS OF DEMONS ", chapter 11 & 12.
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MEDITATION? YOGA? FINDING YOURSELF?
COPOUT? OR: WHY DON'T YOU JUST
DO SOMETHING?
" This finally needs discussion because ones around the family campfire continue to ask about
these subjects as if they are somehow missing out on Ascension, finding God and/or healing
(saving) the world. Well, no world is going to be "saved" by anyone so we can discard that focus.
As to the rest of the list as applies to individual growth: Balderdash! What are you TRYING to do?
Keep in mind that "trying" is "lying"! If you are "trying" to do something you are waiting to NEVER
get anything done. You are either "doing" something (efforting) or you are just going to "try", "try"
and never make a move. CONTACT WITH GOD DOES NOT NEED MEDITATION--ONLY
COMMUNICATION. Since God resides with His circuits within--you don't have to take "time"--HE
IS! Instant connection! So, what are you ACTUALLY DOING WHILE "TRYING" TO GET IN
TOUCH OR WHATEVER YOU ARE DOING? Wasting time and copping-out on action which will
get something done.
How selfish of anyone who sits in constant meditation while his/her brothers do his work in FACT.
Then what next happens? This one now "efforts" at convincing others that "his" routing, teacher,
guru, preacher, etc., "is the BEST"! There is no BEST! There is only Truth and manifestation in
ACTION.
What about those wonderful teachers who proclaim "meditation" at great length is the way to go?
They are making a bundle off of your blindness. They are succeeding in keeping YOU from doing
ANYTHING in God's behalf. If that is what YOU want to do--fine, but why would you urge others to
pull away from their own duties and go sit in lotus position and wait for the magic? You are the
miracle and it has never materialized by sitting on your backsides chanting. " ......--Christ.
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May 22, 2012 - PJ #91 " FOOTSTEPS INTO TRUTH ", chapter 11 & 12.
" The greatest threat to our constitutional protections is with the present group of judges and
Justice Department attorneys, who are openly destroying the protections under our form of government. The media and every major check and balance have kept the lid on these outrageous
acts, as they have done with every major scandal described within these pages. The implications
of this are enormous. The losses of civil rights are all around us but the majority of Americans,
kept ignorant of these matters by the mass media, haven't the faintest idea what is actually going
on and being done to them. "
--Christ.
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Phoenix Journals [link to abundanthope.net]
May 23, 2012 - PJ #89 " FOCUS OF DEMONS ", chapter 13 & 14, final.
MOTHER TERESA: SPEAKING TRUTH TO POWER
" Before an audience of 3,000--including the President and his wife, the Vice President and his
wife and Congressional Leaders, among others--the 83-year-old nun, who is physically frail but
spiritually and rhetorically powerful, delivered an address that cut to the heart of the social ills
afflicting America. She said that America, once known for generosity to the world, has become
selfish. And she said that the greatest proof of that selfishness is abortion.
Tying abortion to growing violence and murder in the streets, she said, "If we accept that a
mother can kill even her own child, how can we tell other people not to kill each other? Any
country that accepts abortion is not teaching its people to love, but to use any violence to
get what they want." "
--Christ.
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May 24, 2012 - PJ #92 " WALK A CROOKED ROAD WITH THE CROOKS ", Intro.
" In protection against mental assault many will deliberately turn FROM any input which will
somehow spoil the perceptions of things being "OK" or cause thought processes to spin around
"doing something" which will interfere with personal "plans" of work or recreation. In fact, the
psychiatrists will tell you to do this--"do not watch that which upsets your calm state of being". So
what do you have? You have a society walking around in the continuation of dreamland. However,
the mind will "out" its truth in "knowing". So the continuation is not of "dreamland" as in the calming
data-handling of truth--it is a turning from the nightmares of reality. One place or the other -- the
mind will process that which IS and in the so-doing will often render the person bearing that mind
to become disturbed, depressed and ultimately "mad". Balance comes from squarely FACING that
which IS and dealing with it. Fulfillment comes from dealing with that which IS in a manner of
goodness which elevates soul and self-worth. You cannot legislate morality and neither can the
mind, body and soul PRETEND that morality exists when indeed it is not present. "
--Christ.
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May 25, 2012 - PJ #89 " FOCUS OF DEMONS ", Pdf copy.
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" You can witness as you go through these journals that the weakness, and the strength, of any
society is dependent upon the level and quality of its spiritual life. You can have great industrial
wealth and much abundance but you have NOTHING without that which is moral and Spiritually
sound. Your WORLD, not just a nation here and there, has become buried in the LIE and Spiritual
TRUTH is buried around the corners of the graveyard of a dying moral civilization. All the signs of
a perishing civilization are at hand--visible and rolling upon you as a tidal wave washing all that
WAS in goodness into the ocean of forgetfulness. It is the awakening which now brings the
growing pangs, the heart wrenching pains of hopelessness--but readers, GOD is infinite--only the
perception of TIME holds you bound to that which is projected in prophecy or revelation. This too
is tampered so that you EXPECT destruction without capable recourse. Within GOD all things
ARE--and all is POSSIBLE. Change your minds and you can change the entirety of the world. You
who choose to follow Satan's Drummers--are destined to end up in Satan's chaos. Follow GOD
and TRUTH and you shall cease to march in the band of human deception or in the army of the
incarcerators. "
Link to all transcribed PJ's in Pdf format in order: [link to www.freewebs.com]
--I AM THAT I AM
AbundantHope is THE 2nd Coming organization, and a ground/heaven partnership with Jesus
himself.
[link to www.abundanthope.net]
Christ.
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May 26, 2012 - PJ #91 " FOOTSTEPS INTO TRUTH ", chapter 13 & 14.
" The Second World War provided Merry Christmas with a means to test its mass brainwashing
techniques under the sanction of Anglo-American intelligence, not only on "enemy" populations,
but on both the American and British soldiers and the public. These "tests" tended to corroborate
the evil theories of Rees and his followers that both small and large groups of people, under
conditions of induced and controlled stress, could be made to become more infantile, and would
give up even held beliefs under "peer" pressure to conform to perceived popular opinion. These
"outcomes" could be steered by a Merry Christmas-trained controller or group leader, or as it is
now called in our schools a "facilitator." "
---

Christ.
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May 27, 2012 - PJ #95 " HEAVE-UP ", Intro.
" In investigation of who was responsible in financing the Communist Bolsheviks against Christian
Russia.
"The masses were disarmed and 30 million Christian Russians were shot and/or otherwise
slaughtered."
[H: Of course, readers, this "little Holocaust" was hardly ever mentioned--especially by
anyone referring to themselves as jewish people. Well, they didn't get all the Christian
Russians, either--and that may well turn out to be a bad oversight one of these very near
future days....] "
--Christ.
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May 28, 2012 - PJ #92 " WALK A CROOKED ROAD WITH THE CROOKS ", chapter 1 & 2.
Israel's Central Role in the JFK Assassination
" Where in the world could anyone come up with the idea that Israel's Mossad had a hand in the
assassination of John F. Kennedy? Well, there's more to the story than meets the eye. All of the
information which, taken together, proves this contention has already been committed to print.
This book, Final Judgment, brings all of these facts together for the first time in a frightening
scenario that makes sense.
Considering all of the theories about the assassination of John F. Kennedy that have been
circulating for years, how could anyone ever suggest that Israel's Mossad was involved? This was
the reaction of more than a few people when apprised of the thesis presented in the pages of this
book. Yet, I believe that when you read this volume you will reach the same conclusion: that Israel
and its spy agency, the Mossad, did indeed play a critical role in the JFK assassination conspiracy
and its cover-up. The evidence, you shall see, is there. "
--Christ.
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May 29, 2012 - PJ #91 " FOOTSTEPS INTO TRUTH ", chapter 15, final.
THE COMING POLICE STATE
by Ron Ens
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--Christ.
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May 30, 2012 - PJ #95 " HEAVE-UP ", chapter 1 & 2.
ON THE SUBJECT OF PROJECT MONARCH
" Over the final part of 1979, two sanctions involving two members of the secondary program who
were eliminated because of a "cult" that they had started which involved "Satanic" practices and
they and their subjects and members could be identified by a tattoo of a Monarch butterfly on their
lower right forearm (men), and on the upper left arm (women). These were blue in color (See book
IV, The Death of Camelot, Hallowed be Thy....) "
--Christ.
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May 31, 2012 - PJ #91 " FOOTSTEPS INTO TRUTH ", Pdf copy.
" Each of the many whistleblowers who contributed to the contents of this book have been
targeted and persecuted, as well as their families, by Justice Department prosecutors and federal
judges, seeking to silence them. Many other informants who could have provided additional
information were killed or mysteriously died. The authors and their confidants are risking their lives
in bringing this information to the American public.
May the offerings of these and other daring truth-bringers offer you strength and determination to
reclaim freedom and sovereignty in your nation and world for you are in SERIOUS TROUBLE. "
Link to all transcribed PJ's in Pdf format in order: [link to www.freewebs.com]
--Christ.
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Jun 2, 2012 - PJ #93 " CRIMINAL POLITBUROS AND OTHER PLAGUES ", Intro.
"As we speak of that which is smothering your world you will find that crime and corruption are so
widespread as to overwhelm the minds of citizens of every nation. Within the pages of these
current journals we will offer the work of others who have PROOF and DOCUMENTATION of
these things of which we write. It will run the list of Camelot, A Fish In The Courthouse, judgments
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regarding that which was previously hidden and the integration within the U.S., et al., of Criminal
Politburos from Russia and other places, as well as the players in your own game of disaster. "
--Christ.
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Jun 3, 2012 - PJ #92 " WALK A CROOKED ROAD WITH THE CROOKS ", chapter 5 & 6.
" The heading here is a bit bold but I think I get the question clearly thought, if not spoken. In our
own "having" do we not indeed "help" our very adversary? Yes! But you must hold to the
knowledge that there are two diverse and opposite ends of the evil vs. good pole. In "goodness"
there is positive ability to CREATE. In "evil" there is only the ability to utilize that which is already
physically manifest. Why? Because "evil" only has existence in a manifested physical conscious
dimension. Evil is a manifestation of physical manufacture. Therefore, it will only be used of itself
in that dimension of participation and is locked to the dimension of human-physical experience--it
cannot CREATE--ONLY USE! Therefore, in any circumstance wherein there is, let us example,
abundance of resource for trade--creation of good industry, jobs, expression, etc., will come about
through the use of the commodity of that expression. "
--Christ.
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Jun 4, 2012 - PJ #93 " CRIMINAL POLITBUROS AND OTHER PLAGUES ", chapter 1 & 2.
THERE'S A FISH IN THE COURTHOUSE, Part 1
by G.L. Wean
" [H: This is a TRUE STORY but is written in the same format as that style of Ronn Jackson-as a story and not a factual "listing" of events. I'm sure you will find it as enjoyable in the
reading and the realization of the truth of it will hit you as "incredibly" as have the other
presentations. Dharma, you will just bear with us please as I know you are totally wiped out
from all the writing--but we are doing important work here.] "
--Anonymous Coward
User ID: 17288974
United States
06/04/2012 03:53 AM
Phoenix Journals [link to abundanthope.net]
May 14, 2012 - PJ #89 " FOCUS OF DEMONS ", chapter 7 & 8.
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" The Committee of 300 consists of certain individual specialists ...
Included in the membership are the old families of the European Black Nobility, the American
Eastern Liberal Establishment (in Freemason hierarchy and the Order of Skull and Bones) ... (etc.)
... and literally HUNDREDS of other organizations. "
--Quoting: Christ.

How can there be representatives of so many hundreds of organizations, if there are only 300
members overall?
Christ.
User ID: 12164302
Belgium
06/05/2012 03:04 AM
Phoenix Journals [link to abundanthope.net]
Jun 5, 2012 - PJ #92 " WALK A CROOKED ROAD WITH THE CROOKS ", chapter 7 & 8.
" There DOES come a time, in addition, when ego gratification MUST BE PUT ASIDE so that unity
in action can be accomplished. THE TRUTH OF GOD SHALL STAND, ALONE IF NECESSARY,
INTO INFINITY--THE SMOOTH-TALKING SALESMAN WITH HIS LIES WILL FADE AWAY. IT
BECOMES OBVIOUS AS YOU MOVE ALONG AS TO WHICH IS WHICH. I SALUTE (HONOR)
HIM WHO CLEARS HIS VISION AND COMES TO "UNDERSTAND" TRUE ENEMY FROM
FRIEND. "
--Christ.
User ID: 12164302
Belgium
06/06/2012 03:00 AM
Phoenix Journals [link to abundanthope.net]
Jun 6, 2012 - PJ #93 " CRIMINAL POLITBUROS AND OTHER PLAGUES ", chapter 3 & 4.
" What I am going to offer you here, and I am asking Dharma to type this for I want it on our disc
as well as in her data banks, comes from Ronn Jackson but it is done by JOHN B. NELSON. It
deals with Colorado BUT IT SHOWS YOU THE WAY to MAKE THE DIFFERENCE! We have
offered this information in several ways, in several different places and it now becomes necessary
to offer and re-offer these integrated actions and information packets again and again until enough
hear and see to accomplish the tasks before you. "
--Christ.
User ID: 12164302
Belgium
06/07/2012 03:41 AM
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Phoenix Journals [link to abundanthope.net]
Jun 7, 2012 - PJ #92 " WALK A CROOKED ROAD WITH THE CROOKS ", chapter 9 & 10, final.
THE MAFIYA'S CONNECTION TO GOVERNMENT
MAKES IT A DAGGER POINTED AT THE
HEART OF RUSSIAN DEMOCRACY
" [H: The key word in all this may well be "democracy". A democracy is a terrible way to
function--as BAD as you can get. What a nation and people of the nation must acquire is a
WORKING, EQUITABLE REPUBLIC!]
[H: Can you see WHY so many in the Russias and other freedom-seeking nations of the
world who once flourished even under Czars and Kings WANT BACK THEIR
SOVEREIGNS? THERE WAS TOTAL UNDERSTANDING OF FUNCTION AND THERE WERE
NOT RAMPANT GANGS OF THUGS--EVEN THOUGH THE KING HIMSELF MIGHT WELL BE
A BIG THUG. WHERE, HOWEVER, NATIONS ARE RUN BY LAWS ENFORCED--WITH EQUAL
PUNISHMENT FOR EACH OFFENDER--EVEN IF IT BE FOR GUM (AS IN "CHEWING")
VIOLATIONS, THERE IS ORDER AND JUSTICE. ALL KNOW THE LAWS AND THE CONSEQUENCES OF BREAKING THOSE LAWS. AS IT HAS BECOME IN YOUR "FREE" NATIONS-ONLY THE CRIMINALS ARE FREE. However bad you may believe the players in your
government and judicial system may be--IT IS FAR WORSE!] "
--Christ.
User ID: 12164302
Belgium
06/08/2012 03:43 AM
Phoenix Journals [link to abundanthope.net]
Jun 8, 2012 - PJ #95 " HEAVE-UP ", chapter 3 & 4.
" H: I am not here to give you absolution for ANYTHING. I am not here to SAVE YOU FROM
OR FOR ANYTHING. Neither was the great teacher--salvation is a very personal thing--from
within wherein GOD DWELLS. YOU, further, are not going to ESCAPE anything--for this is a
valid part of your planned expression and experience so it would behoove you to better see
what you are about. I can only "lift off" those who recognize my presence, in fact. Why?
Because the denials of presence is the key--if you deny my presence--how expect ye to
come aboard??
"But," I hear over and over again, "if you are of God and God is Light and Love and all
"those" things--YOU HAVE TO TAKE ME!" No, I do not HAVE TO do anything with YOU-and for most, I shall not, for you who deny God, Hosts and Helpers, deny self the very thing
which will give you soul security and the choice is made BEFORE ANY LIFT-OFF, GOOD
FRIENDS. You who cannot and/or refuse to believe there is greater and beyond--will NOT
experience that wondrous fulfillment--you will continue your ,journey in the confusion and
ignorance of limitation. Further, your expression will continue in whatever re-experience
after re-experience of repeated physical experiences AT A LEVEL WHERE YOU LEFT OFF
IN TIME AFTER TIME CLASSROOM--UNTIL YOU LEARN. "
---
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Anonymous Coward
User ID: 12164302
Belgium
06/09/2012 03:50 AM
Phoenix Journals [link to abundanthope.net]
Jun 9, 2012 - PJ #93 " CRIMINAL POLITBUROS AND OTHER PLAGUES ", chapter 5 & 6.
" I am totally amused when such as Bo Gritz gets all filled with humor over the "three days of light"
that didn't happen. Didn't it? Well, no, you are moving into it, fortunately for you, a bit more slowly
than anticipated by the projectors of such an event. I merely gave you what was offered by
scientists from your place, specifically Australia. I certainly DID suggest you get dark glasses
because the bastards on your place planned to ignite the radioactive belt around your planet and,
brothers, it would burn your cute little eyes right out of your head. The higher than recognized
ultra-violet rays which are now giving such damage to you nice people are getting more and more
intense every day. You can't "SEE" these rays but your world is certainly beginning to feel the
results of them--THAT IS WHAT MAKES UP THE PHOTON BELT. [For more information on the
Photon Belt please see Phoenix Journal #50, DIVINE PLAN VOL. 1.] "
--Renaissance Woman
User ID: 10737781
United States
06/09/2012 06:49 AM

How selfish of anyone who sits in constant meditation while his/her brothers do his work in FACT.
Then what next happens? This one now "efforts" at convincing others that "his" routing, teacher,
guru, preacher, etc., "is the BEST"! There is no BEST! There is only Truth and manifestation in
ACTION.
Quoting: Christ.

Thank you! This entry has really touched me.
Christ.
User ID: 12164302
Belgium
06/10/2012 03:23 AM
Phoenix Journals - PDF [link to abundanthope.net]
Jun 10, 2012 - PJ #92 " WALK A CROOKED ROAD WITH THE CROOKS ", Pdf copy.
" It is good to know when to "take a break" but it is better to confront those things which oppress
and not allow them to come into power. What would you have this day if some two centuries ago
the citizens of the U.S., as a for instance, said each morning, "I will check and will not allow
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anything to arise this day which will curtail freedom, the Constitution or man'' rightful application of
living"" However, now you awaken to the dirty deeds having been done while you pursued the
trivia of the moment in protection of self from any assault of that which ""doesn't' feel good""--he
exact opposite of "if it feels good-do it!" There is magnificent difference in the soul "feeling good"
and one or more of the "five senses" feeling good. Ah, but if something can be achieved which
makes BOTH feel good-you have touched on Glory!
I promise you that if you will LEARN TRUTH and what is planned in the takeover of a world-YOU
DO NOT HAVE TO HAVE TRUTH IN THE NEWS TO GET THE NEWS! "
Link to all transcribed PJ's in Pdf format: [link to www.freewebs.com]
--Christ.
User ID: 12164302
Belgium
06/11/2012 03:28 AM
Phoenix Journals [link to abundanthope.net]
Jun 11, 2012 - PJ #95 " HEAVE-UP ", chapter 5 & 6.
" So what about involvement with a Space Command? Chelas, there have always been at least
one Pleiadian on the Com-12 (MJ-12) Council since onset and I am in direct communications
CONSTANTLY as is Comte. St. Germaine who would be better recognized as a Phalyr from the
Osirus Group than a Pleiadian as such but comes most recently from the Pleiadian system as
recognized from Orion as a Physion. I would more closely resemble that which would be
recognized as an Arquilion. (Meaning: Arc as in Arch "angel" and "lion" meaning place of the
Christ--or Godhead. I represent "the places of the Lion". Believe it or not--it matters not, to me,
whether or not this is reasonable or that you can "believe it"! My TEAM is coming together nicely
and they are now becoming aware of what their task is in this reclamation of a nation and
humanity. Ones of our "races" who sit to your councils are into the multiple of hundreds (in years
of your counting) of age. THE ARQUILIONS have been recognized forever but until now the
motivation of presence has been unknown. That is because we are the HOSTS of GOD and THAT
IS our motivation. We are the informers (teachers, messengers) to prepare and reclaim in
goodness that which has fallen into evil and unbalance. We are the ones sent to bring God's
children home to safety and the security of the Father's wings. WE ARE THE PHOENIX! WE
HAVE RETURNED! "
--Christ.
User ID: 12164302
Belgium
06/12/2012 03:54 AM
Phoenix Journals [link to abundanthope.net]
Jun 12, 2012 - PJ #93 " CRIMINAL POLITBUROS AND OTHER PLAGUES ", chapter 7 & 8.
FORCING SEX UPON WOMEN NEEDING LEGAL HELP
" A standard practice of attorneys is forcing female clients to have sex with them in order to be
represented. This practice was so outrageous that New York and California passed legislation
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barring sex between an attorney and client. But whether this will stop the abuses is questionable.
The routine violations of the canons of ethics by attorneys, and the State Bar refusal to prosecute
for such violations, leave no hope for reform.
SEIZING A CLIENT'S PROPERTIES
One of the scams used by attorneys is to take a deed of trust on a person's home or properties to
insure payment of legal fees, followed by outrageously excessive fees resulting in loss of the
property to the attorney. New York State passed legislation in 1993 preventing this onerous
practice. "
--Christ.
User ID: 12164302
Belgium
06/13/2012 03:33 AM
Phoenix Journals [link to abundanthope.net]
Jun 13, 2012 - PJ #94 " WINGING IT….. ", Intro
" As we move quickly along with offerings of information regarding the unfolding of proven
corruption in your market places, your governments, your religions and the incredible corrupted
control over you-the-people by the INJUSTICE SYSTEM, I can only say that, here in the
beginning, we are just WINGING IT... As ones "with" are willing to share with those "without" so
that strides can be made in reclaiming that which was yours, we will move quickly in offering that
which is pertinent in the changing times. "
--Christ.
User ID: 12164302
Belgium
06/14/2012 03:36 AM
Phoenix Journals [link to abundanthope.net]
Jun 14, 2012 - PJ #93 " CRIMINAL POLITBUROS AND OTHER PLAGUES ", chapter 9 & 10.
" I have told you that EVERYTHING is LIGHT. However, I have also told you that
EVERYTING is "wave" and "pulse"--expressed in sound, light and frequency.
We can speak of radiosondes, transferrence, visibility vs. stealth and you will simply be totally
confused. It is not TIME for these massive and incredible things to be revealed to the "whole" for
they would have neither meaning nor allow for peaceful nights of rest and relaxation. The
PROPER PARTIES are in the knowing and all I want at this present time of evolving sequence is
for those ones to recognize and have confirmation of my presence and TRUTH. I KNOW! "
--Christ.
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User ID: 12164302
Belgium
06/15/2012 04:10 AM
Phoenix Journals [link to abundanthope.net]
Jun 15, 2012 - PJ #94 " WINGING IT….. ", chapter 1 & 2.
" Israeli officials and agencies, and particularly its intelligence agency, the Mossad, aided and
abetted many of the criminal activities described within these pages, inflicting great harm upon the
American people. Without the assistance of the Israelis, some of the treasonous and subversive
acts against the United States would not have been possible, especially the October Surprise
operation. Israel was needed to transship the arms to Iran and to act as end-users on the bill-oflading."
--Christ.
User ID: 12164302
Belgium
06/16/2012 03:33 AM
Phoenix Journals [link to abundanthope.net]
Jun 16, 2012 - PJ #93 " CRIMINAL POLITBUROS AND OTHER PLAGUES ", chapter 11 & 12.
" How do I REALLY feel about names? I repeat, if YOU come to me and introduce yourself as
Tommy Peanut, I will address you as Mr. Peanut. It is the "being" in point--not a label. However, IF
you misinterpret your OWN identity, it can actually reverse the direction of your purpose and
mission for you will study the wrong courses as to "intent". This is to warn you multitudes who
seem to think you have to have cute little "other" names--it is sometimes foolish to accept such
from the mouth of another human speaker for YOU do NOT know the source. If you are offered a
name of some kind--check out all the clues or you will not be a Phoenix Eagle--you will be a
"sitting duck". "
--Christ.
User ID: 12164302
Belgium
06/17/2012 03:23 AM
Phoenix Journals [link to abundanthope.net]
Jun 17, 2012 - PJ #94 " WINGING IT….. ", chapter 3 & 4.
THE DEATH OF CAMELOT, Part 13
by Ronn Jackson
--I AM THAT I AM
AbundantHope is THE 2nd Coming organization, and a ground/heaven partnership with Jesus
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himself.
[link to www.abundanthope.net]
Christ.
User ID: 12164302
Belgium
06/19/2012 03:37 AM
Phoenix Journals [link to abundanthope.net]
Jun 19, 2012 - PJ #93 " CRIMINAL POLITBUROS AND OTHER PLAGUES ", chapter 13 & 14,
final.
" My husband, Gunther Russbacher v. Esterhaszy, was just arrested at the airport in Wien. I don't
know the reasons, other than traveling without documents. If he is detained without medical care, I
fear he will DIE. He fled the United States to Austria to GET medical care!!! It is our belief that if he
stayed in the United States he would be killed.
Two weeks ago, the Mossad dispatched six agents from Tel Aviv to kill him. I watched them burn
to death in front of me. They were killed by agents within the CIA. One week ago, Tel Aviv
dispatched seven more agents. My husband, my mother and I went into hiding. On Friday, the
25th of March, we were told by friends within U.S. government agencies that it was safe for my
mother and I to return home, but that Gunther was still in danger. He went into hiding with several
friends. "
--Christ.
User ID: 12164302
Belgium
06/20/2012 03:23 AM
Phoenix Journals [link to abundanthope.net]
Jun 20, 2012 - PJ #94 " WINGING IT….. ", chapter 5 & 6.
" Part of your own journey responsibility and growth--must be in your own ability to be flexible, find
service needs and fill them no matter what they might be and do so within the gracious goodness
of GOD's expectations. GOD WILL RARELY BE "FAIR" IN THE PERCEPTIONS OF ONES IN
FOCUS OF SELF--FOR NOTHING SAVE THE TOP-SLOT IS SEEMINGLY "FAIR" TO SELF. I
REMIND YOU THAT GOD IS "JUST" AND EGO WILL ALWAYS BE REWARDED ACCORDING
TO ITS OWN "INTENT" WHEREIN HE WHO THINKS HE IS THE BEST AND MUST HAVE
HOMAGE--SHALL BECOME THE "LOSEST" AMONG YOU...! "
--Christ.
User ID: 12164302
Belgium
06/21/2012 03:34 AM
Phoenix Journals - PDF [link to abundanthope.net]
Jun 21, 2012 - PJ #93 " CRIMINAL POLITBUROS AND OTHER PLAGUES ", Pdf copy.
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" R. James Woolsey said a Russian "criminal politburo" could emerge as a powerful adversary
with the network and resources to deal in nuclear warheads, while violent drug traffickers and
other criminal groups are spreading and coordinating activities throughout the world. [H: Please
realize that this is coming forth AND IS VERY IMPORTANT, READERS. This is actually saying
that there is a FACTION which is now in competition with that which has been totally controlled by
the "COMMITTEES" of power up to this point and now is setting up even stronger "arms" against
the traditional power-brokers. You are simply witnessing a rising-up of one of the "Titans" of power
who will be confronting the other "Titanic" powers that already "be". It is for this focus and
confirmation of that which we have brought you prior to this that causes me to choose to offer this
bit of press.] "
Link to all transcribed PJ's in Pdf format: [link to www.freewebs.com]
--Christ.
User ID: 12164302
Belgium
06/22/2012 04:02 AM
Phoenix Journals [link to abundanthope.net]
Jun 22, 2012 - PJ #94 " WINGING IT….. ", chapter 7 & 8.
" [H: No, this is not a joke! This is the real potato(e)! Here is an excellent example of the way to
discern TRUTH from a presentation from these anti-Christ One Worlders: Turn every statement
they make into its total opposite--and you will find the truth within the opposite result. There is a
conjured humorous "law" set forth by a Dr. Galumbos, an astrophysicist who has labeled a theory
into The Law of the Bureaucracy which states: "If the bureaucracy states an intent and moves
upon that intent toward a stated 'goal' the law is that they will produce the EXACT OPPOSITE of
that which they describe". It is worthy of note and attention and all productions from that resource
should be measured by this LAW!] "
--Christ.
User ID: 12164302
Belgium
06/23/2012 03:13 AM
Phoenix Journals [link to abundanthope.net]
Jun 23, 2012 - PJ #95 " HEAVE-UP ", chapter 9 & 10.
" I purposely saved this opening copy to allow you to be fresh as you start into a new reading for it
will refer of witchcraft and such as a big "thing". The facts are that most NEW AGE crafters will
draw from the craft in one way or another in chanting, rituals and thus and so. I have spoken on
this subject several times--each time offending many listeners who believe themselves to simply
be reaching "higher consciousness" and other states of ecstasy while piddling about in something
they think to be some sort of magic and without cause for alarm. The "white" witches, for instance,
will say that they are totally in search of fulfilling goodness. I think you can see by this that is
written over and over again and by the fact that "witches" are honored on Halloween and NOT as
holy-goodness participants that it lends one to realize that there is danger to the moth who flies
into and around this particular flame. Again, it is a practice of spiritual stuff in the most base of
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PHYSICAL antics. "
--Christ.
User ID: 12164302
Belgium
06/24/2012 03:17 AM
Phoenix Journals [link to abundanthope.net]
Jun 24, 2012 - PJ #96 " HEAVE - HO (Phase Two) ", Intro.
" I am not, at this time, going to do more than offer the "Introduction" to this volume. More and
more homework is falling into YOUR responsibility. I have other "fish to fry"! We will offer more of
this as we move along because I think you will have a time getting the book--it is being ordered
from the shelves as we write. However, there is nothing "new" in a 200 year old book so first
things first--and you need to learn about your own Constitution which you no longer have in use. "
--Christ.
User ID: 12164302
Belgium
06/26/2012 03:30 AM
Phoenix Journals [link to abundanthope.net]
Jun 26, 2012 - PJ #95 " HEAVE-UP ", chapter 11 & 12.
" Although the "Holy" Inquisition started by Pope Gregory XI in 1374 was instituted to stop the foul
deeds of the witch cults and save children from brutal deaths at the hands of Satanists, it became
perverted into the most pitiless and ferocious institution of its kind until the rise of Communism and
Nazism over five hundred years later. The Inquisition indiscriminately condemned men, women,
and children to the flames after submitting them to the most ghastly tortures. [H: In this manner
the "saviours" became worse than the original offenders. Will you, too, cause the same as
you turn over the evil-mongers? If YOU are no better than the evil that sets its hand upon
you--you too shall perish in like manner as YOU are overthrown.] Not only were practising
witches and black magicians burnt at the stake, but also innocent children whose parents had
dedicated them to Satan, wandering Bohemians (gypsies) whose clairvoyance seemed
suspicious, and even lonely old women whose only crime was that they appeared to fit the popular
description of a witch. [H: Again, upon your place it will be a bad show-and-tell for those who
proclaim themselves to be Satanists and witches, etc., for the masses of human, ordinary
men shall pull you apart in their urge to destroy the demons you have created and
represent in yourselves--no matter how tiny the participation or degree. This is the nature
of the human--to destroy that which he despises and does not understand. I suggest you
who ponder these things in your "unconditional allowances" of all things--give careful
thought to this for the "mob" has NO RULE.] "
--Christ.
User ID: 12164302
Belgium
06/27/2012 03:21 AM
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Phoenix Journals [link to abundanthope.net]
Jun 27, 2012 - PJ #96 " HEAVE - HO (Phase Two) ", chapter 1 & 2.
" Secondly: Jackie Kennedy is a holder of a massively VALUABLE and LAWFUL debt document
(gold certificate) which is not "wanted" to be brought forward. The Committee and others in the
insipid Government set up by the impostors are right now having to deal with gold certificates, i.e.:
Buckley's holdings of "Treasurygate" fame, Cosmos and "Big Red" and others--of which one
"missing" one to "Sadam Husein", we printed in the paper. Well, there is another one of massive
value--from the Shah of Iran who was brought to your country years ago (as you will remember)
and was murdered for his own participations, or "non"-participations as the case may be. JACKIE
HAS (HAD) THAT CERTIFICATE! "
--Christ.
User ID: 12164302
Belgium
06/28/2012 03:46 AM
Phoenix Journals [link to abundanthope.net]
Jun 28, 2012 - PJ #94 " WINGING IT….. ", chapter 11 & 12.
[H: Protocols of Zion: (not to even introduce the Kol Nidre [vow of all vows], let us consider
Protocol number 15 as listed in the shortened version in Rabbi Reichhorn in 1869: "...If one
of our people should unhappily fall into the hands of justice amongst the Christians or
racist shits, we must rush to help him: find as many witnesses AS HE NEEDS (with all
evidence he might need to set him free, to save him from his judges (who might be racist
shit or Christian) UNTIL WE BECOME JUDGES OURSELVES !!]
--Christ.
User ID: 12164302
Belgium
06/29/2012 03:27 AM
Phoenix Journals [link to abundanthope.net]
Jun 29, 2012 - PJ #95 " HEAVE-UP ", chapter 13 & 14.
" In Scotland, Ireland, Somalia, Bosnia, Rwanda, Burundi, China, Ethiopia, El Salvador, Russia,
Nicaragua, Palestine, Korea, Viet Nam, Cambodia, Laos--the list goes on and on and we do not
want to forget the butchered babies who never even had a chance to be born!! What would they
say to us if they had the opportunity? I think they would all shout in unison: "Murderers, ruthless
unregenerate mankind!" What else could they say? There was no mercy, no compassion! [H: Ah,
but dear friend, if your very nation is run by Satanists who revel in DEATH--what more can
you expect? And, as you said above, Virginia--would you too wave us off as a statement
that it could not be...?] "
--Christ.
User ID: 12164302
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Belgium
06/30/2012 02:56 AM
Phoenix Journals [link to abundanthope.net]
Jun 30, 2012 - PJ #96 " HEAVE - HO (Phase Two) ", chapter 3 & 4.
" Why do you spend hours and days, weeks and months--and on into infinity REWRITING that
which OFFERED the answers--IF MAN WOULD SIMPLY ACT ACCORDING TO THE RULES,
REGULATIONS, LAWS AND GUIDELINES? YOU DO NOT NEED MORE--YOU NEED THE
ONES YOU HAD FOR THEY WERE BASED ON THE NATURAL LAWS OF GOD, NATURE AND
JUST FAIRNESS. The CONSTITUTION was ENOUGH. The reasons that it was enough are amply covered, errors of intent were offered and justness was returned where it was totally missing in
such manner that, had you continued to USE the guidebook, you would have rectified errors. For
instance, had you HONORED and adhered to the LAWS, there would have been NO FACES
DEFACING THE BLACK HILLS OF SOUTH DAKOTA. You broke all the laws and, then, put men
into high places to continue to break, misuse, abuse and grab, for their own greed, the very lifeblood of your selves and your nation. No, brothers, you do not need MORE--you need to take that
which WAS and USE IT. "
--Christ.
User ID: 12164302
Belgium
07/01/2012 03:13 AM
Phoenix Journals [link to abundanthope.net]
Jul 1, 2012 - PJ #94 " WINGING IT….. ", chapter 13 & 14.
DECLARATION OF INDEPENDENCE OF 1994
A Declaration by the Sovereign Citizens
of the Several States
Within the United States of America
" When in the Course of human Events, it becomes necessary for one People to dissolve the
Political Bonds which have connected them with another, and to assume among the Powers of the
Earth, the separate and equal Station to which the Laws of Nature and of Nature's God entitle
them, a decent Respect to the Opinions of Mankind requires that they should declare the causes
which impel them to the Separation. "
--Christ.
User ID: 12164302
Belgium
07/02/2012 03:33 AM
Phoenix Journals [link to abundanthope.net]
Jul 2, 2012 - PJ #95 " HEAVE-UP ", chapter 15, 16, 17 & 18.
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" He knew the family but the Kennedys knew just about everybody in the higher level of Organized
Crime. Lanky had nothing to do... If you remember all those people that I covered, Rigano,
Giancana--those people had nothing to do with Kennedy's assassination--they weren't smart
enough. Very few people had the mental capacity that Earl Warren had. Earl Warren and the
Committee are the people who assassinated Kennedy. It's as simple as that. You can use
and speculate the CIA, you can say Organized Crime, you can do anything you want to and
they have nothing whatsoever to do with it, and everything goes right back to the currency
that he put out of the Treasury; that's the reason he was killed. "
--Christ.
User ID: 12164302
Belgium
07/03/2012 03:26 AM
Phoenix Journals [link to abundanthope.net]
Jul 3, 2012 - PJ #96 " HEAVE - HO (Phase Two) ", chapter 5 & 6.
CONSTITUTION-FEDERALIST PAPERS
" [H: I am responsible for any emphasis in these writings other than occasional italics. I
cannot let this pass without interjection. This looks pretty sick and pretty bad, doesn't it?
Well, that's because IT IS BAD and it IS SICK. MAN has never been noted for his
compassion and desire for true equality. He doesn't even consider GOD his "equal". How
do I know this? Because all MAN really wants from GOD is to give him what he wants-enslave other men (and hopefully, God, as well) and he breaks every law as given forth
from GOD to suit his own whims and wishes. But, readers, it is far worse than that--far
worse. As regards the Negroes, one day you are going to have to accept the fact that
Negroes were first brought to your planet as SLAVES--to work the mines, etc., in Africa.
You don't believe me? You will! They started out as genetically altered species for that specific purpose and now look what a sad state of affairs you of humanity have wrought upon
selves. YOU will never rectify the miserable treatment of these beloved brothers and sisters--NEVER!
Next, consider ALL of your plights as you re-read the above paragraph--YOU ARE ALL
ALREADY ENSLAVED--and paying for it. When a man's property can be taken by force
FROM him by rules and regulations--AND TAXES, YOU ARE ENSLAVED AS SURELY AS
THE SUN IS GOLDEN AND THE MOON IS SILVER IN COLOR. YOU ARE ALL ENSLAVED TO
THE EVIL EMPIRE OF BANKSTERS AND CRIMINAL POLITICIANS WHO ARE GOING TO
RUN THE WORLD IN THIS NEW WORLD ORDER--WHICH YOU WILL WORK FOR AND PAY
FOR!
Do you see other relativities, perchance? Look at the relationship (comparison) between
the slaves and slave communities--with or against TODAY! You have brought the slaves of
color into a worse enslavement--with far more insult to his being. You CALL him FREE and
yet he is, as a race, totally enslaved worse than any other one grouping in the world. You
have reduced the black to the most collectively representative of the heinous abuse of the
WELFARE system. The little black girl children are baby factories and you treat them like
chaff--not even chattel. Is it different from "slave days"? How? You cause them to work at
menial tasks and in the lower end of all wage scales, saying they are either not bright
enough or ill-trained. You place them on welfare which fully represents the slave-owner's
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responsibility to HIS SLAVES. The only thing is that NOW you have all races and creeds
sucked into the Evil Empire's trap--YOU ARE ALL BUT SLAVES IN SATAN'S EMPIRE OF
ELITE RULERS!!!] "
--fire6655
User ID: 18420617
United States
07/05/2012 07:37 PM
PJ 31, pg 74
[link to www.freewebs.com]

"Man cannot acquire knowledge from books or schools. He can but acquire information that way,
but information is not knowledge until it is recognized by the spiritual consciousness of man, just
as food is not nourishment for the body until it becomes a part of the blood stream. Information
gained by motion of the senses must be returned to the stillness of the Source before it becomes
knowledge.
For the same reason man cannot acquire knowledge from the so-called &#8213;facts of matter,
for there are no facts of matter in a universe of transient matter in motion. All matter in motion is
but a series of illusions which deceive man into drawing wrong conclusions.
It is impossible for man to draw right conclusions from his observation of matter in motion until he
has acquired the ability to translate dynamic effect back to cause. This he can do only through
decentration to the One Light of his conscious awareness of the Source of all knowledge. Until he
knows the WHY of effect and its deceptions, he has no knowledge whatsoever upon which he can
rely. He has naught but unreliable information."
fire6655
User ID: 18420617
United States
07/05/2012 07:39 PM
PJ 31, pg 74
[link to www.freewebs.com]

"Man cannot acquire knowledge from books or schools. He can but acquire information that way,
but information is not knowledge until it is recognized by the spiritual consciousness of man, just
as food is not nourishment for the body until it becomes a part of the blood stream. Information
gained by motion of the senses must be returned to the stillness of the Source before it becomes
knowledge.
For the same reason man cannot acquire knowledge from the so-called & facts of matter, for there
are no facts of matter in a universe of transient matter in motion. All matter in motion is but a
series of illusions which deceive man into drawing wrong conclusions.
It is impossible for man to draw right conclusions from his observation of matter in motion until he
has acquired the ability to translate dynamic effect back to cause. This he can do only through
decentration to the One Light of his conscious awareness of the Source of all knowledge. Until he
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knows the WHY of effect and its deceptions, he has no knowledge whatsoever upon which he can
rely. He has naught but unreliable information."
Quoting: fire6655 18420617
fire6655
User ID: 18420617
United States
07/05/2012 07:42 PM
"Since there is no mistake that can be punished if this mistake serves the perception and
knowledge of the spirit, so then there is no mistake that can be inherited, and no
punishment in this world or another world for the literal punishment of such a mistake
would contradict all the Laws of Nature, and thus, all the Laws of The Creation.
In this life--still in another life--there is no punishment, if a mistake has been committed,
which will serve the perception and knowledge of the spirit. If man lives with the vocation
to perfect his spirit and obtains perception and knowledge through his mistakes, he leads a
life for which he was destined. "
PJ#2, pg 82 (PJ 2 link: [link to www.freewebs.com]
fire6655
User ID: 18420617
United States
07/05/2012 07:44 PM
From PJ#27 ( [link to www.freewebs.com]
Pg 36-37,
"What about the tremendous EVIL influence upon this planet. Why is it allowed by God?
The reason is this, even the "satans" or adversaries of God were not only created creatures
of God but were also given Free-Will. God is simply giving his "adversary" creations their
opportunity to grow into their potential of Godness and Divine Holy Light. But because of
their "limitedness" in behavior, meaning ego-selfish separation from THE ONE, their reality
or playground of experience was also "limited" by God. They are bound BY THEIR OWN
CHOICE to the lowest levels described as the 1st-5th physically manifested experiences.
You see, the "fallen" ones have self-imposed limitations by THEIR CHOICE to be
adversarial and separate from their CREATOR. But they are always given "opportunities" to
see the light of Truth in THE ONENESS OF ALL. The rules are strict and the fallen ones
KNOW the "rules" to remain ego-separate from GOD but remain in their game of
manipulation and deception.
For example: IF you feel the whisperings of the ANTI-Christ within you, You can DEMAND
IN THE NAME OF THE HOLY FATHER GOD AND/OR JESUS CHRIST SANANDA THAT ALL
DARK FRAGMENTS AND ENERGIES LEAVE YOUR SPACE IMMEDIATELY! They MUST go.
But they can "hang around" the periphery of your energy field and wait for a weak spot in
your protective shield. This is why the importance of asking GOD for His "white Light"
shield of love, protection, guidance, power, wisdom, integrity and courage. So you must
ask THE FATHER WITHIN YOU to please SHOW YOU that which YOU NEED in order to
serve HIS WILL. Hence the importance of, "Not MY will Father, but in all things LET THY
WILL BE DONE." This sincere invocation is what keeps you on your path of SERVICE TO
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GOD and THE CREATION and out of the folly of ignorance and perceived separation where
exist the Dark Brotherhood or Anti-Christs.”
Christ.
User ID: 12164302
Belgium
07/06/2012 03:25 AM
Phoenix Journals - PDF [link to abundanthope.net]
Jul 6, 2012 - PJ #94 " WINGING IT….. ", Pdf copy.
" As we move quickly along with offerings of information regarding the unfolding of proven
corruption in your market places, your governments, your religions and the incredible corrupted
control over you-the-people by the INJUSTICE SYSTEM, I can only say that, here in the
beginning, we are just WINGING IT... As ones "with" are willing to share with those "without" so
that strides can be made in reclaiming that which was yours, we will move quickly in offering that
which is pertinent in the changing times. "
--Christ.
User ID: 12164302
Belgium
07/07/2012 03:43 AM
Phoenix Journals - PDF [link to abundanthope.net]
Jul 7, 2012 - PJ #95 " HEAVE-UP ", Pdf copy.
"A lot of people are WAKING UP America! From Fed-Up American: "It is time that all of us Fed-Up
Americans come face to face with reality and fully understand that government at the highest level
desires us to be their sex slaves to the fullest extent."
"Indeed, the sleepyheads are beginning to stir...! First you are going to find it helpful to `heave-up',
then perhaps you can `heave-ho' and then maybe, just maybe, you can `heave the bastards OUT!'
" -HATONN "
--Christ.
User ID: 12164302
Belgium
07/08/2012 03:47 AM
Phoenix Journals [link to abundanthope.net]
Jul 8, 2012 - PJ #96 " HEAVE - HO (Phase Two) ", chapter 7 & 8.
" Please, readers, do not just browse through this material and toss it aside as a bother. IT IS THE
DIFFERENCE BETWEEN FREEDOM, SUPERB GOVERNMENT, CITIZEN SOVEREIGNTY,
STATE SOVEREIGNTY--AND HOW TO GET THE CRIMINALS OUT--AND OF ANY
OPPORTUNITY TO EVER HAVE THIS OPPORTUNITY AGAIN! WHETHER OR NOT YOU LIKE
TO REALIZE IT--GOD IS GIVING YOU THIS LAST OPPORTUNITY TO SEE, TO HEAR AND TO
ACT TO RECLAIM THAT WHICH YOU HAVE THROWN AWAY, IGNORED AND ALLOWED TO
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BE DESTROYED BY THE CRIMINALS YOU ALSO "ALLOWED" TO TAKE CONTROL. So be it.
"
--Christ.
User ID: 12164302
Belgium
07/09/2012 03:48 AM
Phoenix Journals [link to abundanthope.net]
Jul 9, 2012 - PJ #97 " HEAVE-`EM OUT Phase three, part 1 ", Intro.
" Readers, I hereby go on record as telling you that there are "aliens" among you, under the
ground, around you, and working with some of the elders of every government you serve. Whose
side are "they" on? Well, it depends on which side YOU are on as to whom you consider a friend
or enemy. I hope you will read right through this journal
--or go to the last portion about the "Blue Beam" project--and see if my writings seem quite so
false and amusing to you--it is YOUR CHARACTERS WHO PLAN THESE CUTE GAMES AT
YOUR EXPENSE AND HAVE BEEN FOR YEARS--I ONLY TELL YOU ABOUT THEM. "
--Christ.
User ID: 12164302
Belgium
07/10/2012 03:39 AM
Phoenix Journals [link to abundanthope.net]
Jul 10, 2012 - PJ #96 " HEAVE - HO (Phase Two) ", chapter 9 & 10.
PRELIMINARY DRAFT OF A
WORLD CONSTITUTION
" The people of the earth having agreed that the advancement of man in spiritual excellence [H:
Oh BARF!] and physical welfare [H: Oh BARF-BARF!] is the common goal of mankind; that
universal peace is the prerequisite for the pursuit of that goal; that justice in turn is the prerequisite
of peace, and peace and justice stand or fall together; that iniquity and war inseparable spring
from the competitive anarchy of the national states; that therefore the age of nations must end;
and the era of humanity begin; the governments of the nations have decided to order their
separate sovereignties in one government of justice, to which they surrender their arms and to
establish, as they do establish, the Constitution as the covenant and fundamental law of the
Federal Republic of the World. [H: No, this is not a joke! This is the real potato(e)! Here is an
excellent example of the way to discern TRUTH from a presentation from these anti-Christ
One Worlders: Turn every statement they make into its total opposite--and you will find the
truth within the opposite result. There is a conjured humorous "law" set forth by a Dr.
Galumbos, an astrophysicist who has labeled a theory into The Law of the Bureaucracy
which states: "If the bureaucracy states an intent and moves upon that intent toward a
stated 'goal' the law is that they will produce the EXACT OPPOSITE of that which they
describe." It is worthy of note and attention and all productions from that resource should
be measured by this LAW!] "
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--Christ.
User ID: 12164302
Belgium
07/11/2012 03:06 AM
Phoenix Journals [link to abundanthope.net]
Jul 11, 2012 - PJ #99 " USURPERS OF FREEDOM IN CONSPIRACY ", Intro.
" There is no way to stress this critically enough. You had Cecil Rhodes who formulated this very
plan of New World Order--and it was based on operations which would be fulfilled through the
Freemason-type action (which is according to the Zionist Protocols of "do it in total secrecy"). This
PLOT was in fact a major plan to destroy civilization which would, in result, produce a return to the
Dark Ages. Is this a "conspiracy"? Of course--for a single man may well formulate a plan but it
requires other energies in assistance to pull it off. Further, a conspiracy indicates that there is
"something" to be "against". "
--Christ.
User ID: 12164302
Belgium
07/12/2012 03:28 AM
Phoenix Journals [link to abundanthope.net]
Jul 12, 2012 - PJ #97 " HEAVE-`EM OUT Phase three, part 1 ", chapter 1 & 2.
MESSAGES FROM GOD
GOD SPEAKS TO US IN OUR JOY--BUT SHOUTS
TO US IN OUR PAIN!
DO YOU HEAR?
--Christ.
User ID: 12164302
Belgium
07/13/2012 04:02 AM
Report Abusive Post
Phoenix Journals [link to abundanthope.net]
Jul 13, 2012 - PJ #96 " HEAVE - HO (Phase Two) ", chapter 11 & 12.
THE REMAINDER OF THIS JOURNAL IS A COLLECTION OF TIMELY NEWS AND/OR
EDUCATIONAL ITEMS
--Christ.
User ID: 12164302
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Belgium
07/14/2012 03:43 AM
Phoenix Journals [link to abundanthope.net]
Jul 14, 2012 - PJ #99 " USURPERS OF FREEDOM IN CONSPIRACY ", chapter 1 & 2.
" One of your own circle of people, readers, is a prime example of the LIES and misadventures of
"medicine" and "man" against the insipid system, blunders and misdiagnoses--then the realization
and "oh dod, oh dod--what I do now?" syndrome. I would ask Paul or Lynn to give us a write-up of
the adventures in near-death experience at the hands of disease (that eats flesh [by whatever
stupid name it is labeled]). Lynn has been there! Expense? Unable to count in pain, agony AND
money has been their experience. Readers, this is SERIOUS! It doesn't matter whether the
doctors tell you it is a virus, a streptococcus, a staph-infection--it is disastrous. There were times
when the very working organs could be seen through the opening eaten away in Lynn's belly.
THIS IS SERIOUS! Ah, and by the way--this was BEFORE IT BECAME MANDATORY TO BRING
IT TO PUBLIC ATTENTION! Oh, and by the way number two: the infection happened
FOLLOWING MEDICAL PROCEDURES! It is a hard road from here on in, chelas--don't get
careless. "
--Christ.
User ID: 12164302
Belgium
07/15/2012 05:39 AM
Phoenix Journals [link to abundanthope.net]
Jul 15, 2012 - PJ #97 " HEAVE-`EM OUT Phase three, part 1 ", chapter 3 & 4.
" H: This section of your Constitution is just about the most important segment for it deals
with all those things which have been usurped incorrectly, destroyed blatantly and taken
over by the Elite power-brokers under guise of amendments, emergencies, total lies,
executive orders and by letting (causing) the public to cease knowing anything in the
original set of rules by replacing them with that which seemed sound at the time of
inspiration but later became simply a tool integrated without asking, unlawfully instituted
and perpetuated and, ultimately, rewriting to suit selves for a New World Order. Each thing
in this section deserves so much attention from every aspect but we will diligently offer
only that which is referenced and in the manner referenced by the persons in point at the
writing and debating. Read carefully and weep for your nation.... Indeed, you have reached
"childhood's end" in so many ways as to be lost in the counting! "
--Christ.
User ID: 12164302
Belgium
07/16/2012 03:40 AM
Phoenix Journals [link to abundanthope.net]
Jul 16, 2012 - PJ #96 " HEAVE - HO (Phase Two) ", chapter 13 & 14, final.
" Although some information is known about hangar 51; not much is known about area 51. How
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about for starters: an entire city is under the area. Below that city about four-and-one-half miles is
a pickup and departure site for the Trans-Continental Transportation System that no one knows
about, or at least, is reluctant to talk about. The second site south of the test site is a direct link to
the transportation system. The last time I used the system, coast to coast usually took about 10
hours, including the stops. "
--Christ.
User ID: 12164302
Belgium
07/17/2012 03:25 AM
Phoenix Journals [link to abundanthope.net]
Jul 17, 2012 - PJ #99 " USURPERS OF FREEDOM IN CONSPIRACY ", chapter 3 & 4.
" Sorry about that! What you WANT is a God that fixes everything for YOU--according to the way
YOU want it--or think you want it. GOD IS JUST! GOD HAS GIVEN YOU RULES THROUGH
WHICH AND BY WHICH YOU COULD BE PERFECTION IN YOUR PHYSICAL JOURNEY--YOU
HAVE CAST THEM ASIDE! I am not come to appease you and your wishes--I AM SENT TO TELL
YOU HOW IT IS. I can love you unconditionally while you stumble along twisting and turning in
your DRUTHERS and chosen definitions of how it SHOULD be. But I cannot, nor will I, interfere in
any physical manner whatsoever to FORCE you to do, believe, or anything else. I will effort to
"reason", present facts and tell you how it is and what are the conditions of God's laws--it is ALL
THAT I WILL DO--AND STAND AT "READY" FOR THE ULTIMATE CHANGES FOR THE
ARRANGEMENTS NECESSARY FOR GOD'S PROPERTY--HOPEFULLY "YOU". "
--Christ.
User ID: 12164302
Belgium
07/18/2012 03:45 AM
Selections from the Phoenix Journals.
Phoenix Journals [link to abundanthope.net]
Jul 18, 2012 - PJ #97 " HEAVE-`EM OUT Phase three, part 1 ", chapter 5 & 6.
" I remind you good readers (and bad readers) that you, if you are of God, have NO ENEMIES IN
SPACE. In fact, you have no enemies IN SPACE even if you are NOT OF GOD. THEY ARE ALL
NOW STATIONED ON YOUR PLACE! I also remind you that, for the facts of the matter,
depending upon WHO you are--the enemies of your government and Elite--are NOT probably
YOUR enemies, at any rate. Your enemies are quite Earth-bound.
You are locked to Earth like a fly to flypaper--you can go up a ways and have to return, you can
dig in a way--but have to return. You cannot sustain selves anywhere off your globe for any
extended period of time--you are prisoners of your own making. It behooves you to consider being
quite friendly with us who come to serve and assist. So be it. "
---
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I AM THAT I AM
AbundantHope is THE 2nd Coming organization, and a ground/heaven partnership with Jesus
himself.
[link to www.abundanthope.net]
Christ.
User ID: 12164302
Belgium
07/19/2012 03:29 AM
Phoenix Journals - PDF [link to abundanthope.net]
Jul 19, 2012 - PJ #96 " HEAVE - HO (Phase Two) ", Pdf copy.
"We will win this. We may lose the initial battle, but we, in fact, will win the war."
-HATONN.

"Very few people are aware that the intense drama of our twentieth century--the life and death
struggle between capitalism and Communism, freedom and slavery--has its origins in the late
eighteenth century. All Americans are aware that the Declaration of Independence was written in
1776. Few are aware that Adam Smith's Wealth of Nations, which provided the ideological
foundation for capitalism and for the Industrial Revolution, was published in 1776. And fewer still
are aware that in that same year, 1776, Adam Weishaupt, a professor of Canon Law at Ingolstadt
University in Germany, founded the Illuminati Order, a conspiratorial organization which embodied
all of the goals, aims, and methods of what we now call Communism. All history books will tell you
of the first event. A good many will tell you of the second. But practically none will even allude to
the last. Why? When you know the answer to that question you know history better than the
historians."
Christ.
User ID: 12164302
Belgium
07/20/2012 03:17 AM
Phoenix Journals [link to abundanthope.net]
Jul 20, 2012 - PJ #99 " USURPERS OF FREEDOM IN CONSPIRACY ", chapter 5 & 6.
BLUE BEAM PROJECTS
" All "alien" inclusive operations are coming full circle now and you have a LARGE number of
cross-bred aliens among you. There have been YEARS of integrated technology in the massive
underground facilities. The aliens who "didn't" look like you--NOW DO! I don't think I need to
comment on these "people" to any great extent under any circumstances but most especially not
now while I have agreements of silence to keep. I remind you that SPACE ENEMIES are not your
concern. The ENEMY IS LAND-LOCKED TO YOUR PLANET, JUST AS ARE YOU. Some have
technology to get off the place but THEY HAVE TO COME THROUGH OUR COMMAND FLEET.
That is not possible at this time! "
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Christ.
User ID: 12164302
Belgium
07/21/2012 03:44 AM
Phoenix Journals [link to abundanthope.net]
Jul 21, 2012 - PJ #97 " HEAVE-`EM OUT Phase three, part 1 ", chapter 7 & 8.
" I was a Board Member of "MJ-12". There are programs of human replication going on, however,
"DNA" the human Genome is a little more complex than people of this place and time WERE
aware of. Assistance has been given to certain organizations but what you suggest is at least 2050 years away. [H: Sorry Ronn--mechanically, replication is far advanced of what YOU think
it to be. The point is that you DON'T, and neither do the "assistants" (aliens of course),
KNOW HOW TO BRING THESE BEINGS INTO WHAT WE REFER TO AS "LIFE". AS WITH A
"KISSINGER", YOU SIMPLY HAVE A FUNCTIONING PERSON, DOWNLOADED WITH
INFORMATION--AND NO SOUL ENERGY TO ALLOW FOR PASSAGE FROM THE PHYSICAL.
ONCE NEW BODIES ARE NOT SUPPLIED, THE ENTITY IS GONE--FOREVER. ANY SOUL
ESSENCE HAS LONG SINCE GONE. I only use "Kissinger" as an example because so many
top-players are replications as to be all but unidentifiable by the ordinary human citizen. I
note that YOU do not have any trouble at all in making identification as to WHICH ones are
but functionaries.]
Those who have the technology are stupid. [H: Do not confuse this with "dumb", readers--they
are stupid as a fox already within the henhouse with belly full. They are, however, to say
the very least--without any wisdom whatsoever!]
There are several underground FACILITIES. Note I use the term "FACILITIES", not "BASES". I've
been in several. No, the inhabitants have nothing to do with Nazi-Germany or anyone from
Europe. The Phoenix Journals are using information from people such as myself and I do not
profess to know everything that has gone on; however, if I see something that is incorrect, I will tell
"Hatonn". Most of his information, that I have knowledge of, is very accurate. I have filled in some
information. To answer what I believe you are asking, 1. Yes, there are other living forms from
other places and dimensions. 2. Have I seen them? Yes, and those that I have seen appear to be
not unlike you or me. Those that I have spoken to, that I could not see, were real. 3. I've been
inside the North-Pole, under the Philippines, under two facilities in Egypt, one under one place in
South America (and am aware of many others). "
Christ.
User ID: 12164302
Belgium
07/22/2012 03:21 AM
Phoenix Journals [link to abundanthope.net]
Jul 22, 2012 - PJ #98 " ASCENSION OR NEVER-EVER LAND? ", Intro.
"As with Ezekial--space craft:, (Wheels within wheels, wheels of fire--etc.) Now, HOW did the
evangelists come to BASE THEIR DEFINITIONS OF SUCH AS RAPTURE ON THE OLD
TESTAMENT WHEN THEY WILL CLAIM YOU MUST FOLLOW THE NEW TESTAMENT IF YOU
ARE TO BE SAVED? Is this not strange? If, further, the evangelists of the CHRISTIAN "faith"
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base everything and need on the NEW TESTAMENT and utilize the "Jewish" (misnomer) tradition
(who did not believe Jesus was the Christ or Messiah) how do they come up with WRONG
answers? Because they are desperately offering YOU A WAY OUT OF YOUR MESS SO THEY
LOOK GOOD! AND, WHO ON EARTH WILL BE LEFT TO COUNT THEM WRONG? WELL,
LOTS OF PEOPLE--STANDING AROUND SNICKERING AT YOUR STUPIDITY.
Will there be some kind of a lift-off, possibly? Yes, probably--but it will not be like you are told
here--it will NOT BE A RAPTURE. Rapture by its definition means a state of emotional beingness.
It does NOT mean physical lift-off to another sphere of wondrous delight with God--unless, of
course, you are DEAD--which you WILL BE, in physical consideration! Dead as the proverbial
doornail!! The point is to get you God-respecting, Christian believers OFF THE PLANET SO
THERE IS NO FURTHER CONFRONTATION WITH THAT WHICH IS TAKING YOUR WORLD-IN OTHER WORDS, KILL TWO BIRDS WITH ONE STONE GET RID OF USELESS FEEDERS
AND TROUBLEMAKERS. "
Christ.
User ID: 12164302
Belgium
07/23/2012 03:52 AM
Phoenix Journals [link to abundanthope.net]
Jul 23, 2012 - PJ #97 " HEAVE-`EM OUT Phase three, part 1 ", chapter 9 & 10.
" Advanced "mind"-controlled craft as we utilize when desirable are NOT angular in shape unless it
is simply for physical holding or interim placement for safety in transit. Our craft, shuttle and
otherwise, are for the most part disc shaped, round or "stacked" in "pancake" layers. These are
present OFTEN in the broad daylight and are easily visualized in vapor (cloud cover). When not
shrouded, the mirror finish will simply reflect "sky" and are invisible unless we purposely MAKE
them visible. We simply bend light rays around the craft to prevent reflection--unless, again, we
wish to be seen. The other presentation is "instant visibility" but on a very short-span basis for
signaling. That means that we have dropped into the visibility frequency long, enough to be seen
but in short enough time span to negate radar tracking. We can also DISPERSE at will, moving
into a state of both invisibility and non-substance. "
Christ.
User ID: 12164302
Belgium
07/24/2012 03:51 AM
Phoenix Journals [link to abundanthope.net]
Jul 24, 2012 - PJ #99 " USURPERS OF FREEDOM IN CONSPIRACY ", chapter 7 & 8.
" I have so many inquiries about various locations, experiments, bases and other interesting things
as to not be able to wade through them. Are there aliens among you? Yes. Are there places of
great vortex powers? Yes. Are the stories about, say, the Bermuda Triangle, true? Lots of them
ARE! ............

"I can tell you one thing," said Dr. Wright. "I'm never going back to that island in a small boat and
I'm never going to fly across the Bermuda Triangle." [H: Why? I'm sure no self-respecting alien
would want to STUDY this specimen--for he must be one of your more stupid productions.
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But, do you see how disinformation propaganda to COVER COVERT AND TREACHEROUS
ACTIVITIES TAKES PLACE? Wake up, sleepyheads, and pay more attention to things like
some of the X-Files--especially the ones about your secret facilities, secret research and
secret joint-venture technology. Do you suppose he said "above" to cover what happens
UNDER the Caymans and "the Bahamas"? Maybe it is even to cover what happens in the
BANKS "ON" THOSE ISLANDS?--MY MY--JUST THOUGHT WE, TOO, MIGHT
"SPECULATE"!] "
Christ.
User ID: 12164302
Belgium
07/25/2012 03:09 AM
Phoenix Journals [link to abundanthope.net]
Jul 25, 2012 - PJ #98 " ASCENSION OR NEVER-EVER LAND? ", chapter 1 & 2.
WORLD PROTOCOL
" In 1956, the following WORLD PROTOCOL was sent out to jewish people world-wide. It was a
confidential notice which went to orthodox, reformed, non-religious and "Christian" jewish people:
"We are about to reach our goal. World War II furthered our plans greatly. We succeeded in
having millions of Christians kill each other and returning other millions in such condition that they
can do us no harm.
"There remains little to be done to complete our control of the United States.
"jewish people IN AMERICA--THESE ARE YOUR FINAL INSTRUCTIONS PRIOR TO THE
TAKEOVER: "
Christ.
User ID: 12164302
Belgium
07/26/2012 03:06 AM
Phoenix Journals [link to abundanthope.net]
Jul 26, 2012 - PJ #97 " HEAVE-`EM OUT Phase three, part 1 ", chapter 11 & 12.
" Moreover, analysis reveals that inanimate objects as well as Homo Sapiens and other living
beings have holograms of this kind. [H: Our ships have such halos of light around them and
this is one of the marks of such craft--the "aura" or "light" and the vapor essence
surrounding us in the sky as visualized in the daylight hours. We can easily turn-off the
visual realization as we can manipulate the "energy field" but this is WHY these
phenomena occur. Facts are, everything has an aura and field--some however, are so
dense that they are actually sucked within the being itself and the density itself becomes a
huge vacuum of energy. These persons with such energy fields will literally suck a lighted
aurad person dry, so to speak. It is as with a refrigerator where you have the heat-cold
exchange. It is physics explained but with light--hard to comprehend.] "
Christ.
User ID: 12164302
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Belgium
07/27/2012 03:46 AM
Phoenix Journals [link to abundanthope.net]
Jul 27, 2012 - PJ #98 " ASCENSION OR NEVER-EVER LAND? ", chapter 3 & 4.
" A jewish is permitted to enslave a non-jewish. Indeed, in another part of the TALMUD it specifies
that the reason GOD created non-Jewish humans was so that the Holy Race (jewish people)
would "not be served by animals only". [H: Interesting since the very term "jewish" was not
conjugated until the 18th century and along with it came "Zionist" to be used widely in the
19th--and especially--in the 20th century. The possibly more interesting point, however, is
that the TALMUD is not and never was a supposedly GOD-GIVEN document--it is written by
and touted as the laws of the Elders of the "Jewish" faith. So you have a man-made book of
rules and sume whatever they wish as to race, creed and color and proclaim themselves to
be non-Christian in every manner possible--THE ANTI-CHRIST! Why am I or any man
considered a heretic, hate-monger or otherwise to restate WHAT THEY HAVE ALREADY
STATED? They claim us to be hateful "anti-Semites" at every political turn. Anti-Semite?? I
AM A SEMITE AND MOST OF YOU ARE LIKEWISE. THIS GROUP OF TALMUDIC ZIONIST
JEWS--ARE NOT OF THE SEMITES--NEVER WERE! THEY SIMPLY TURN LIES AND
PRESENT THEM AS TRUTH--AND WHAM, BAM, THANK YOU GOOD PEOPLE--IT BECOMES
ENFORCED BY LAW, ACCEPTED--WHETHER YOU LIKE IT OR NOT.] "
Christ.
User ID: 12164302
Belgium
07/28/2012 03:57 AM
Phoenix Journals [link to abundanthope.net]
Jul 28, 2012 - PJ #97 " HEAVE-`EM OUT Phase three, part 1 ", chapter 13 & 14.
" [H: Oh my gosh, this dastardly man even suggests GOVERNMENT BY AND FOR THE
PEOPLE. HOW LONG HAS ANYONE FOUGHT FOR YOUR GOVERNMENT FOR AND BY THE
PEOPLE? OR, DO YOU JUST GO ALONG WITH EVERY TOM, DICK AND JACOB THAT
COMES ALONG ACTING LIKE SOME KIND OF AN AUTHORITY WHEN IN FACT IS BUT THE
WORST OF THE WORST DESTROYERS OF YOUR REPUBLIC AND TEACHES THIS
GARBAGE TO THE REST OF THE SELF-STYLED, SO-CALLED ELITE RULERS OF THE CFR,
ET AL. THIS HAS NOTHING TO DO WITH RUSSIA AS YOU RECOGNIZE RUSSIA OR WITH
SOMEONE CALLED ZHIRINOVSKY. THIS HAS EVERYTHING TO DO WITH STOPPING ANY
IDEA OF UPSETTING THE ONE WORLD ORDER AND ONE WORLD GOVERNMENT (BY THE
ELITE PUPPET-MASTERS) AND YOU ARE GOING TO BE STRUCK DUMB WHEN YOU FIND
OUT JUST WHO THEY ARE HEADED-UP BY.] "
Christ.
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Jul 29, 2012 - PJ #98 " ASCENSION OR NEVER-EVER LAND? ", chapter 5 & 6.
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" [H: This becomes more and more important to ALL OF YOU--EVERY DAY THAT COMES!
What can be done about it? Get your Constitution back into operation and DEMAND truth in
JUSTICE and CLEAN OUT THE JUDICIAL SYSTEM OF CORRUPTION AND SELF-MADE
RULES AND REGULATIONS!] "
Christ.
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Jul 30, 2012 - PJ #99 " USURPERS OF FREEDOM IN CONSPIRACY ", chapter 9 & 10.
". . .Judaism. . .Pharisaism became Talmudism, Talmudism became Midieval Rabbinism, and
Midieval Rabbinism became Modern Rabbinism. But throughout these changes in name. . .the
spirit of the ancient Pharisees survives, unaltered. . .From Palestine to Babylonia; from Babylonia
to North Africa, Italy, Spain, France and Germany; from these to Poland, Russia, and eastern
Europe generally, ancient Pharisaism has wandered. . .demonstrates the enduring importance
which attaches to Pharisaism as a religious movement. . ."
Christ.
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Jul 31, 2012 - PJ #97 " HEAVE-`EM OUT Phase three, part 1 ", chapter 15 & 16.
HOW TOTALITARIANISM WORKS
By Walter E. Williams (with permission)
" Philosopher David Hume said, "It is seldom that liberty of any kind is lost all at once". Let's apply
this idea to our Second Amendment rights but start off talking about anti-smoking regulations.
The anti-smoking campaign started off attacking property rights, with eminently reasonable pleas
like requiring no-smoking sections on airplanes. Emboldened by that success, tobacco
prohibitionists successfully campaigned for laws banning smoking on flights under two hours, then
a ban on domestic flights altogether, then airports, restaurants and buses. Now, they're working to
have smoking banned at all but residences, and later, no doubt, they'll go after residences. Their
agenda required a propaganda campaign to dupe the public with lies and distortions about some
of the health effects of smoking. Had the tobacco prohibitionists made their full agenda known at
the outset, they never would have succeeded in even getting no-smoking sections on airplanes. "
Christ.
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Aug 1, 2012 - PJ #98 " ASCENSION OR NEVER-EVER LAND? ", chapter 7 & 8.
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" This will be the [H: Oh my gosh...!] landing of ASHTAR, the coming of the Pleiadians, the Zeta
Reticuli and others under the auspices of Ashtar and with the blessing of Lord Sananda. [H: Well
surprising as it may be to the bunches of "channels" who tout good old Ashtar as a
dashing whiffer-awayer--HE WILL ONLY BE INVOLVED IF THE WORLD IS SET TO TOTALLY
DISINTEGRATE AND DISPERSE SOULED ENERGY. ASHTAR IS "A COMMAND"--A
COMPUTER CENTER CONNECTION--WHICH COMES INTO PLAY ONLY. IF FINAL EVACUATION HAS TO BE ACCOMPLISHED. YES, THERE IS A COMMANDER OF THAT "COMMAND"
BUT HIS NAME IS NOT "ASHTAR". ASHTAR is simply used for entity identification. As to
Lord Sananda's "blessing" "
Christ.
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Aug 4, 2012 - PJ #97 " HEAVE-`EM OUT Phase three, part 1 ", Pdf copy.
" Readers, I hereby go on record as telling you that there are "aliens" among you, under the
ground, around you, and working with some of the elders of every government you serve. Whose
side are "they" on? Well, it depends on which side YOU are on as to whom you consider a friend
or enemy. I hope you will read right through this journal--or go to the last portion about the "Blue
Beam" project--and see if my writings seem quite so false and amusing to you--it is YOUR
CHARACTERS WHO PLAN THESE CUTE GAMES AT YOUR EXPENSE AND HAVE BEEN FOR
YEARS--I ONLY TELL YOU ABOUT THEM. "
Christ.
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Aug 5, 2012 - PJ #98 " ASCENSION OR NEVER-EVER LAND? ", chapter 11 & 12.
" What about us? We are to bring the "message", the WORD and show you the way. We will work
WITH you--not FOR you. There is nobody going to be forced to do anything--including choosing
the correct bunch of aliens to watch out for you. We will present in colors to identify--openly.
Believing is YOUR problem, not ours. So don't expect magic shows to prove to the unbelieving-although the proof will be magnificent for the searching brothers. Perfection is not your goal, good
friends; working TOWARD perfection is your task as you experience your journey. Reclaiming and
creating balance and harmony in a global sense and society is your responsibility. I did not say
your "gift"--I SAID: YOUR RESPONSIBILITY! You cannot do that by sitting on your assets holding
unto the physical the things of the physical. Seems like an unlikely statement? No, because the
goal is beyond the physical illusion holograph you have manufactured--into expression of soul
creation. "
Christ.
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Aug 6, 2012 - PJ #99 " USURPERS OF FREEDOM IN CONSPIRACY ", chapter 11 & 12, final.
QUOTATION CONTINUED:
" This "divine truth" which "a whole people venerate" of which "not a single letter of it is missing"
and today "is flourishing to such a degree as cannot be found in its history" is illustrated by the
additional verbatim quotations which follow:
(Book) Sanhedrin, 55b: "A maiden three years and a day may be acquired in marriage by coition,
and if her deceased husband's brother cohabits with her, she becomes his. The penalty of adultery
may be incurred through her; (if a niddah) she defiles him who has connection with her, so that he
in turn defiles that upon which he lies, as a garment which has lain upon (a person affliected with
gonorrhea).' (emphasis in original text of Soncino Edition, Ed.) "
Christ.
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Aug 7, 2012 - PJ #101 " THE BREATHING DEAD AND CEMENT CHILDREN ", Intro.
" More chilling is the scene we observe every day--the breathing dead who believe they are alive.
Year after year these breathing dead get up at the same time every morning on the same side of
bed, trudge to the same kitchen, swallow the same brand of bacon and style of eggs for breakfast,
drive the same route to work, and wearily enter the same door of employment where automatically
they punch the same time clock and perform, like machines, the same mindless task until the
same bell goes off at five o'clock. Then by rote they return home in order to open the same brand
of beer, and to watch the news on television that informs them of the same murders and violence,
which are balanced against the same insipid sitcoms evoking the same canned laughter. Ha. Ha.
The breathing dead emulate machines. Their work is mechanical. They relate more to the
simulated life on television than to their own species. It's safer to love the electronic image, safer
to engage a nonbeing. Moreover, the control of their television sets provides a power they do not
possess in life, the power of the thumb that clicks from electronic life to electronic life and the
power to extinguish such life at will. The bargain seems fair. By relinquishing their own lives, which
can be petty, puny, and powerless, they acquire a nonlife over which they can exercise complete
and final power. "
Christ.
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Aug 8, 2012 - PJ #98 " ASCENSION OR NEVER-EVER LAND? ", chapter 13 & 14.
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" The faces were placed on Easter Island, using our reference of time, 65,000 years ago. They
were removed from the Sahara Desert. That is about the time water was diverted from that area.
The area was fertile but was essentially wiped out by a disease similar to AIDS. There is much of
our history that is not recorded and is not known by historians. The faces were placed on the
island by others whom you would not know. However, I will tell you something that only a few
people know. There have been visitors to our world, and this is to some of your ancestors who are
referred to as Native Americans. There are many visitors now, but those visitors have been
coming to our world, the same ones, for millions of years. They are able to manipulate time,
interdimensionally. However, using our reference of measurement of time, they are only 200-300
thousand years old. Time to others does not have the same meaning as it has to us. "
Christ.
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Aug 9, 2012 - PJ #101 " THE BREATHING DEAD AND CEMENT CHILDREN ", chapter 1 & 2.
" The basic component of the Monarch program is the sophisticated manipulation of the child's
mind to protect itself from extreme trauma by creating Multiple Personality Disorder. The most
inhumane severe torture is used on children to create extensive MPD. Then the various alters
(personalities) are found and programmed using state of the art mind-control.
Harmonics and sound waves are used to manipulate the RNA covering of neuron pathways to the
subconscious. Harmonic generators code named "ether-wave" are able to imbed detailed
commands which are linked to audible triggers. This is one of the standard features of the
Monarch program. It allows the slaves to be controlled by trigger words which make no sense or
seem to carry no negative connotation to outside listeners. "
Christ.
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Aug 10, 2012 - PJ #99 " USURPERS OF FREEDOM IN CONSPIRACY ", Pdf copy.
" As I move on to write on Russia, Khazars, the CIA and other topics, you ones seem to keep
forgetting that ENGLAND was and IS your controlling monarchy. There is no way to stress this
critically enough. You had Cecil Rhodes who formulated this very plan of New World Order--and it
was based on operations which would be fulfilled through the Freemason-type action (which is
according to the Zionist Protocols of "do it in total secrecy"). This PLOT was in fact a major plan to
destroy civilization which would, in result, produce a return to the Dark Ages. Is this a
"conspiracy"? Of course--for a single man may well formulate a plan but it requires other energies
in assistance to pull it off. "
Christ.
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Aug 11, 2012 - PJ #101 " THE BREATHING DEAD AND CEMENT CHILDREN ", chapter 3 & 4.
" GOD'S TRUTH IS NOT SOMETHING YOU DICKER OVER FROM ONE CHURCH
DENOMINATION TO ANOTHER! GOD'S TRUTH IS NOT SOME OPINION ABOUT WHAT GOD
MIGHT OR MIGHT NOT DO--BASED ON SOME MAN'S OPINION ON THE MATTER. GOD
GAVE FORTH HIS RULES, YOU KNOW THEM AND HAVE FAILED TO TEACH THEM TO
YOUR CHILDREN--AND THEREFORE HAVE MADE YOUR CHOICE. WHY DO YOU
COMPLAIN TO "ME"? UNCONDITIONAL LOVE HAS NOTHING TO DO WITH NONPLACEMENT OF RESPONSIBILITY AND CONDITIONS. WHY DO YOU THINK "I" WILL BE
SOMEHOW "FORCED" TO ACCEPT YOUR TERMS WHEN OBVIOUSLY YOU HAVE ONLY
BEEN AT THE STUDY OF THE TRUTH FOR ALMOST NO TIME AT ALL IN YOUR PRESENT
CONSCIOUSNESS? I CAN TELL YOU RIGHT NOW--YOU CANNOT "FORCE" ME TO DO
ANYTHING! NEITHER WILL GOD CREATOR FORCE ME TO DO ANYTHING! SO YOU, THEN,
DECIDE YOU DON'T BELIEVE ME? FINE! WHY? I FIND IT INTERESTING--BUT NOT OF ANY
IMPORTANCE FOR YOU MAY DO THAT WHICH YOU WISH AS LONG AS THE ENEMY
ALLOWS YOU TO LIVE. BUT WHEN HE FINISHES WITH YOU-- THAT'S IT--YOU START OVER
WITH YOUR SOUL, MY FRIENDS. SO, WHO IS THE LOSER? ME? MINE? WHY DO YOU
ANNOY US WITH YOUR ARGUMENTS? WE ASK YOU FOR NOTHING--SAVE PERHAPS TO
HELP IF YOU CLAIM TO WANT FREEDOM AND SOME GOOD AND BALANCE BACK INTO
YOUR LIVING. "
Christ.
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Aug 12, 2012 - PJ #98 " ASCENSION OR NEVER-EVER LAND? ", chapter 15 & 16.
RONN JACKSON
" Yes, we have several agreements with others, not of this world. The initial agreement was made
in the early '50s. The then administration was able to procure an agreement that only their
designees would release information. Their agreements were by honorable beings and, although
we as a race had been observed for thousands of years, those beings did not know the meaning
of self-serving as applied by those with whom they dealt. Our species is unique in all of this
universe and only now am I beginning to understand this unique position. Those who made
agreements are starting to lose their patience. Hatonn has voiced his displeasure several times in
the last few weeks. I would not have been as patient. That's why he is doing what he is doing; and
that's why I am where I am. No, I do not consider myself to be a deity but consider myself as
privileged to have known one. Their names aren't important. They are assigned to communicate to
us and to give us a point of reference in our plane of reference. We, as a species, are in the
formative stages and if I, as an individual, know anything--I know nothing and can only relate to a
number of situations. I do know TRUTH and know it to be absolute and [that it] cannot be changed
or denied. CONTACT is TRUTH--and because you don't understand it does not mean it is false.
We all relate to what we know or understand. Knowing a subject and believing in something that
we think is true, is often quite different. "
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Christ.
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Aug 13, 2012 - PJ #102 " SACRED WISDOM ", Intro.
" As you come to recognize the script and the players within the PLAY and PLAN you will see that
naught is but a rerun of that which was wrong and never corrected--repeating of that which should
have been corrected. The "future", therefore, is an open slate for the creation of the script and
play. It is the opportunity to utilize wisdom, knowledge and "knowing" that prophecies do not have
to be repeated in error of action and perception. May GOD guide your thoughts--for thoughts
ARE CREATION! "

Christ.
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Aug 14, 2012 - PJ #101 " THE BREATHING DEAD AND CEMENT CHILDREN ", chapter 5 & 6.
" Of course there is goodness for there is GOD and where there is God there MUST BE goodness.
The struggle is, of course, in the perceptions of thought and the intent within soul. This is NOT
some "tangible" acquisition that you may hold as you can hold a piece of metal or a statue or a
book--it is the "thought" within the folders which gives a book life and so too is the "thought" within
living and experiencing which gives manifestation in "life". "Freedom" like "Christness" or
"goodness" is a STATE OF EMOTIONAL (THOUGHT) BEING. Once the mind is enslaved--there
is no freedom. This is why weapons of physical force may well win a battle--but it has nothing to
do with "soul freedom". "
Christ.
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Aug 15, 2012 - PJ #98 " ASCENSION OR NEVER-EVER LAND? ", Pdf copy.
" The ONLY THING WRONG is that it will ARRANGE FOR YOU TO HAVE A MASSIVE
RAPTURE SO THAT THE PEOPLE OF JESUS DO NOT HAVE TO EXPERIENCE THE
TRIBULATION. What in the world are they talking about? YOU HAVE BUILT THIS WORLD INTO
WHAT IT IS--DO YOU ACTUALLY THINK YOU WILL BE WHISKED AWAY IN PHYSICAL FORM
TO SOME CLOUDS SO YOU DON'T HAVE RESPONSIBILITY? I WARN YOU THAT THIS IS
INCORRECT INFORMATION AND IF YOU CLING TO THIS IRRESPONSIBLE APPROACH TO
YOUR PASSAGE (OR YOUR REMAINING), YOU WILL BE MOST SORRY IN THE
AFTERMATH! There is a RAPTURE PLANNED FOR YOU WHO ARE SO FOOLISH--AND IT IS
CALLED OPERATION BLUE BEAM!!! "
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Christ.
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Aug 16, 2012 - PJ #101 " THE BREATHING DEAD AND CEMENT CHILDREN ", chapter 7 & 8.
" When the state of Israel was established, tens of thousands of Zionists were permitted to
emigrate from Russia and satellite territories to Palestine, in a move which continues. Communist
authorities have been pretty reluctant to permit young jewish people to emigrate and in many
cases permission has been denied--but it is political in cause. WHAT YOU HAVE TO KNOW,
READERS, IS THAT THIS IS A BATTLE BETWEEN jewish people! Whether Communists or
Zionists, they retain their Jewishness as accepted in description, and they stand somewhat united
against all non-jewish people. Facts or truth of the matter have long since ceased to be
considered.
Here, however, is the fact of the bad news for ALL factions: both Communism and Zionist jewish
people have the same common goal--domination of the world. Both work and plan for the day
when the self-labeled "chosen race" shall "inherit the Earth". "
Christ.
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Aug 18, 2012 - PJ #100 " IT'S ALL IN THE GAME ", Intro.
DEDICATION
This is the 100th JOURNAL. Thank you, Dharma, my hands!
I cherish and appreciate each and all of you who have made this work possible--and to each of
you READERS--who, without you, make it worthy of the work. Please KNOW, that I know THE
WAY--and I offer my hand unto you who will take it for I can bring you HOME.
I salute you and E.J.; I thank you for giving that which I must have in order to fulfill my mission.
Christ.
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Aug 21, 2012 - PJ #100 " IT'S ALL IN THE GAME ", chapter 1 & 2.
" The Koran directs us to the proper conclusion: "Thou wilt find the most vehement of mankind in
hostility to those who believe [are] the jewish people and the idolaters." The jewish people, then,
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are the chiefs of staff who declared and organized the war: WORLD ZIONISM HATES PEACE AS
MUCH AS IT HATES DEATH. THERE ARE PEOPLE WHO REPRESENT THE ZIONISTS AT ALL
LEVELS OF POLICY-MAKING IN THE UNITED STATES AND EUROPE. THEY HAVE BEEN
INFILTRATING HIGH CIRCLES THROUGH MASONIC NETWORKS FOR THE PAST 1.000
YEARS. They have people who represent their interests even in the Arab countries and the
fundamentalist Islamic nations. The Koran has predicted the rise of their influence, followed by the
destruction of their states. "
Anonymous Coward
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Update on the Three Days of Darkness (3DD)
Aug. 20, 2012
Christ Michael thru Candace

Dearly Beloveds, this is Christ Michael and an update is due.
The time is close. We give no dates but I am here to update today about a small change of plans
that will affect you. The craft to eclipse the sun has been behind the sun and ready for some time,
close and easy. We have begun to move it more "forward".
Now, because folks are NOT aware of what is planned, and most are NOT listening within, the
3DD will start with a partial eclipse of the sun. This will last for about 24 hours so that everyone
can prepare for something coming. It gives "notice". There are many countries in which the news
will cooperate during this time, but some don't plan on it. I think the pressure will require it, when
the whole world notices an unexpected partial eclipse and wonders WHY.
The eclipse will look somewhat different than a partial eclipse by the moon. You will NOT see a
huge round dark disk as the method is different but it will be obvious and certainly much more
obvious that this is not NIBIRU or any such other thing, in the method we will use. You will not see
a gradual eclipse forming. Due to the method used, it will be sudden.
At the end of the 3DD there will be another 24 hours of similar events. The electricity will be turned
off shortly after the total eclipse is manifest but not before. And hopefully most news stations
around the world will be making that statement about the electricity, so people can prepare some
sort of lighting in their homes. People will be advised to GO HOME. For those traveling, home
would be of course the hotel or whatever other temporary arrangements are being used. ALL
aircraft will be landed during these first 24 hours, we will see to that.
Countries are being encouraged to bring ships into port, and this has been out for a time to
leadership, but not much seriousness has been taken by some players on the world stage.
Generally however, the big boats make their own electricity and will be fine and smaller ones, if
the people are so dumb to not come in to port, and have no way to generate heat or light, it is their
problem.
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Hospitals of course will make scarce use of electric generators and hopefully during the initial 24
hours will send stable patients home. Ditto other circumstances. Since most businesses require
electricity, everyone is going home, there is no need to run any services except for emergency
needs.
This is WELL planned beloveds. Do not fear. But we will not be dropping flashlights to people.
They will be challenged to manage. Of course native types will get thru it fine. There is still the mini
stasis during this. All intelligent animals will be in stasis, those requiring human care. We do not let
cows go un-milked, they go to sleep too. This is but one simple example.
The mini-stasis will last at least one week and likely more. Those of you coming aboard during the
mini-stasis will be lifted on our schedules devised. Generally shortly after the electricity goes off,
but will fluctuate according to local circumstances.
We need those of course in the know, to be working with those who are going to be afraid. If you
can have some sort of extra candles, flashlights and batteries that might be useful to share. MANY
are NOT needed, one per house is enough, as to flashlights, you chose on candles. It is not hard
to get thru 3 days without electricity and in the dark, but it is made easier if the house has some
sort of lighting to find the way to bathrooms and the like. It will NOT be pitch black in the day time.
The sun's corona extends a fair distance from the sun and the corona will not be completely
blocked, so it will not be pitch black in the daytime, but more like a heavy dusk.
You can assure people that its fine to go outside and look out windows. It is the thugs who put out
that one needs holy candles and must stay inside flat on the floor in prayer. People will be in
prayer though, I assure you.
Where media will cooperate, this will be told in fact. People will be given some time to get small
amounts of lighting to find their way in the dark. That is truly all that will be needed anyway, except
in hospitals, and nursing homes and most all of them do have generators.
Anything to make light will work as long as its not on the grid. Most people with solar electricity and
battery storage may have some light and it will be friendly of these who do, anyone with
generators also, to invite neighbors in. There will be NO removals during the darkness. That
occurs ONLY during the mini-stasis which is scheduled in the middle of the period of darkness.
The 24 hours of fading eclipse afterwards, allows the grid to be gradually brought back on line and
the increase in natural light then will encourage those "left behind" to begin gathering and dealing
with what has happened.
Many of our team are to be lifted, including those not known to AH who have roles in this. These
ones will all help during that 24 hours of "half light" after the 3 days are over, and many of them
will be triggered into action in the preliminary 24 hours. Most of the ones brought up shortly after
the darkness starts, will be returned a few hours before the end of the darkness.
Now, during the mini-stasis, the plant and animal life NEEDS the sun and the planet cannot be
allowed to cool to much, so of course the eclipsing craft will be moved so the sun can shine. And
then the craft moved back when the mini-stasis is over. With the two "half light" days, this makes a
total of 5 days plus the mini-stasis.
As soon as it is visually obvious the sun is partly occluded, you in the know, go to work. Some of
you may awaken even to news in the morning if this starts during your individual sleep cycles. This
1/2 "light" initial day also provides a powerful motive to some of the dark to clean up their act, but it
mostly so ones can prepare as best they can. It will make the shock and awe LESS.
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Plan now accordingly and simply LIVE until the time happens. These 3 days are generally done on
any planet where possible in the seasons of fall and spring, or the approaching of those times, so
the planetary people do not have to deal with so much cold of winter months. Your southern
hemisphere is beginning to warm, generally speaking. And the food is near harvest, in the north.
Man will be busy with harvest as appropriate after this is over.
This is more than enough and should probably be the last update that will be needed. In great love
of you ones who serve AbundantHope, my 2nd Coming Organization, Christ Michael.
[link to abundanthope.net]
This piece is under copyright protection of [link to www.abundanthope.net] It may be placed
anywhere on the web as long as it is not changed in any way and a link placed back to this site. It
is preferred you place the entire piece, and if not possible to do so, you must note that the rest of it
can be found at the link. Thankyou, Candace.
Anonymous Coward
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Aug 23, 2012 - PJ #100 " IT'S ALL IN THE GAME ", chapter 3 & 4.
" [H: I remind you people that you cannot have ONE without the OTHER--if you have a promise of
God to attend you and you perceive that that GOD is coming back from somewhere--it has to be
extraterrestrial! Don't assume that you have a problem in SPACE from some alien forces who are
out to "getcha"-- UNLESS YOU ARE OF THE FORCES OF THE SATANIC KING HIMSELF.
THEN INDEED, "THEY" WHO FIT THAT CATEGORY--HAVE LOTS OF PROBLEMS! I further
remind you that the ENEMY evil doers are ALREADY on your place and, as a matter of fact--ARE
SURROUNDED BY US OF THE COMMAND OF HOSTS. THEY ARE NOT ACCEPTABLE BACK
INTO SPACE IF THEY HAVE ALIGNED SELVES WITH THE EVIL ASPECTS OF YOUR
PLANET--AND THAT MEANS THEY ARE "BOUND" OVER TO THE PITS OF PHYSICAL
DEMISE AS IS ANY OTHER PHYSICAL EVOLVING HUMANOID. It is really quite simple both in
reality and concept!] "
--Christ.
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Aug 25, 2012 - PJ #100 " IT'S ALL IN THE GAME ", chapter 5 & 6.
" A widening propaganda campaign for reduction of the world's population--now at 5.6 billion
human beings--to two billion, [H: WRONG, the population is slightly MORE than 7 billion now.
(1994)-(How many of YOU did not get counted?) Moreover, Bush has stated that the
population will be brought to no more than 550 million. The Earth was brought forth to
house and attend 500 million!] was sparked by the release this past February (1994) of a study
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of Cornell University Ecology Professor David Pimentel. "
Christ.
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Aug 27, 2012 - PJ #102 " SACRED WISDOM ", chapter 5 & 6.
MONARCH PROGRAMMING
" I don't care what else you might think about Bill Clinton, Hillary, etc. These are products of total
Mind-Control Programming. Both were created (born) to be prepared for their job and it is not them
as individuals that should concern us--but LOOK TO THE "HANDLERS". "
---------

" I REPEAT SOMETHING HERE: I ONLY DEMAND KEEPING AGREEMENTS--I AM NOT HERE
TO "SAVE" ANYTHING EXCEPT THE PEOPLE OF GOD AND TELL THE TRUTH THAT
HISTORY SHALL BE CORRECT AND NOT ABUNDANTLY FILLED WITH LIES.
That is quite enough--because MAN will now have sufficient knowledge and REASON to look into
the best course of action for his own "saving" of species, civilization and planet as a whole. Am "I"
just a major "handler"? NOPE--I don't need to be a handler for in the ending--each will "handle"
SELF. "

END
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